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\. PREFACE 

On April 23 9 1976. Public Systems Evaluation, Inc. (PSE) was 
awarded ill one-year. National Evaluation Program grant by the 
National Institute of Law Enforcement and Crimfnal Justice, Law 
Enfor&ement Assistance Administration, United States Department of 
Justice. to conduct a "Phase lEva luation of street Lighting 
Projects. u · In brief, the purpose of the grant is to assess the' 
present state of knowledge regarding the impact of street lighting 
on crime and the fear of crime. To this·end s PSE has undertaken 
a brief but encompassing review of the literature and an initial 
survey of jndividuals who have developed expertise in the area. 

This report is based on work performed during the first three 
months evaluation of the effort and contains the findings of the initial 
review activity. As such, the report should be regarded as ppstiminary 
and as a· benchmark of progress to date. The purpose of the report is 
to review major issues in street lighting, and, in particular. the 

'I 

impact of street lighting on crime. The rev1ew'serves as a basis for, 
d.iscussion and as a f."amework for formally conducting a Phase I evaluation 
of street lighting projects. The status of each of the issues identified . 
in this report will be as·sessed through a systemic and comparative analysis 
of past and on-going street lighting projects. The assessment will 
detennine the range of performance and effectiveness of various street 
lighting projects; the accuracy and rel iab; 1i ty of avai lable data in 
the street lighting area; the factors that seem most likely to influence 
the'success or failure of projects; and the cost of implementing and 
maintainfng alternative types of street 1 ighting projects/systems . 
utilizing this information, PSE expects to identify gaps in the present 
knowledge base and make recommendations concerning future research and 
evalua'tioh activi ties which should be undertaken to fi 11 those gaps. 

The contents of this report should also be of interest to cPiminaZ 
justioe adnrtnistratol's and pZannera who are contemplating street 
lighting projects. As the report emphasizes, street lighting serves a . 
variety of objectives. and crime prevention needs to be viewed in context 
with the other,objectives of pedestrian safety; community character and 
vita1ity~. and traffic orientation and identification. The criminal 
justice specialist. in order to work effectively with street lighting · 
engineer-sand utility companies, must also be familiar with the basic 
technical facts about light and street lighting hardware. The'report ' 
presents these facts in a succinct and purposeful manner. Additionally, 
the report: relates the- experiences of past street 1 ighting project~, 
including an identification of their strengths and weaknesses. successes 
and fat lu~s. Toos,. the report can serve as a reference and guide to 
the criminal j~stice specialist who is interestea in street lighting • 
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1 'INTRODUCTION . , 

Is street lighting an effective approach in the reduction and 

. deterrence of crime? In 1967, the President's Crime,Col11Tlissi'on stated 

that 

There is no conclusive evidence that improved 
lighting will have lasting or significant 
impact on crime rates~ although there are 
strong intuitive reasons to believe that it 
will be helpful .... Improved street lighting 
may reduce some types of crime in some 
areas ...• With information on past, present 
and projected crime rates, it may be possible 
to assess better the impact of lighting on 
crime. 'It ' 

The passage of the Omnibus Crime Control and S~fe street Act of 

1968 has accelerated the development and testing of anti-crime strategies, 
. 

including improved street lighting programs to reduce the threat of 

street-related, nighttime crime~ in urban environments. While 

methodological problems render the results of these programs statis-
t 

tically questionable, the proliferation of encouraging reports does seem, 

in itself, significant. However, as cautioned by the National Advisory, 

Commission in 1973, 

.:.these statistics cannot be interpreted as 
proof of the efficacy of lighting programs in 
reducing crime •.. additional scrutiny of these 
results is necessary. Such study will have to' 
take into account the effects of such variables 
as palace patrbl levels, displacemept'of 

* President!s Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of 
Justice, Task Force Report: Science and Technology. Washington, D.C •• U.S .. 
Government Printing Office, 1967. ' 
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criminal activity to ot~er times and places, ' 
and seasonal changes in crime patterns. Until 
all evidence is sifted, it should be assumed 
that lighting is only one of the factors that 
help reduce crime.* 

,t 

In more recent months, the Law Enforcement Assistance Ad~inistration 

(lEAA) has been· subjected to considerable criticism for promoting 

hardwar'e--including street 1 ighting--and for not being able to show 

that it has contributed to any reduction in crime.** The critics have 

also complained that even though elaborate evaluation req~irements are 
" 

built in at every level of the LEAA program, evaluations hav~ beert" 

geared more to justifying past projects than to identifying problems. 

The National Institute of Law Enforcement 'and Criminal Justice, 

the' research arm of the LEAA, is undertaking several ,evaluationeffort~ 

. which address these doubts and criticisms. Among these is the National 
, 

Evaluation Program, which is providing the grant to conduct this 

"Phase I Evaluation of Street Lighting Projects." Ipbrief, the 'purpose 

of the grant i,s to assess the present state of k~owl edge regarding 

the impact of street lighting on crime and the fear of crime. To this 

end. a brief but encompassing review of the literature and an initial 

survey o1~ individuals who have developed expertise in the area have 

been undertaken. 

'*National Advisory Commission on Crimina1 Justice Standards and 
Goals. Co.!!!!!.u1l.Lt;Y., Crime Prevention, Washington, D.C., 1973, p. 199 • 

** See t for example, "Law Enforcement: The Federal Role ll (pro
duced by a Twentieth Century Fund task force) and "Law and Disorder" 
(written by'Sarah Carey for the Centel'" for Nat~onal Security Studies) • 

I 
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This report is based on work performed during the first three months of 

this Phase I Evaluation effort. and cont~tns the findings of the initial 
. 

review activity. As such, the report should be regarded as ppeZiminary and as 

a benchmark of progress to date. The purpose of -the report is to review major 

issues in street lighting, and, in particular, the impact of street 

l~ghting on crime. The ~tatus of each of the issues identified in this 

report will be assessed through a systemic and comparative analysis' of· 

past and on-going street lighting projects. The asses~ment will 

determine the range of performance and effectiveness of various 

. street lighting p!"ojectsj the accuracy and reliability of available 

data in the stre~t lighting area; the factors that seem most likely to 

influence the stl,ccess or failure of projects; and the cost of implementtng 

and maintaining alternative types of street lighting projects/systems. 

Utit izing thi s informat.ion, gaps in the pt~esent knowledge base wi 11 be 

identified and recommendations concerning future research and evalua:", 

tion activities to fill those gaps will be made. 
! 

As part of th~s ;,ntroductory section, Section 1.1 briefly traces 
I ' 

the histq'rical development of street 1 i ghtihg·, whil e section 1.2 
! 

summar~zes the approach being undertaken by this evaluation effort, 

~nd Section 1.3 outlines the scope of the report~ 

1.1 . HISTORICAL BA~KGROUND 

Archaeologists have dated outdoor lighting to 3,000 B'.C. [A.1-38]*. 

After discovering and mastering fire, prehisto,ric man used earthen 

* For convenience, all references in this report are coded and identified 
'in square brackets. i.e., "[ ]". Full details of the references are 
given in Appendix A . 
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jaGs to contain the fire which lit his cave inside and out. However, 

at:reet Ughting systems are a relatively new phenomena. dating back 

. l' 

to 1.558 when the city. of Paris installed pitch-burning lanterns. on some 

of 1tsmain streets. Street lanterns were just one part of the city's 

attempt. to Hght up the streets. An ordinance was also passed requiring 

all cittzens to keep lights burning in windows that fronted the streets • 

. It is interesting to note that the lighting of the streets in Paris 

was motivated by the belief that street lighting would rid the streets 
, . ' 

·ofnighttime robbers, who had practically taken over the city after 

nightfall. 

Historically, the motivation for street lighting began with security 

and safety considerations; then became integrated with the convnunity's 

needs for character identity and vitality; and finally, following the 

advent of the automobile. contributed to traffic orientation and 

identification requir~nents; Exhibit 1.1 summarizes principal street 

lighting objectives, which have remained unchanged for several decades. 

What has changed over time has been the emphasis placed on the different 

objectives: for example, security considerations are again high on the 

list of priorities of urban administrators and planners. Section 4.1. 

further discusses these objectives in the context of evaluation . 
. . 

EX~1ibit 1.2 traces the historical development of street lighting 

systems in terms of the locales where the various lighting innovations 

were ·installed. Exhibit 1.3 contains an historical development: of 
I 

the various electric lamps. It is seen that the efficacy (i.e •• lumens 

per watt) of the lamps has been increas';ng. In fact, if the exhibit 

were to be updated, high pressure sodium vapor would be included with an 

efficacy rating of over one hundred lumens per watt . 
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EXHIBIT 1.1 

~treet Lighting Objectives 

• 
Se.curi ty and Safety 

• Prevent Crime 

• • Alleviate Fear of Crime 
" Prevent Traffic (Vehicular and Pedestrian) Accidents 

Community Character and Vitality 

• • Promote Social Interaction 
• -Promote Business' and Industry 
• Contribute to a Positive Nighttime Visual Image 
• Provide a Pleasing Daytime Appearance 

• • Provide Inspiration for Community Spirit and Growth 

Traffic Orientption and Id~~tification 

• • Provide Visual Information for Vehicular and Pedestrian Traffic 
• Facilitate and Direct Vehicular and Pedestrian Traffic Flow 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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• Historical 

Veal" - ... 

• 1558 

1690 

• 1807 

1879 

1905 

• 1935 

·1937 

1952. 

• 1967 

• 

• 
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EXHIBIT 1. 2 

Development of Street Lighting Systems 

Place 

Paris. France 

Boston, Mass. 

London, England 

Cleveland; Ohio 

los Angeles, Ca. 

Philadelphia, Pat 

San Francisco, Ca. 

Detroit, Michigan 

Several U.S. cities 

I 
\ 

Light Source 

Pitch-burning lanterns, 
followed by candle 
lanterns 

Fir'e baskets 

Gaslights 

Brush arc lamps 

Incandescent 

Mercury vapor 

Low pressure sodium 

Fluorescent 
, 

High pressure sodium 

II 
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EXHIBIT 1.3 

• tl,1storical Develop/TI2nt of Electric Lamp for Stree.t~ Lighting 

.. " .. -.- .. .' Rated Life 
ior Street ,nltlal Lumens 

Lamp Description Dalo Lighting Service P.rW.tt 
~' .... __ w' 

, Arc 
Open carbon·arc 1879 Dally trimming 
Enclosed {lrc 1893 Weekly trlmmh'8 4--7 
flamlng8rc 

• Open 12 hours 8.5 (doe multlpl.) 
Enclosed 100 hours 19 (lIi·curies) 

Magnetite (d·t; series "luminous arc") 1904 100-350 hour. 10-20 
Filament 

Carbonlzt:d bamboo 1879 2 
Carbonized cellulose 1891 ... 3 
Mo,nlUled (gem) 1905 4 

• Tnntalum ,(d·c multip18 Circuit) ., 5 
Tungsten {brittle) 1907 
Crewn tung,~ten 1911 ... 9 

1913 10 
Ml1zda C (Bas·fllled) 1930 14-20 (varies with l!amp size) 

1915 1.350 hOU1S 11).-20 
1950 2,000 h'ours 16-21 

• 3,000 hours 16--20 
Melcury Vapor 

Cooper. Hewitt 1901 Indefinite 13 
H25DE 1951 1,500 hours 35 
H25DE 1952 6,000 hours 38 
11250£ 1963 7,000 hours 39 
m3-lCD/E 1947 3,000 hours 50 

• H33·1CD/f 1952 5,000 hours 50 
H3HCD/E 1966 16,000 hours 51 

, H3(j·tBNA 1959 7,000 hours 52 
H35·18NA 1966 16,000 hours 53 
HlH2GV 1959 6,000 ho'urs 54.5 
H34012GV 1966 16,000 hours S5 
H35·15GV 1966 16,000 hours 56.5 

, Sodium Vapor 
NA 4 (10,000 lumen) 1934 1.3!iO hours 50 
NA 9 (10.000 lumen) 1935 2,000 hours 56 

1952 4,000' hours 58 
Fluo.esccnt 

F1OOTl2/CW/RS 1952 7,500 hours 66 
FlOOT12/CW/RS 1966 10,000 hours 71 • F72PG17/CW 1966 14,000 hours 68. 
f7?T10/CW 1966 9,000 hours 63 

-.. ---_._---, 

• Source: (A.2-24] 

• 
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It is also seen from these two exhibits that the time between 

major innovations has become increasingly shorter--a ilfuture shock" 

phenomenon. In fact, it is probably safe to say that another major 

innovation will occur in the very near future, and will most likely 

be based on a high intensity discharge lamp containing vapors of more 

than one chemical element. In comparison with present-day high

pressure sodium vapor lamps, the next generation will achieve higher 

efficiency and smaller lamp size (for better optical properties) and 

will use multi-vapors which will fill in and perhaps extend the 

frequency spectrum that characterizes the current single vapor lamps.* 

Historically, the properties determining the acceptability of new lamp 

types have been overall output, efficacy, lifetime, ease of maintenance, 

ease of optical control~ color rendition and initial cost • 

J.. ,2. PROPOSED APPROACH, 

In carrying out the mandate of the National Evaluation Program (NEP) 

in connect,ioVi with the "Phase I Evaluation of Street Lighting Projects," 

an evaluation approach has been proposed, The approach is detailed in 

Exhibit 1.4: it contains essentially seven tasks, each of which is 

* The non-technical reader should peruse Appendix B, which contains 
an abbreviated, technical discussion of light measures. In any discussion 
of 'str~et lighting, especially in the development and evaluation of 
street lighting; it is important to have at least a minimum level of 
technical understanding of street light design and measurement, 
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Background 
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~:~: 0 Task 

o Product 
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Framework(s)~ 

4. Detail 

• • • 

EXHIBIT 1.4 

Phase I Evaluation Approach 
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Evaluation 
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briefly discussed below. At this time, only the firs~ task has been 

completed--this report being the product of the task. 

JASK 1: REVIEW PERTINENT BACKGROUND INFOR~1ATION 

Based primarily on a literature search, this task has assimilated 

and reviewed past research findings, evaluation studies. and project 

descriptions; opinions of users, implementors, and experts; and other 

related background material. The literature search included identifying 

lEM-sponsored lighting projects; using the NCJRS'and NTIS reference 

services. and culling through trade journals and professional society 

publications. In addition, brief telephone interviews have been 

. conducted with experts' in the area. The assimilated knowledge base t 

as contained in this repott, includes quantitative, qualitative and 

engin~ering data. 

As illustrated in Exhibit 1.4, the review of background material 

will also provide the necessary input for developing a robust and flexible 

evaluation framework. In turn, the development of the framework win 

impact the revi~\'J task, providing guidance on the type of additional 

material that should be culled and reviewed, assuming that the material 

is available. The development of an evaluation fram'ewori( is dis(;ussed next. 

TAS!.. 2: PEVELOP EJALUATION FRAMEWORK(S) 

Al indicated in Exhibit 1.4, the establishment of an evaluation 

framework is the result of a series of identical steps, each involving 

a development and refinement cycle. In general, an evaluation framework 

is a multi-dimensional, systemic structure used to represent the impact 

of an experiment or project. However, a Phase I evaluation framework 
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must also serve an additional purpose: that of comparing similar projects 

so as to test the validity of the various assumptions, or hypotheses. 

"Similar" projects refer to those projects that have conunon input elements. 

For example, street lighting projects that are implemented in commercial 

areas may not be similar to those that are implemented in residential 

areas. For this reason, more than one evaluation frame\'Jork may be 

required for conducting a general Phase I evaluation. On the otfler 

hand, the Phase I evaluation is strengthened if a more robust and 

flexible evaluation framework can be developed. Such an evaluation' 

framework 'is already taking shape: Section 2.3 presents street lighting 

and crime hypotheses in the context of a systematic and viable structure. 

TASK 3: PEVELOP INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS 

In accordance with MEP instructions, a user statement will be 

jointly developed with NEP that will provide answers to s.uch questions 

.as how far to go in collecting data, what size of samples 'are necessary, 

how much detail to include in flow diagrams, how sophisticated an 

evaluation design is'necessary, etc. This user statement is viewed as 
, ' . 
an invaluable guide' to the refinement of the Phase 1 evaluation framework. 

TASK 4: DETAIL SPECIFlcrNTERVENTIONS .... .. - ---

For eac.h street lighting project that 'is deemed within the scope of 

the topic area, a :.~low diagram of the actual thain of activities, hypoth-
\~ 
II ' ,I 

eses,interventi:()ns und outcomes will be developed, including an 

accompanying narrative that describes the diagram, specifies t~e possible 

intervening Variables, and documents the associated input, process and. 

output·measur~s. The output of this task will constitute a deliverable 

L Ii ,I 
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product (Le., product number 2) and should impact the refinement 

of the evaluation framework and the assessment of th~ present state of 

knowledge. The objective detailing of each project will rely on three 

sourc;es of information: literature material, formal telephone inter

views and structured site visits. 

T~SK 5:, REFINE EVALUATION FRAMEWORK(S) 

As stated earl ier, the evaluation framework wi 11 undergo a 

series of refinements--the final version will be the one used both to 

evaluate each street lighting project (i.e., as required in Task 4) and 

to test the various assumptions or hypotheses (i.e., as a necessary 

input to Task 6" which assesses the present state of knowledge). In 

addition, as illustrated in Exhibit 1.4, the final refined eval~ation 

framework itself (i.e., product number 3) and an adaptation of the 

framework to a single project (i.e.~ product number 6). Again it should 

be noted that more than one evaluation framework may be required ·to 

meet the evaluation requirements of the various street lighting projects. 

TASK 6: ASSESS PRESENT STATE OF KNOWLEDGE 

An assessment of the present state of knowl edge will be base\:!t upon 

the refined evaluation framework(s) as applied to the various street . . 

lighting projects'singly and collectively. 'A professional judgment will 

be rendered C~ the effectiveness of street lighting as an anti-crime 

strategy--con~idence limits will be placed on this ju~gment. 

As required by the NEP, the assessment wi 11 also determine the range 

of performance and effectiveness of the various street lighting projects; 

the accuracy and reliability of the data and results of the projects; 
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, 

the factors thai: seem most 11 kely to infl uenee the success or failure 

of projects; the gaps existant in the present knowledge base, the 

reasOns for it, and their impact on the assessment; and the costs of 

alternative versions of the projects. 

As depicted in Exhibit 1.4. it is felt that the assessment sh~uld 

also contain a statement regarding the reliability and feasibility of 

undertaking a Phase II eval uation effort, should it be necessary. 

The output of this as,sessment task will be documented in a1J~l iverable 
, , 

product (i.e., product number 4) and will impact any Phase'II 

evaluat40n effort: 

TASK 7': ADDRESS PHASE II EVALUATION 

In accordance'with the decision made in Task 6. a Phase II evalua-
, 

tion wi" either be developed or arguments presented against undertaking 

a Phase II effort--this will constitute a deliverable product (i.e., 

product number, 5). Obviously, Phase II should not be undertaken if 

either Phase I findings are sufficient or it is infeasible to<~ndertake 

a Phase II effort. 

Should it be decided to proceed with a Phase II evaluation de$~9n, . 

then a deSign based, on the Phase I evaluation framework will be'deveJoped. 
, , 

The Phase II'~e~ign should fill in gaps found i~ ihe present state of 
, . ' 

knowledge and should allpw for a rel iable judgment on the effectiveness 
.' , 

of street,l1'ghtlng as an anti-crime s~rategy. The design will also 
"-} 

estimate the importance, feasibility, methods, and costs of further 

testing the hypotheses identified in the Phase' I evaluation fram~work. 
" 

In addition, a detcnninatir.'fl) will be made on whether the Phase II design 

I 
\ 

I 
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. can be applied to the set of existing projects (with additional data 

collection efforts) or if additional projects are required. Different 

levels of Phase II executions will be defined, costed and assessed. 

1.3 SCOPE OF REPORT 

The remaining sections of this report address issues that are 

relevant to an evaluation of street lighting and crime. Street . 

lighting issues are addressed in Section 2, while related environmental 

and evaluation issues are discussed in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. 

The related issues are perhaps just as important as the basic issues, 

since the former set of issues places aonstraints on the latter. For 

example. as discussed in Section 4.4, the current state-of-the-art in 

evaluation technology may place a severe limitation on the feasibility 

of determining the impact of street lighting on crime. 

Finally. there are two appendices. The first, Appendix At contains 

a list of all the references to date, including articles, reports and 

individuals who have been contacted either by telephone o.r in person. 

Appendix B. as indi~ated earlier, contains a somewhat technical discussion 

of light measures. 
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2 STREET LIGHTJNG ISSUES 

As briefly stated in Section 1, street lighting systems encompass 

a variety of elements and are designed to satisfy a wide range of ob

~ jectives. As a result, the evaluation of the crime prevention effects 

of street lighting ,requires taking into account both the multiple 
, , ' 

dimensions of the street lighting system and the relative, importance 

,. 

of objectives distinct from crime prevention or law enforcement. This 

section is intended to elaborate on issues to be cons.idered in such an 

evaluation. It presents first a description of the input, process and 

output elements of typical street lighting systems, in order to set out 

the context within which the crime prevention objectiva can be considered. 

Next. an overview,·is given of reported experience with the crime preven-

, . tion effects of street lighting. While a cursory inspection of the data . . 
pr~sentedappears to support the notion that street lights reduce crime, 

the br~'ef summary contained in Section 2.2 is included primarily to 
I 

illustrate the relative scarcity of controlled experiments, and to 

serve as background for the more formal discussion of hypotheses which 

'follows. The section closes with the development of a framework for 
, 

analyzingh,Ypotheses which 1 i~k stt'eet 1 ighting with crime ~nd/or th.e 

fear Of crime. . . 

2.1 STREET L1GtlTING ELEMENTS 
, . 

The development of an evaluation framework requi~es a systematic 

description of the system being evaluated, so that the evaluation is 
, .. 

sensitive to the internal dynamics of the syst(fm and so that appropriate 

I 
\ 
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measures of system performance can be defined. For convenience. the 

elements of a street lighting system can be classified as input, pro

cess or output elements. Exhibit 2.1 shows the relationship of these 

elements to the overall evaluation process. The impact of the entire 

street lighting system on crime is assessed in the evaluation process, 

and these evaluation results are then used to refine street lighting 

objectives, thus closing the loop with the input elements of the 

system. The following three subsections address the input, process 

and output elements of street lighting, respectively. 

INPUT ELEMENTS 

As indicated in Exhibit 2.1, the discussion of input elements can 

be divided into sources of funds, alJocation or funds, street lighting 

objectives. street lighting design standardi, and street lighting com

ponents. 

~o~s of Funds, 

Street lighting projects can be paid for out of funds derived from 

federal, state and local government, and even from private sources. 

The major sources of funds for existing street lighting systems are 

. listed in Exhibit 2.2. Frequently these sources act in tandem, as 
. , 

when federal programs require a local matching share, or when a 

merchant's association pays the operating expense of a system whose 

capital cost is born by the municipal government. Not explicitly in

cluded in Exhibit 2.2 is the situation in which the municipality leases 

street lights which are o\'med and operated by a utility company. In 
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-:- EXHIBIT 2.1 

Street Lighting Evaluation Process 

ELEMENTS r----: INPUT r - . PROCESS-- -
r . 

. t -
SOUR~ES OF tUNDS I 

I 

I 
, . I RELATED PROGRAMS . 
'\ ~ • Po 1; ce Opera ti ons 

I ALLOCATION OF FUNDS' 
F , .... 

• Street Reconstruction 
I I • Tree Pruning - l' v . I J 

I STREET LIGHTING STREET LIBHTING I 
I 

OBJECTIVES COMPONENTS 
• Secu.ri ty & Sa fety I 

~ ·Community Character I STREET LIGHTING ACTIVITIES 
& Vitality ( 

I ~ Installation 
·Traffic Orientation ,- • Operation 

i t' & Identification • Maintenance 
I I 
j 1 I 
I 

I 
I STREET LIGHTING 
I DESIGN STANDARDS I 

. 

• 

+ 

f+-

• • 

r -. - OUTPUT - -r 
I J 

I J 
1 ~ . LIGHT l-

I 
I I 
I I 
I ~ CRIME ~ I 
I PREVEfUION 

.... 

~ I .. 

I ATTITUDES I : ~ & BEHAVIOR ~ I 
I 

I 
i 

J 
I 

OUTPUTS t 
I ~ RELATED TO ~t 
I OTHER GOALS 

f 
I 

I L _____ ..... ..:.. ________ .1 ________ . ____ ~ L ______ ~ _.I 
. 

ASSESSMENT OF STREET LIGHTING ~ . 

'---- --

IMPACT ON CRIME 
.--.. --~---- .... _._j 

• 

N 
I 

W 

-------------------~------------------------~--------------------~~----~~~-.----~------------~--~~---
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EXHIBIi 2.2 

S~urces ~f Funds for Street Lighting Projects 

FEDERAL . 
Department of • Federal Aid Primary System 
Transportation • TOPICS , 

Department of Justice • Block Action Grants 
(law Enforcement " Discretionary Grants 
Assistance Administration) 

Department of Housing • Community Development Block Grants 
and Urban Development • Neighborhood Development 

• Historic Preservation 
• Model Cities 
• Urban Renewal 
• Concentrated Code Enforcement 
• Open Space 

Treasury Department • General Revenue Sharing 

, 

STATE/LOCAL 
I 

" General Funds 
• Bond Issues 
• Property Assessment 
.' Redistribution of, State Taxes 
" Special Tax on Income or Luxuries 
". Investment of Municipal Power Company Profit 

- --._--

PRIVATE 
, 

~-""~ 

.. . Civic Organizations I 

I 
• ·Bus; nesses and Merchants I 

• Private Citizens 
Organizations 

Sources: tA.2-5B. A.2-65 and A,2-l07l ---

I 
\ 

. 

. 

-

-

I 

1 
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such a case, the capital and operating expense are combined in the 

utility company's rates cha,rged to the municipality. Regardless of 

this variation in ownership pattern, the same sources of funds may 

be used to cover the leasing fees. 

Many of the federal government funding sources have changed 

with the advent of revenue sharing. Thus, the Department of Trans

portation's TOPICS program and the Department of Housing and Urban 

Development's Model Cities and Urban Renewal programs ar'e no langer 

. active, while funds now flow via general revenue shar'ing and COlmlunity 

Development Block, Grants. 

The law Enfor'cement Assistance Administration (LEM) has funded 

lighting programs both directly through discretionary grants to munici-
, 

palities, and indirectly through block action grants to the states . . 
Unfortunately, there is no available information regarding the exact 

amount expended by LEAA for street 1 ighting installation. However,. a. 

review.of information contained in LEAA's Grants Management Informa

tion System (GMIS) suggests that several million dollars have been ex

pended for.~uch purpose. 

Perhaps more important than the amount spent to date by LEAA on 

street Hghting. is the possible future level of funding. 'Exhiblt 2~3, 

cont~ins a bill currently pending before Congre~s (HR 565), whi~h would . 
amend the Omnibus Crime·Control an.d Safe Streets Act of 1968 to provide 

, l ' • 

for 75% I matching of costs incurred by cities for the purpose of improving 

street lighting., The total funding authorized by this bill is $300 
, 

million" Qver five years, a figure which. underl ines 'the importance of 

this evalu~tion effort. 
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EXHIBIT 2.3 

A Pending Congression~l Bill for Im2roved Street lighting 

94rn: CONGRESS 
lsrSESSIoN -

JAh"UART 14,1975 
Ii. R. 565 

A~BILL 

To amend the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 

1968 to provide for grants to cities for improved street 

lighting. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa

tivc.'3 of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 

'rhnt parts F, G, H, and I of title I of the Omnihus Crime 

Coutrol and Safe Streets Act of 1968 are redesignated G, H, 

t ml(l J, respectively, and such .title is further amended by 

inst'lting the following new part immediately after part E: 

"PART F-LIGHT ON .CRIME PROGRA~f 

"SEC. 461. It is the Imrpose of this 'part to encourage 

units of general local government tvproyid~ increased street 

lighting in urban areas within such limits, . by making avail

able direct }"ederal aid for such increased street lighting. 

"SEC. 462. r.l'b.e Adininistration is anthoriled to make 

direct gnmts, without regard to any comprehensive State 

pl~m, to any unit. of general local government for the llll

pro~elllellt of street lighting systems in_ any urban place or 

places in such unit. Such improyement shall include the in

creased use of bright street lighting, such as high-pressure 

sodium lamps. Each grant made under this section shall be 

for an amount not to exceed 75 per centum of tIle cost of 

tlw project with respect to which such grant is made. 

"SEC. 463. In addition to any other authorizations of 

appropriations for the purposes of this Act, there are au

thorized to h.e appropriated for the purposes of this part, to 

remain available until expended, $60,000,000 for the fiscal 

year ending June 30, 1976, l}nd $60,000,000 for each of 

the .neAt iourfiscaI years.". 

, 

i 
! 

~ 
t:1' 
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It is interesting to note th&t no standards ~r guidelines are 
, , 

established in the proposed legislation to assure that crime preven-

. tion objectives are met, other than to require "increased use of bright 

street lighting. such as high pressure sodium lamps." There seems to 

be some evidence, however, that the impact of street lighting on crime 

is not only related to the brightness or the use of any particular light 

source but also to various other environmental factors. The definition 

llnd understanding of these relattonships could certainly contribute to 

the establishment of guidelines necessary for the effective allocation 

of street 1 ighting funds. In the meantime, the questions of whether and 

how street lights impact crime have not been definitively answe\"ed. 

~l.1ocation of Fund~ 

Decisions on how funds are allocated to street'lighting are, of 

course, closely related to the requirements of the funding sources them-
\ . 

selves. Nevertheless, the official decision to seek funds is made by 

local government. During this decision-making process the costs and 

benefits of street lights receive considerable attention, since local 

funds are always requi.red for part of the installation cost a~d, usually. 

all of the maintenance and operating cost. 

A major.influence on the decision-making pr.ocess is that ~rought 
. ' 

on by, the industry. Considerable efforts have been made by representa .. 
.. 

tives. of ma~ufac!turing andutil ity comp'anies ·to promote decisions in 

favor of increased and improved street lighting.* These efforts 

'II See [A.l-l, A.1-9, A.l-10, A.1-33, A.l-'36, A.1-44, A.1-46 .. A.1-53, 
A.1-66, A.2-41. A.2-52, A.2-57, A.2-65. A.2-84, A.2-89, and A.2-108J. 

1 
\ . 

, . 
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include dissemination of statistics relating street lights to reduced 

crime and traffic accid,ents and preparation of promotional material 

including information on local government budget processes, advertising 

copy. sample speeches, and instructions on how to utiliz~ public 

service access to media. 

Although the activities of the most prominent of the industry 
, 

groups, the Street and Highway Safety Lighting Bureau (SH~LB)) ceased 

several years ago, they have .prov; ded a stimul us for such community 
I 

crime prevention efforts as ilL ight the Night" :alld :-wto :Stop"~1;j1:ef, 
, . .t 

Light a Light./I These activities have also ;dane 4ftwcn:·.lto"e~ile 
.:'. " -',,It . .' 

the importance of citizen support for local 'goverrnnent 1,. 'lts~e'f.fort to 
",\ 

invest in capital-intensive projects, such as street li911t11l9 .. "Coopera ... 
, ,'. i 

tion between citizens and government has also been emphasized 'by 1 the 

National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards in its "Report 

on Community Crime Prevention ll [A.2-.89.pp .. ).98-200J •. \ At; . ., ~e time, 

perhaps because of the basic marketing interest'S unde"'y,n'9 ''il'td~~ry- ' 

sponsored promotional efforts, the statistics which have bee.n·collected 

and published by SHsLs are not useful for a careful analysis of the true ., 
relationship between street lightingt)ilnd crime. 

S~reet lightill9.. Objectives 

As discussed in Section 1.1 and illustrated in Exhibit 1.1~·~treet 

lighting has historically had thr~e 'major objectives pertaining. 'speci

fically. to security and safety, cOIlllIHnity character and vitality. and . . 
traffic orientation and identificatinn.' ," . :-
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It is. of course, not obvious that street lighting systems can b~ 

designed to meet all of the objective~:. simultaneously. Apart from an 

incomplete knowledge of the specifications required for anyone objective, 

there may be conflicts between objectives. For example, it could be 

supposed that even if very high intensity street lighting in shopping 

areas is best for the enhancement of business, a resultant visual 

disorientation and glare would contribute to traffic acCidents. A 

comprehensive planning approach can do much to deal with'the problem of 

designing for the integration of system objectives. 

Unfortunately, as nright be expected, comprehenslve planning is 

the eXception rather than the rule in street lighting. If the overall 

"streetscape" is chaotic and character1ess, it is difficult to 

coordinate street light designs with the undefined streetscape. Large 

scale urban renewal programs constitute one of the few instances where 

both planning and implementing funds are available, and where other 

activities, such as street reconstruct'ion, housing development and 

replacement of street signs, are coordinated ~i~h lighting installation 

or upgrading. 

Even in less ambitious street lighting plans, lig~ting engineers 

have seldom seen their carefully planned designs executed according 
. 

to specificati6ns. Problems which have been cited include substitution 

of eqlJipnlent because of price considerations or change o,f ·local 

ordinances, refusal of util ity companies to work wittl innovative 

designs. and inability of harassed and overworked municipal officials 

to exaoiine detailed proposals carefully [A.1-71, A.2-80J. 

Nevertheless. comprehensive plans for' street lighting have been 

executed (A.1-21, A.1-52 and A.1-71] • 
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Because the balancing of diverse objectives is at the heart of :the 

developfl'lf.m.l of il comprehensive design [A.2-123]' the .information generated 

bY'an evaluation of the crime prevention effects of street lighting can 
a 

have a significant impact on future street lighting systems"even 

though it is questionable whether it would ever be the dominant influence . 

. , 
Street lighting Design Standard? 

Technical standards for the performance of street lighting systems 
) 

in the United states are put forward by :t"h£ Amerjcan.natiaul ~Standards 
. " '. 

Institute (ANSI), tinder the sponsorship cfthe l11umi'&.ti~£rigineering 
, ' 

Society (IES) of North America [A.2-59]. lES has devel~ped'a~d 

amended these standards, known as "American National Standard Practice 

for Roadway Lighting," since 1925, and has specifically deslgnat.ed its • 
Roadway lighting Committee as the group responsible for updating of the 

standards to reflect ciatlges in ~wled.ge and technol:ODY,. 
\' 

f 
I 
1 

The other organization involved ;n setting standards for -st4--eet 

lighting s'ysten~s is the International Commission on Illumination (CIE, 

which.are the initials of its French designation, Commission In~~r-
!. •• 

nationale d~ l'Eclairage) . .eIE·publishes international reconment!iations 
. . . I.!. 

tlased on general principles, to serve as a basis for the drafting of 

uniform national codes among participating countries. As such, it is 

. not a binding professional standard, but it does represent another view . ~. 

on the desired characteristics of street lighting systems. . 
Exhibit 2.4 compares the lL5 :and elE standqrds: it is seen l.that 

, .> 

there are similarities as well, a's>.s~9nificarrt differcences lbetwee.ri 
~ . '. . ' 

, ~ 
; , 
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EXHIBIT 2.4 

Street Lighting Standards and Recommendations 

FACTOR 

Horizontal road or 
wa 1 kway surface 
illumination 

Road surface luminance 
(brightness) 

Ratio of averaqe to 
minimum illumination 

Ratio of average to 
minimum luminance 
(brightness) 

Glare 

Road classification 

Land use 

TYPE OF SPECIFICATION 

IES 
(Illuminating 
Engineering 

Society) 

Recommended minimum 

Addressed qualita
tively in conjunction 
with other factors 

Maxima given as 
guidelines (to be 
considered with 
other factors) 

Not addressed 

Addressed qualita
tively in conjunction 
with other factors 

Indirectly addressed 
through classifica
tion of recommenda
tions, including 
recommendations for 
pedestrian walkways 

Indirectly addressed 
through classifica

\ tion of recommenda
tions 

CIE 
(International 
Commission on 
Illumination) 

Not addressed 

Recommended minimum 

Not addressed 

Recommended maximum 

Re.commended maximum 
level 

Indirectly addressed 
through classifica
tion of recommenda
tions. Pedes'trian 
walkways treated in 
separate document 

Not addressed 

,---._._ .. _-_. .---------,.-----~--------'--------------' 
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EXHIBIT 2.4 

(page 2 of 2) 

'I 

TYPE OF SPECIFICATION 

IES CIE 
{Ill urn; na.t i ng (International 
Engineering Commission on 

Society) Illumination) . 

~'-~ 

Brightness of Included under IIGlare Jl Indirectly addressed 
. "Surround"'" through classifica-

, tion of recommendations 

Visuat guidance Not addressed Guidelines given 

Optical guidance Not addressed Guidelines given 

Other factors Guidelines given (to Not addressed 
(luillinaire type, be considered with 

, mount i n9 hei ght. other factors) 
spacing and arrange-
ment, traffic conflict 
areas. border areas, 
transition lighting, 
and alleys) 

-
.;, The IIsurround" ;s defined by lighting engineers as a specific area 
immediately surrounding a visual task. 

Sourc~s: [A.2-59], and International Commission on Illumination, "Draft 
'Recolniiiendations for the Lighting of Roads for Motori2:ed Traffic," Publica
tion elENo. 12/2 (TC-4.6), December. 1975 . 
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their recommendations. For example, the IES standard for the amount of 

light is based on illumination of the horizontal road, 'or walkway 

surface (i.e., amount of light falling onto the surface) while the 
, " 

comparable erE recommendation is made for the road surface luminance 

(i.e .. amount of light r:.eflected from the surface). Simi1arly~ the 

recommendations on uniformity of the light distribution deal with 

illumination and luminance, respectively. Although IES and eIE both 

, reconmend different 1 ight level s for different types of street '(e.g., 

arterial versus local residential), they differ in the definitiQn and 

classification of streets. The IES includes pedestrian walkways as 

well as divers·e land use in its classification,.whi1e the CIE focuses 

on the brightness of the "surround" and treats pedestrian separately. 

The eIE also gives quantitative recommendati6ns for the limitation of 

glare. while the lES gives overall guidelines to minimize glare in 

conjunction with a variety of other factors. 

The somewhat different outlook of these two professional organizations 

suggest~ that differences of opinion may also arise as to the specifica

tion of systems for"optimal crime prevention. In fact, as is 

discussed in ~arfous sections of the report, there are diverse opinions 

,on the relationship between street lighting and crime preyention. 

Street Li9hti~omEE.nents 

The major comp()nents of a street lighting system are lamps, 

luminaires, poles and brackets, and electrical system. For the 
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purpose of the present discussion, only the first two components 

are examined· in th1s slJbsection. * 

Exhibit 2~5 summarizes the characteristics of .different types of . 

lamp. lamps are generally classified according to the physical 

processes by which they pv'oduce 1 ight. Incandescent sources contain a 

thin wire f11ament which heats up and glows upon passage of an electric 

current. All other sources used in street lighting are called high 

intensity discharge (or gaseous discharge) lamps, and produce light by 

passing an electric current through a gas, usually containing one or 

more metal vapors as well as other elements. The effect is to lIexcite" 

the atoms of the gas to higher than normal energies. The atoms then 

discharge .this eXcess energy in the form of light, and the colors of 

the light are very narrowly defined and specific to the combination· 

of elements in the lamp. Some lamps use phosphorescent coatings,on 

the bulb surface to broaden the range of colofsproduced. In fact, the 

discharge in a fluorescent lamp produces mostly invisibl~ ultravi~let 

light. and these lamps rely on coatings to .convert the light into 

vis i b 1 e co 1 0 .'5 • 

In a dis~ussion of crime prevention related issues, it is instruc

tive to fUrther discuss two of the characteristics that are identified 

in Exhibit 2.5~-efficacy and color rendition. The term'efficacy 

is used· to denote how efficiently a lamp converts electrical energy 

. .. For a more complete description of street lighting principles, 
and design, see [A.2-24]. . 
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Characteristics 

Wa ttages (1 amp 
only) 

life {hours} 

Efficacy (l u-
mens per watt, 
lamp only) 

Color rendition 

Light direc-
tion control 

Source size 

Comparative 
fixture cost 

-
Comparative 
operating 
cost 

I 
; 

Source: [A.2-4] 

• • I:.Aiti 0" L.~ • • 
Selected Characteristics of Basic lamp Types 

LAMP TYPE 

Incandescent Hi gh- Intens ity Di scha rge (HID) 
(Including 
Tungsten 
Halogen)· Fluorescent Mercury-Vapor Metal-Halide 

15 to 1500 40 to 219 40 to 1000 400 ,1000 ~ 1500 

750 to 12,000 9000 to 30,000 16~OOO to 1500 to 15,000 
24,000 

15 to 25. 55 to 88 20 to 63 80 to 100 
" , 

V~ry good to Good to Poor to very Good to very 
excellent excellent good gO'od 

Very good to Fair Very good Very good 
excellent " 

- -

C9mpact . Extended Compact, {c.c:T Compact 

low because of' Moderate Higher than in- Generally 
simple fixtures candescent" gen- higher than 

erally higher mercury-vapor 
than fluorescent 

High because of lO\'/er than i n- Lower tha,n in.,;. Generally lower 
relatively short candescent; re- candescent; re- than mercury-
1 i fe· and Jow placement costs placement costs vapor; fewer 
efficacy higher than HID relatively low fixtures re-

because of great- because of re1 a- quired, but lamp 
er number of 1 arrps tively few ftx- life is shorter 
needed; energy tur~s and long and lumen main-
costs generally lamp life tenance not 
lower than quite as good . mercury-vapor 

• • 

Hi gh-Pressure' 
Sodium 

'75, 150, 250, 
400, 1000 

10,000 to 20,000 

100 to 130 

Fair 

Very good 

Compact 

Highest 

. 

Generally 
lowest; fewest 
fixtures 
required 

i 

i 

I 

I 

,r..:. 
t 

--' 
U. 

• 
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as measured in watts t into 1 ight~ as measured in lumens (lumens are 

defined in Appendix B). In general, high-intensity discharge (HID) 

lamps have higher efficacy than fluorescent· bulbs. and, among the 

HID sources, high-pressure sodium lamps are the highest. One source 

not used as commonly in the United Sates as it is in EUrope, the 

low-pressure sodium lamp, has an even higher efficacy than high

pressure sodium. There are, however, some technical and safety 

problems with low-pressure sodium. 

Color rendition is, of course, governed by the colors of the 

light produced by a source. Incandescent and fl uorescent bul bs have 

the best color rendition, while uncoated mercury vapor has the 

.worst. emitting a bluish light with no orange or red component. Some

what between these extremes lies high-pressure sodium, which emits a 

yellow-white colored light. There is still some controversy over 

how to assess the color-rendering properties of HID sources. This 

issue is dealt with in Section 4.2 . 

Luminaire~ 

Theluminaire is the unit which contains a lamp in its correct 

position; protects it from the elements and other hazards~ focuses and 

reflects the light in a given distribution; and connects the lamp to 

electrical power. Luminaires are designed to produce light distribu

tions which conform to the standard types that are shown in Exhibit 

2.6. In addition to the indicated light distribution in the horizontal 

roadway plane, one can also consider the distribution of light in a 

vertical plane • 
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EXHIBIT 2.6 • • 

Representative Luminaire Light 
Distribution Types 

• 

•• 

• 
'l'!lW' I IlIf(')'1I1 (/i:-;II';hll'ioll IInfl til(' two prjnripnl 

lis~hl ('(I)U'/'II'rntioIlN in oppm:if(' dil'l,(,tioIl9 ulong the 
1'<It\(I\\'I\~', Th(~ \'I'l't it'lll plmlt' through mllximum 
/':lIuIII'JlII\\w jl'1 ptlrtlll£>1 fo til(' ('llril. '1'hi\,l typo of 

• di:-:II'ihlltioll wOllldp;/lnl'l'ull,\' hI' "~Nl \\'h('1) the rond
wn~' ifllllll'I'U\\' lind the lumillHin' is mOIlIl'('u o\'er the 
('(111(('" (If tll(' sfl'('('t, 

• ",WAY 

4 WAY 

T/Jpe II distrihution hllninnir<'s nr(l for mr)UII' j 'l~ 
along the CUrhR of. l('illth'('ly narrow rond" ::,' ti, 
'I'll(' 'mlLin rnndl<,power bC'nms ttl(' nlong thC' tlltuI; 
how('v(.'r, they nrc broader und b(,llt tow:\rd the 

I • roadwny (not parallel to curbs). 

• 1'!I/H'1 rHln' W:I,\' i~ thl' ftlllll(' Il~ nh()\'C' /'x('('pt thnt 
thc'I'/' 111,(' (""" ('(lIH'Nlt rnt(·d lWllnlS, This unit. 
"Iwllltl hI' mllUntl'd O\'('r til«' ('('nt(,f of n fOllr·wny 
illtN'I't>l'ti(in, 

\ . 

• 'Source: (A.2-24. pp 33 and 93] --

.' 
Oiagramsin this exhibit show region on road surface of maximum candlepowey' 
distribution . 

• "I 

!'i 
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EXHIBIT 2.6 

(page 2 of 2) 

/ 

7'11111' III i:-: (It \1:-:(- ill witlf'r rOllllwnrs t hnr(T.\'pCl 
J L 'J'hi~ unit hnx n hrlllltll'l' hl'lllll 11IId (.'Qt'('rs u 
J!:rl'!I h'r t r:IllS\'t'r~I' Ilist II)U'(' IiUUl tJw Typo II dj!l~ 
'I'iliutlflll , 

7'//7/(·1f" is for Ul-IC Oil still wid('r rOlldwll\'S b(,,(,lIusc 
of its ubi!it~· to ('{l\'(.'r gr('utl'r trm)l>\'~r&: disill/l{'('s 
thull TypC' II or IU. . 

. , 'l'Upc l' hlmiunin' proddrs II ('irculnr pattern of 
Jight. :'lIllY lit' uSNl ut intclfsrrtions or islund!cl in 
pllrkwlIYs. 
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Luminaires are also classified a~ "full cutoff," II semicutoffli 

or ttnoncutoff," to indicate the degree to which the lamp's glare is 

shielded from an observer, full cutoff being the most shielded. The 

cutoff feature is important to traffic safety and overall visual order, 

since the glare from a luminaire can produce attention conflicts 

between the lunlinaire and other elements ;n the field of v.ision, due 

to the phototropic, ar light-seeking, reflex af the human eye [A.l-72] . 

Given the properties af light sources and llJninaires~ and the chosen 

design standards, it is the lighting engineer's task to. chaose a ca,n

figuration of system elements which meets the required standards. The 

three critical configuration parameters used in this pracess are 

luminaire maunting height,pole spacing and arrangement. The first 
. . 

two. are self-explanatary, while luminaire arrangemen,ts along the 

street are usually categarized as "oppasite," lIone-sided"or 
, 

"staggered. II 

PROCESS ELEMENTS 

.. The discussion of pracess elements focuses on the ·instal1~tion, 

operation and maintenance of street lighting system, and related 

police operations and other related activites, such as stre~t recon

struction and tree pruning. 

Insta llation t Op~rationand Maintenance 

The installatian of street lights involves coordinating the 

efforts pf several municipal departments,as well as of private industry. 

A typical street lig~ting praject requires coordinatian among the 

, 
\ 
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following organiz~tions: public works, police, city engineer's, 

redevelopment authority or planning agency, local utility company and 

lighting equipment manufacturers. The smooth execution of an 

installation or upgrading program clearly depends on effective manage

ment of the process. One of the major concerns of the Phase I 

evaluation of street lighting will be to document the number and 

variety of agencies involved in street lighting installation, as well 

as to determine the project management techniques that are utilized. 

Additionally, this ~valuation will address installation and operating 

costs, and'maintenance practices. Maintenance practices may be 

important if they adversely affect lighting output . .some of the reasons 

for normal deterioration of street light output include dirt, 

insects and dust, aging of lamps, lamp outages; accidental damage, 

vandalism, variations in electric current or voltage~ and tree foliage 

inter~erence with luninaires. The steps recommended for a quality 

maintenance program include cleaning of luminaires, replacement of 

lamps (whether spot-or group-replacement), regulation of voltage.and 

current. and contracting of maintenance to pr'ivate industry [A.2-24]. 

These practices will alsQ be examined through the analysiS ~f project· 

1nterventions. . 

Pol ice OReration.~ an<i Other Related Programs 

Although police departments seldom if ever change their tactics 

specifically because Qf the installation of street lights, it is 

frequently remarked that street lights increase the effectiveness of 
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police patrols by making potential criminals and victims more visible. 

However. it often happens that changes in police patrol methods are taking 

place simultaneously with, ~nd usually independent of, street )ight . 

upgrading. For example, while Kansas City was undertaking a major 

relighting program in 1971 and 1972, it was also increasing its po~ice 

force from 1.89 per thousand population in 1970 to 2.52 per thousand 

in 1973, and, additionally, conducting an experimental preventive patrol 

program. In Washington, D.C. the police force increased by more than 

two-thirds during and after a major relighting program [A. 2-471. As a 

result, is is technica~lY difficult if not impossible for an evaluation 

'to separate the effects of the street lighting and police patrol programs. 

This problem is fu~ther discussed in Section 4. 

Frequently street lights are funded in conjunction with large-scale 

programs of street reconstruction, urban renewal activities. ne'ighborhood 

improvement programs, etc q and, as with changes in polfce operations, ' 
I 

the effects of these concurrent programs on crime p~evention cannot 

easily be estimated or ruled out. 

> OUTPUT ElEf.1ENTS 

. The output elements of street light'iog include light and those, 

measures of l~ght relevant to street lighting, crime prevention, subjective 

attitudes, and outputs r:elated to other street lighting objectives, such , 
as traffic s'afety and visual ot'ientation. A detailed discussion of 

light measures is contained in Appendix B: an understanding of these 

measures is essential, in'asmuch as any impact of street 1 ighting on 

crime nll!st be a function of the various light measures. This sUbsection 

I 
\ 
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then briefly discusses the latter three sets of output elements: the 

issues associated with measuring these outputs and using them in 

eValuations are discussed at length in Section 4. 

Crime Prevention 

Although there is no controversy over the fact that one output of 

street lights is light, as much cannot be said for crime prevention. 

On the one hand, millions of dollars of municipal,·state and. federal 

expenditures have been justified over many years, in part by the· 

presullled crime prevention effects of street 'lights. Support for this 

notion comes from the former Director of the Federal Bureau of 

Investi~ation [A.2-53, A.2-54, A.2-55], the chiefs of police [A.2~lO], 

numerous published reports and an intuitive sense d~rived from everyday 

experience. On the other hand, most careful, controlled investigations. 

hav~ either come to qualified conclusions [A.2-3, A.2-lJ7] or have been 

frustrated by'the elusiveness of results that are Significant. 

The balance of Section 2 deals with the available reports of 

street lighting and crime prevention and what has be~n learned from the~. 

Section 4 6Qntinues the analysis with an examination of the me~hodo1ogical 

issues involved in evaluating the crime prevention effects ~f street 

lights. . . 

\ 

Su~ectiv~ A~titudes . 
The fear of crime ·is. perhaps, even more prevalent than crime itself. 

It i~ often held that if street lights reduce the fear of crime, crime 

will be subsequently reduced [A.1-40, A.1-56, A.2-3, A.2-96 and A.2-105]. 
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Others feel that increasing the citizens' sense of security is in 

itself a desireable goal [A.2-3, A.3-24]. 

There are, of course, many other attitudes affected by street 

lighting. User studies have been able to determine other dimensions of 

importance to those citizens who live or work within areas affected by 

street lights •. Again, a more complete discussion of the status of this 

research is given in Section 4. 

Outputs Related to Other Objectives, 

. The street lighting output which receives the most attention is traff1c (j 

-/ 

safety. Continui n9 stud; es of thi s a~;~~d'~ of'street 1 ighting have 
'/ // \ ',,:: 
, :/ \\ 

accumulated a great deal?f -av'f~encesnot or~lY on how much. but how 

street lights prevent accidents [A.2-13, A.2·~63 and A.2-99]. In fact, 
1\ 

research into traffic s~'fety and related asp~,cts of street lighting 
. 1',' 

bears considerable significance for the development of crime prevention 

evaluations. This point is discussed further in Section 2.3. 

~~TREET LIGHTlRG EXP!RIENC~ 

. This section ptovides a brief summary of' the crime-reduction 

experience reported by a number of communities fol1owil)g the inst~l1ation 

'or improvement of their street lights. Because the sources of infor

mation vary widely in their reporting objectives and techniques, the. 

section only highlights the available inform,ation. Howeyer, it shou'ld 

not be assumed from this that journalistic repol'ts and carefully controlled 

evalutions are both given the same weight. Controlled studies, and, 

their methodological contributions and difficulties, are further· 

---, ------------'-----~-
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discussed in Section 4 and will be analyzed in depth in the ensuing 

months. In sum, the objectives of this section a re simply to list 

reported results, to note ~some of the issues raised by the manner i.n 

.which many non-controlled studies have been reported, and to pave the 

way for the more formal discussions of street lighting and crime 

. hypotheses and evaluation methodology which follow in Sections 2.3 and 4. 

Exhibit 2~7 briefly presents some reported impacts ~f street 
, 

lighting on crime in various cities. It should be noted that 

Exhibit 2.7 is not all inclusive: in general a study is included 1.n' 

the exhibit only lf information on the date of the street lighting 
. " . 

projec,~ and the assessed crime-related impacts are documented and 

readily available. The exhibit includes the city or town where the 

street lighting project took place, the year of " the project, the type 

of stre~t lighting changes, if available, and the reported impacts 

of the project. In reviewing Exhibit 2.7, it should be realized that 

any list of l'.~por.ted happenings is subject to suspicion and bias, sincs" 

if the anticipated happening does not occur, the chances are. that it 

would not be reported. 

In most of the studies listed in Exhibit 2.7, the assessment aT 
. ' 

impacts is ba,sed on "before and after" po'l ice statistics; and whenever' 

there has been a reduction in the incidence of target cr'm~s, tbe re-
, " 

duction has been attributed to the street lighting project. Unfor

tunately,' in the vast majority of cases, no controls were used to 

eliminate the effects of other variables capable of affecting crime· 

(e.g .. level of police activity, socia-economic conditions, etc.). In 

"I 
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Some Reported Impacts of Street Lighting on Crime 
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EXHIBiT 2.-; 

City (Reference] Year of Change Street light Changes Reported Impacts 

"Chi cago t IL. 

[A.2-13) 1959 Several "distticts"relit. Reductions of night robberies' 
(by 30%), purse~snatches (by 
30%), strong-arm robberies (by 
87%) and auto thefts (by 10%) 
were observed in some districts. 

LA. 1 -16 , A. 1 -18, 1966 51,000 mercury lights Crimes in alleys were reduced. 
A.2-78] added in alleyways 

[A.1-15] 1974 High-pressure sodium Compared to 1974, in 1975 reduc-
lights added tions in incidence of murder 

(by 12.6%), rape (by 22%), 
N serious assault (by 0 .. 9%), .. 

robbery (by 10.5%), theft (by N 
O'l 

0.7%), auto theft (by 12.5%) 
were observed, white burglary 
increased (by 5.8%). 

Cleveland, OH. 
[A.1-25. A.2-78) 1966-1973 58,000 mercury lights Total number of offenses was 

added increased (by 80%), but incidents 
of purse-snatching were reduced 
(by 78%). 

[A.1-22, A.1-23] 1975 948 mercury lights Street lights were installed 
added primarily for crime prevention 

purposes; assessment unavailable 
as yet. 
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City [ReferenceJ 

Dade County. FL. 
(A.2-1 01 ] . 

Det"oit 
[';.1-78] 

Fl i nt, ru. 
[A. 2-117] 

Gary, IN. 
[A.2-88] 

Indianapolis,IN. 
[A.1-35] 

Kansas Cit~s MO. 
[A.2-13j 

• • • 

Year of Change 

1972 

1968 

1956' 

1953-1955 

1959-1962 

1950-1953 

• • 

EXHIBIT 2.7 

Street light Ch~nge~ 

100 watt incandescent 
lamps replaced by 250 
watt mercury lamps in 
a public housing project 

675 mercury lights 
added 

6,000 lumen incandescent 
lamps replaced by 20,000 
lumen mercury lamps 

f.1ercury lamps instal1ed 
in dimly lit areas 

1~000 new lights (900 
mercury, 100 fluorescert) 
added per year 

40% of streets relit in 
1950-1951,65% of streets 
relit in 1952-1953 

• • • 

Reported Impacts 

Reductions in Part I crimes 
(245 to 189) and in Part II 
crimes (72 to 35) were observed 
in. a nine-month period. 

Night offenses were reduced (by 
12%) in r€lit area and were in
creased {by 14%),in "control" area. 

Reductions in felonies and misde
meanors (by 60%) and in larcenies 
(by 80%) were observed. 

Reductions in number of assaults 
(by 75%) and robberies (by 65%) 
were observed. 

Night offenses were reduced (by 
60%} and 255 fewer total incidents 
of crime were reported in relit areas 
the year after light improvement. 

The ratio of night to day crime rates 
was reduced city-wide but a higher re
duction was observed on better lit 
streets. 

N 
J 

N 
"'-J. 

• 
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K2n~as Ci ty ~:·m. 
{continued) 

• 

[A.1-40] 

Miami, FL. 
[A.I-49] 

[A.1-48] 

Mi lwaukee, WI. 
[A.1-54,. A.l-55] 

• • 

Yea.r of Change 

1971-1972 

1971 

1971 

1972 

• • 

~XE:=:7 2. i 

'~roo+ I ;~ht Chan nos _ .... -_ .. '-"::; . , ;, ..... -

1800 mercury and sodium' 
1ichts added in 500 
blocks in downtown . 
area and" ina mixed re
sidential/commercial 
neighborhood 

Street lighting im
proved by mercury and 
high pressure sodium 
lights 

350, 47,000-lumen high 
pressure sodium lights 
added 

Incandescent lights re
placed by sodium lights 
for 3.5 miles of streets 

• • • ~ . J. j 

,->-', ""~";.~'., 

"0 . .. .... 
Reported Impacts 

This most controlled study concluded that 
(i) crimes against person . 

(robbery and assault) were 
significantly deterred by 
street-1ighting; 

(ii) crimes against property.were 
unaffected; 

(iii) crir.Je.rates in commercial 
areas decreased fasterlhan 
in residential ar~as; and 

(iv) some of the robberies were 
disp1aced from relit areas to 
non-relit areas. 

Except for larceny. in 1972, compared 
to 1971, reductions in murder (by 32%) 
rape (by 49%) robbery (by 13%) assault 
(by 14%) burglary (by 2%) and auto theft 
(by 12%) were observed in the central 
business district. 

In the garment district crim~s were 
dramatically decreased .in 1971 due to . 
increased patrol activity combined 
with new lights. 

In this controlled study the following 
were observed: 

(i) decrease (by 6%) in·night 
crime in test area as opposed 
to a smaller decrease (by 
2%) in control area; 

(ii) decrease in person-related 
crimes in test area as 
opposed to an increase in . 
control area; 

N 
I 

N 
OJ 

~ 
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Ci ty [Reference] 

Milwaukee. WI. 
[A.1-54. A.J-55] 

(continued) 

New York Cfty 
[A. 2-117] 

. [A.1-63] 

Norfolk, VA. 
[A.1-69. A.1-70, 
A.l-71] 

• • • 

Year of Change 

1957-1959 

1960-1961 

1973-1974 

• 

EXHIBIT 2.7 

Street light Changes 

Incandescent lights 
replaced by mercury 
lights in 111 blocks 

lighting improved in 
392 playgrounds 

Street lighting im
proved 

"'-'''-::::;'', 

. ? 

• • • • 

'Reported Impacts 

(j i i) no di fference in property 
related crimes, except 
auto thefts increased in 
test area as opposed to a 
decrease in .control area; 

(iv) residents felt safer; and 
. (v) pol ice reported better 

effectiveness. 

Night offenses were reduced (by 
49%). 

InCidents of vandalism were re-
duced by 100% in Staten Island, 

by 86% in Brooklyn, by 81% in 
Manhattan, by 50% in Bronx and 
Queens) 

An attitude survey showed that 
(i) 96% felt that new lighting 

had a beneficia1 impact; 
(ii) public was enthusiastic about 

the new lighting system; 
(iii) night environment is a cause 

of concern for most of the 
public; . 

(i v) security, i nsuff; ci ent 
lighting and fear of strangers 
were the m~jorfactors which 
limited t,~e use of streets 
at night;'" and 

(v) lighting alone does not make 
an environment more secure . 

• 
~ ~ 

N 
I 
N 
1.0 
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City [Reference) 

Owensboro, KY. 
[A.i-74] 

Plainfield, NJ. 
[A.1-75] 

Plainview, KY. 
[A.1-38] 

• • 

Year of Change 

1968-1970 

1972 

1975 

• • • 

EXHIBIT 2.7 

Street Light Changes 

: 5,000 mercury 1 ights 
added . 

136 sodium lamps 
added in downtown 
area 

Mercury vapor lights 
installed in a new 
residential sub
division 

• • • 

Reported rmpacts 

The following were observed: 
{i} reduction in total offenses 

(by 22~ in 1968 and by 9% in 
1969), compared to an 11% in
crease experienced by "compar
able communities" in 1969; 

(ii) reduction in armed. and strong
armed robberies (by 25% in 1968 
and by 33% in 1969), and in re
ported break-ins (from 387-in 
1967 to 306 in 1968 and 276 in 
1969); and 

(iii) an increase in the rate of con
victio;Js. 

Reduction in burgiaries (by 50%) and 
robberies (by 65%) were observed. 

In this controlled study the following 
were observed: 

• 

No 
I 

W 
o 

(i) fewer burglaries and thefts 
in well-lit as compared to 
poorly-lit.areas; 

(ii) residents bel ieved, that street 
lights deter crime; and 

(iii) residents had positive atti
tudes to'r'/ard street lighting • 

..c"'" 
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EXHIBIT 2.7 

City [Reference] Year of Change Street Light Changes Rep_oct~~lrnpacts 

Po~tland, OR. 
(A.1-7~;-··A:.1-79] .1973 330 lamps (rated at This controlled study indicated that 

7,000 lumens) added . (i) only 25% of the resi-
dents \ ... ere awa re of 
additional lighting;and 

(ii) available data were incon-
clusive about the crime 
prevention property of 
street-lighting. 

Richmond .. VA. 1974 213 mercury lamps The study concluded that 
-- [A.1-8l] added and 597 lamps (i) non-residential burg-

replaced by mercury laries were significantly 
and sodium lamps reduced (from 142 to 103); 

(ii) residential burglaries 
",: were increased (from 204 I 

to 218); and w 
--' 

(iii) the decrease could also be 
partially attributed to a 
new police patrol plan, and 

. the differences between 
residential and non-residen-
tial burglaries could have 
been due to foliage related 
obstruction of street light-
ing in residential area. 

St.louis 1964 1,402 incande$cent lamps An increase in night-time business 
_ [A.1-83, A.Z-89J replaced by 1~120 mercury and reductions in crimes against persons 

lamps of 1,000 watts each (by 40%),auto theft (by 28.6%) and busi-
in the downtown area ness burglaries (by 12.7%) were observed.' 

Savannah~ GA. .197G Incandescent lamps phased- Incidents of crime and vandalism 
[A.1-84, A.1-8S] out and mercury and sodium were-reduced (by as much as 50%) 

. lights insta11ed 

r;; 
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City [Reference] 

Tuscon. AZ. 
[A.1-89] 

Washington, D.C. 
lA.1-9l) 

• • 

Year of Change 

1966 

1970 

• • 

EXHIBIT 2.7 

Street Light Changes 

Street lighting im
proved 

High pressure sodium 
lamps added in 113 
high-crime blocks 

• • • 

Reported Impacts 

Total offenses were reduced 
(by. 50%) 

• 

Acceleration of the 1969-1970 
rates of decrease in robbery, 
housebreaking, auto theft and 
vandalism incidence in 1970-1971 
and 197r-1972. was observed following 
relighting. Total annual incidence 
of all four crime types decreased by 
29.5% from 1970 to 1971 and by 34% 
from 1971 to 1972. 

• 

....., 
I 
W ....., 
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suth cases, given a reduction in crime, this reduction cannot obviously' 

be attrtbuted to street lighting. In an experimental sense, only the 

Kansas City (1971-72), Milwaukee (1972), and Portland (1973) studies have 

been identified as being II controlled;" that is, in each case some 

effor't was made in the evaluation to account for crime trends, socio

economic variables, and level of police activity. These and some of the 

other partially controlled studies are discussed more fully in Section 4 

in tenns, of the methodological issues they raise. It should als,o be 

noted that some of , the studies listed ((Baltimore 1975, Milwaukee 1972, 

Norfolk 1973-1974, Plainview 1975, and Portland 1973) exami~ed ,th~ 

~ttitud~~ of the people affected by improved street lighting, and 

ohtained ·statistically significant information on variables other than 

crime incidence. The methodological issues raised by these studies 

are also discussed in Section 4. 

On closer examination, much of the supporting information in studies 

of street lighting and crime turns out to be the untested opinions of 

criminal-justice administrators and urban planners: For example, a 

1960 magazine article by Don Murray [A.2-88] is often cited in studies 

attempting to show the positive impact of street 1 ighting on crime'" Murray . . 
claims that street lighting projects in Cleveland, New York City, 

Chattanooga (Tennessee), Denver, Brookings (South Dakota), Marion 

(Indiana), Winston-Salem (North Carolina), Austin (Texas), Flint (Michi-
, 

gan), H~ghland Park (Michigan), McPherson (Kansas), Albuquerque, 

Philadelphia, Washington (D.C.), Kansas City (Missoud), Houston, 

Chicag,o and Gary (Indiana) have decreased the incidetlce in one or more 
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crime categories, including murde~, rape, assault, burglaries, auto

thefts and vandalism. Most of Murray's claims are, however, based on 

. the opinions of the police chiefs in the respective towns and cities 

and no references are made to any st~dies or data sources except in the 

instances of New York City and Gary, Indiana. 
t 

'In a later, 1972 magazine article, Callander [A.2-l7] gives a 

similar presentation, citing several of the claims made earlier by 

Murray. "Former F.B.I. Dire,ctor J. Edgar Hoover claimed ina 1963 

article [A~2-53] and again later in a 1970 article [A.2-54] that it 

was a fact that street lighting deters crime. He went on to say that 

"in a survey of some 1300 police officials, 85% reported a drop in 

local crime rates." Hoover did not, however, point out 'the fact that· 

the resporise rate of the survey was less than 10%~\ resulting i~ a 

possibly large, but unknown bias [A.1-38]. While it is not claimed here 

that these journalistic articles serve no purpose, they do provide only 

questionable proof that street lighting deters crime. On the other 

hand, the perception that street lighting can impact c'rime is an 

important and potentially positive phenQmefi(ln--Fertainly~ fear of 

'crime would be decreased among those who believe lighting ;s a 

deterrent to crime. 

The Street and Highway Safety Lighting Bureau has also conducted' 

several studies and published numerous articles in its trade~agazi~~, 

St..r..Et~tiUld.l!.tgJ~y'_ Lig.hting, wh-ich claim that improved street lighting 

has resulted in reduced crime rates [A.1-98). However, many of the 

Oureau·s claims are based on the questionable statistics quoted from 
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Murray, Callander, Hoover a~d other similar sources, and the bulk of 

the reported data shows no evidence of controls being used. Thus, 

the strength of these inferences is subject to the same 1 imi ta'tions as 

discussed above. 

Paul Box, in a special report to the Public WorRs Committee of 

the U.s. House of Representatives, 89th Congress, states that, .. 
a lthough pub 1 i c offi ci a 1 sand 1 aw-enforcement off; cers agree tha t 

lighting deters crime, "the fact is not sufficiently documented" [A.2-13]. 

He 'also cites a few experiences of crime reduction after improvement of 
I , 

street lighting in some cities, but points out that the data col1ectiori 

procedutes and the sundry other factors affecting crime rates must alsQ 

be carefully considered before specific conclusions can be drawn. It is 

of course the purpose of this evaluation effort to draw such conclusions, 

if indeed they can be drawn. 

No review of street lighting and crime is complete without 

reference to the studies undertaken by the Legislative Reference Service 

of the Library of Congress. First in October 1965 [A.2-7], then;n 

. August 1970 [A.2-66J, and most ,recently in May 1976.[A.2-6], ,a series 

'of studies was conducted for the Education and Publie'Welfare Division 
(j 

of the library of Congress, entitled liThe Impact of Street Ugh,ting on 

Crime and Ttaffic I\ccidents. 1I In the first two studies (the ,second 

was an update of the first one), the often·-quoted statistics of Gary, 

McPherson, Chattanooga~ ~tc. are cited, and the opinions of various 

researchers and criminal-justice planners are quot,d. The authors 

then state that lithe specif'ic conditions in each city mentioned .•• are 
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different, but in all cases the conclusions reached are that fewer 

crimes are cDnmitted ..• fol1owing a significant increase in the level 

of illuminat'ion. II Although the studies give a good review of the 

subject matter and appropriately list various opinions objectively, 

the authov's only mention the positive statistics and opinions. Despite 

being subject to th~l same pr-oblems of reporting bia~ and .controls as 

th~ir sources, the Legislative Reference Service studies themselves have 

prOlridcd the basis for statements made by congressmen and senators in 

connection with debates over bills designed to fund installation of 

street lights for crime reduction [A.2-22]. The third Library of 

Congress study is somewhat different from the former two in that it 

gives a critical summary of the crime-related impacts of street lighting. 

The study mentions many of the studies referenced here, both controlled 

and uncontrolled, but adds: 

Since it was generally not feasible to control 
forother possible causes (e.g., weather, number, 
of police in a given area, economic conditions), 
the conclusion that the reductions were due to 
improved street lighting must generally be viewed 
as conjectural or intuitive, rather than . 
scientific." 

This'study is )'ecommended both as a comprehensive~ critical review 
. . . 
of earlier studies and as an example of the cautiousness required ~\en 

interpreting the results of these studies. 

In conclusion, since many of the above-cited studi~s are based on 

questionable data and conjecture, decision-makers must use the results 

with great care when planning street lighting for crime prevention 

purposes. 
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The following section, Section 2.3, deals with a description of 
~ 

the hypotheses put forward in the literature on street lighting and 

crime • 

2.3 STREET LIGHTING HYPOTHESES 

If for the moment, one can accept the conclusion of the preceding 

section--that no evaluation reviewed to date of the crime prevention 

effects of street lighting has prov'ided definitive eVidence of the 

existence or strength of such effects--then one can regard all the 
I 

"conclusions" of the studies reviewed in Section 2.2 as tentative 

hlJpothe8£~8 which await confirmation or rejection. Further, this 

position is supported by the striking absence of unanimity not only ,is 

to whether, but also as to how street lighting deters crime. There

fore an attempt is made in this sect'ion to define and classify the 

range of hypotheses which relate or link street lighting to crime.

First a framework is developed, then the hypotheses are classified, 

and, finally, some related issues are discussed • 

. 
A review of the literature concerning street lighting ~nd crime, 

and brief conversations with individuals working in the areas of crime 

prevention, lighting engineering and environmental design~ reveal that 

to date there is. nei~her a general agreement on how to systematize 

the present knowledge of the subject matter, nor a research strategy 

to refine this knowledge base. A framework is therefore developed in 

this section for the classification of all hypotheses that have been , 

identified to date . 

--------------~-~-~ -~ 
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As indicated in Exhibit 2.8, 0ne can divide the independent and 

dependent variables into broad categories, including classification of 

dependent variables into attitudes, behavior and crime. Also checked 

off in Exhibit 2.8 are the ZinkB among the variables which have been 

established by existing hypotheses. For example, the first check 

in the Exhibit 2,.8 matrix defines a link between light quantity:a'nd 

cftizen attitude. In this regard, a hypothesis can be defined '~.s 

a Bet of one or'mope links. The simplest hypothesis con'sists of 

a single link, as in the hypothesis which states that "li9bt';qui~ntity 

affects citizen's attitude,lI An example of il more complex ':~lhesis, 

containing two links is that "light quality affects ,citizen behavior 

(primary link), which in turn affects crime (secondary link). II It may 

be seen from this exalT/p'le that the deSignation "dependent lIariab1e" 

in Exhibit 2.8 must be regarded flexibly since "citizen behavio~~' 
changes from bei ng a dependent vilri ab 1 e in the f1 rst 1 ink to all t 

. . ~: l; 

independent variable in the second link. In a similar manner, an , ! 
independent variable such as "street lighting quantity" could be viewed 

as a dependent variable; for example, an increase in crime rate 'in a 
, ,t 

glllen area could lead toa decisi,Dn to include that area in a reJighting 
'!'-

, : 
program. Finally, the dependent 'or independent variable could be a 

combi nation of two variabl es acti ng simultaneously, as in "street l,ights 

and increased poli~e patrols reduce crjme." 

A detailed classification, ana' 'listing of hypotheses follows 'a 

discussion of the independent and dependent variables • 



• • • • • • • • • • 
EXHIBIT 2.8 

-!~atrix of Key Variables Basic to Street Lighting and Crime as Discussed in Available Literature 

"N 

DEPENDENT VARIABLES 

INDEPENDENT Attitudes Behavior Crime -
VARIABLES Citizen! Criminal Police Citizen I Criminal Police Opportunity Level Displacement 

-
Light Quantity. X X X X X X' X X 

Light Qual ity X X X X I X X X X X 

Environmental X X X X X Design 

Related Police X Activities 

Intervening X Variables , 

f . 

I\) 
I 

W 
\0 

• 

'..t,; 
.:<'. 
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Independent Variables 

The individual variables falling within the independent variable 

classification are shown in Exhibit 2.9 under the headings light 

quantity ~ 1 i ght qua 1 ity, env; ronmenta 1 des i gn, related pol ice activi ti es 

and intervening variables. 

The most common gY'oup of independent variable~ are those associated 

\lJith Light Quantity; they may include either quantitative measures of 

. illumination or some proxy for it, such as the average number of street 

lights visible from the sidewalk, whether an area or block is included 

in a relighting program, or lamp type (incandescent, mercury vapor, 

high pressure sodium, etc.). Measured illumination lev~l may also 

be approximated by the rated illumination level for the total system, 

either allowing for lamp and luminaire depreciation or not . 

·Light Quality is used here, as in the preceding section, to 

designate other properties of a street lighting system's direct output: 

uniformity, gradient, existence of dark areas on walkways, lamp type, 

color, glare, visibility, and overall street lighting pattern--arterial 

versus areal. 

Environmental Design variables reflect the awareness of many 

.authors that crime patterns are to some extent, although not entirely, 

a function of the environmentt Similarly, Related Police Activities 

are recognized as affecting the potential crime deterre~t properties of 

street lights, as are a number of other Intervening Vqriables. 

Dependent Variables 

Although the focus of this report is crime, it is impossible not 

to include other dependent variables in the discussion~ since many 

* This subject matter is discussed in ~ore detail in Section 3.4 • 
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EXHIBIT 2.9 

Some Independent Variables 

Environmental Related Police Intervening 
t Quantity Light Quality Design Activities Variables. 

zontal Uniformity Land use Police patrol Tempe!,ature 
mination level of 

Gradient Street type activity Season 
lca.l (major, col- . 
minution Existence of lector, 10- Po 1 ice patrol Street 

dark areas on cal, all ey) tactics price of 
or of pedestrian drugs 
ct 1 ights walkways Distribution Other crime 

of targets prevention 
or block Lamp type programs 

t (yes/no) Provision of 
Color cover for 

type potential 
Glare offenders 

Visibility Encouragement 
of ci ti zens I 

Arter; a 1 or territorial ity (I 

areal 
pattern Exterior 

building 
lighting 

Interior 
buil ding 
lighting 

.----.-"' .. ~----.- .. 
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hypotheses consist of a series of links involving the perceptions and 
~ 

attitudes of ordinary citizens, criminals and police; the behavior of 

these actors; and the changes in crime patterns. Moreover, as noted 

'in Section 2.1 some authors consider changed attitudes alone to be a 

goal of street lighting. Finally, since it is seen in Section 4 that 

there are many reasons to doubt whether simple correlations of street 

lighting anq crime can ever be put on a sound methodological footing, 

some c'onsideration must be given to the detailed links by which street 

lighting intervenes in crime patterns. Accordingly, dependent variables 
I 

are grouped into the three broad categories of attitudes, behavior'and 

c~ime as shown in Exhibit 2.8. Individual attitude, behavioral 

and crime variables are displayed in Exhibits 2.10, 2.11 and 2.12, 

respectively. For convenience and reasons of logic, the attitude and 

behav i'o'ra 1 variables are listed under citizen, police and criminal 

headings, and crime variables fall under the h~adings of opportunity, 

level and displacement of crime . 

CL~SSIFICAUON OF HYPOTHESES 

Apart from the mere descriptive convenience afforded by classifying 
, . 

the l~rge number of hypotheses appearing in the literature, another end 

is served as well. This is to enable a comparison between the links' 

which have been proposed to account for the effects of street' lights on 

crime and those which have been tested by existing evaluations. It is 
I 

seen that many such proposed links remain unexamined, a situation which 

raises .the issue of the scope of a desireable approach to the 

evaluation of street lighting. Thus, the classification·of hypotheses 
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EXHIBIT 2.10 

Some Dependent Attitude Variables 

CITIZEN ATTITUDES CRIMINAL ATTITUDES POLICE ATTITUDES 
. , 

-.---------~---------+------------~----_4r_----~----------~ 

Sense of fear 

Perception of reduced 
crime 

Perception of street
lighting improvements 

Perceptibri of how 
well lit ~treets and 

Perceived visibility 

Perceived risk or 
vul nerabil ity 

Sense of fear 

Perception of reduced 
crime 

e ' side\IJalks are 

• 

.' 
e 

• 

Number of anti-crime 
measures taken to 
protect- home 

Sti 9,mati za ti on of area 
by high intensity 
streetlights 

EnVironmental 
leg; bi 1 ity 

Ambience: sense of 
app~opria teness 

___ , __ ,_._. ___ ._, ____ ~ ______________ __L.. ________ ____ ..... 

,I 
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EXHIBIT 2.11 

Some Oependent Behavioral Variables' 

Us 
pa 

Co 
ne 

, Ab 
ev 

Ab 
or 
id 

Li 
wi 

CITIZEN BEHAVIOR 
--

e of streets or 
rks 

mmercial area busi-
5S activity 

11 ity to see and 
ade criminals 

ility of victims 
witnesses to 

enti fy attackers 

kelihood of a 
tness intervening 

Nu mber of witnesses 

-

CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR POLICE BEHAVIOR 

V; sib i 1 ity 0 f Patrol tactics 
criminal 

Patrol effectiveness 
Ability to surveil 
potential victims 

Patrol surveillance 
of potential victims 

Ability to detect and offenders 
potential witnesses 
in darkened areas 

"Light-hardening" 

Criminal background 
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• EXHIBIT 2.12 

~'ne Dependent Crime Vari abl es 

-" 
OPPORTUNITY LEVEL fn SPLACEI~ENT 

• Risk of apprehension Crime rates for Spatial displacement 
stranger-to-stranger 
crimes by street! 

Opportunity for nonstreet~ night/day, Target displacement 
"secrecy,fI i.e., residential/commercial 
cover for potential and relit/unrelit • offenders blocks Temporal displacement 

Arrest rates functional displace-

• ment 

Conviction" rates 
Tactical· displacement 

"-- I 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• () 
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. given in this section provides an understanding of reasons for the 

various methodological approaches that are discussed- in Section 4. 

Exhibit 2.13, following the framework outl ined above, shows the 

eight hypothesis categories within which most, if not all, of the known 

hypotheses can be included. Except for cagegories 0 and E, the hypothesis 

types each consist of a single link. Category 0 contains two and 

category E contains three links. Exhibit 2.13 shows which variable 

types are linked by each hypothesis category. 

It should be recalled that each hypothesis category includes·a 

variety of individual hypotheses (i.e., link(s) between individual 

variables). Th~s, the hypothesis category A includes the hypothesis, 

IIStreet lights have a differential effect on corrunercial and residential 

burglar-jes." For convenience, Light Quantity and/or Quality is used 

throughout as one variable, even though the previous discussion of 

variables treated them separately. This choice was made because although 

conceptually light quantity and quality al'e different entities (and 

should be treated as such in future evalutions), few studies explicitly 

separate the two and refer simply to the generalized lighting outputs 

of street lights . 

Using the above-described classification of hypothesis categories, 

Exhibit 2.14 1 ists all the hypotheses that have been gleaned from the 

available literature (see Exhibits A.l and A.2), and fr9m those individuals 

who .havc been contacted (see Exhibit A.3). It should be noted that 

the detail in this exhibit goes from the more general towards the more 

specific, as for example, in hypothesis A.6, which is followed by A.6.l, 

specifying locations and crimes in morA detail . 
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eXHIBIT 2.13 

Hypothesis Categories 

Definition of Hypothesis Categories as Defined by Link(s) 

I Light Quantity and/or Quality affects Crime. 
.' 

Light Quantity and/or Quality affects Attitudes. 
I 

Light Quality or Environmental Design affects Behavior. 

Light Quantity and/or Quality, or Environmental Design affects 
Citizen Behavior (01). which in turn affects Cri~e (02 ).4 

• Ii':" 

light Quantity and/or Quality~Q!. Environmental Design a~0)~ects 
Citizen Behavior (Ed. which affects Criminal Attitudes tE 2 ), which 
affects Crime (E3). . 

Light Quantity and/or Quality, and Other Independent Variables 
together. affect Crime. - ' " 

Light Quantity and/or Quality and Criminal Behavior together affect 
C~ime. - , , 

Light Quantity and/or Quality, and Environmental Design and Citizen 
Behavior together affect Crime . 

/'~~" 'I 
*''J'' 

", 
~, ' 
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Hypothesis Categories 
(page 2 of 2) 

• • • 0 

(b) Hypothesis Category Links as Displayed in Variable Matrix 

DEPENDENT VARIABLES 
I 

11 
Attitudes , Behavior Crime r 

j 

I Citizen Criminal Pol ice j Citizen Crimitlta1 Po1,ce Opportunity Level 
; . ._--i--

B a~ E2. B I 01 > E1 , G . A A, D2 j 
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EXHIBIT 2.14 

Summary of Street Lighting and Crime Hypotheses 

Hypothesis 

" 

Reference(s) 

L Lirill!Jluantity .and/or,Jlli~J ity Affects Crime 

A.I Street lights redu~e crime. A'.1 .. 5, A.l~76 
A.1-91 and A.2-53 
A.1-40., A.1-76 

. 

A.l.I Street lights reduce crime more in relit 
blocks than in adjacent non-relit blocks, 
the overall city, or other comparable areas 
without improved lighting. 

A~2 Street light~abQve a specific minimum threshold 
level of light, deter crime. 

A.3 Street lights- reduce crime up to a specific maxi
mum threshold level of light, Which may vary by 
community. . 

A.4 

A.5 

Illumination level J uniformity, lamp type, illumination 
gradient and other quality parameters determine the 
amoulit of cr'ime prevented. 

Street lights reduce different crime types by different 
degrees. 

A.S.l Within relit blocks, street lights reduce night 
street crime more than night non-street or day 
street crime. 

A.5.2 The decrease in night street crime after re~ 
lighting, relative to night non-street or day 
street offenses, is greater for relit than 
for non-relit blocks. 

A.5.3 Street lights have a differential effect on 
commercial and residential burglaries. 

A.SA· W'ithin night street crime, robbery is reduced 
the most by street lights., .-

A.5.5 The crimes to be reduced by street lights ,are 
night robbery, ordinary, serious and aggravated 
assault, burglary, rape, theft, vandalism, petty 
larceny, breaking and entering and murder. 

A~6 A' portion, 'but not all .of the decrease in night crime{~,re
sulting from street lights is displaced. 

A.l .. 40 

A.2-48 

A.1-90, A.2-19 

. A.1-40, A.1-54 

A .. 1-40 

A.1-40' 

A.1-40 

'A.1-40 

'A .. 1-3; A.l-1S, 
A.1-16) A.1-76 
an~A.2"'1l4 

A.1-3, A.1-40, 
A.1-54, A.1-56, 
A.1-76" A.2-3, 
A .. 2-95 and 
A. 2-1 05 

Note: "Street lights" are defined in this exhibit as either an increase 
in street li~htin!J over time or the presence of street lights in 
some areas as opposed to others, unless an individual hypothesis 
i~ more specific: 
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E XH I B IT 2. 14 

(Page 2 uf 4) 

Hypothesis ,Re'(erence( s) 

A.6.l Displacement effects of stteet lights vary by A.1-40 
type of crime and setting (to which crimes are 
displaced) . 

A.6.2 Street lights displace night crime from relit A.1-40 
to non-relit areas, from night to day, from 
street to non-street and to other crime types. 

A.6.2.1 Street lights displace some night robbery A.1-76 
and assault to adjacent non-relit areas. 

A.7 Street lights increase the risk of detection and appre- A.l~40, A.2-117 
hension. 

A.7.1 Street lights reduce the opportunity for "secrecy" A.2-55 
(i.e., cover for potential offenders). . 

A.7.2 Street lights illuminate areas where potential A.1-40 
attackers may hide. 

!k._1-i.£ULLQ~'llltLt.Y_. and/or Qual i ty Affects Attitudes 

B.l Stre~t lights increase citizens· and police Officers' 
perceived security. 

B.l.1 The overall lighting pattern can increase 
perceived security, safety, ambience 
(i.e., sense of appropriateness) and legibility 
of environment. 

B.1.1.'1 High visibility within the "public dis·· 
tance threshold ll increases perceived 
security. 

B.2. Citizens are aware of improvements to street lights. 
B.2 .. 1 The number of street lights in an area in

creases the perception of how well lit the 
area is. 

B.3 After installation of street lights, police perceive 
a reduction in crime. 

~...! __ ~.i9.hL..Qual ity~g.r E~ir..onmental Design Affects Behavior, 

C.1 Glare prevents criminals, citizens and police from 
seeing beyond lighted areas. 

C.2 Changes 'j n env ironment increase pedes tri an traffi c. 

A.1-5, A.l-38, 
A.1-54, A.1-56, 
A.l:"79, A.2-2, 
A.2.,.3, A.2-35 
and A.2-92 
A.l-71 

A.2-71 

A.1-79 
A. 1, - 38, A .. 1-7 9 

A.1-54 

j~. 2-26 

A.1-40 
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E XH I B IT 2. 14 

(Page 3 of 4) 

Hypothesis 

!l~iW'tJLu~~~t~_t1...2nd/or ual~t ,.or Environmental ~esir' Affects 
Cltlzen ~ehi!.Vlor (D ,WhlCh 1n Turn Affects Cnme _02) 

D.] Street lights increase street use, which leads to 
crime t'eduction. 

0.1.2 Street lights increase the likelihood of 
citizen intervention, which reduces crime. 

0.1.3 Mercury vapor light quality reduces the use 
of streets and the likelihood of citizen 
intervention, which may increase crime. 

0.2 street lights. increase potential. victims' ability 
to see and evade attackers, which in turn reduces 
crime. 

0.3 Streetlights increase potential victims' ability 
to identify criminals, which increases the apprehension 
and conviction rates. 

0.4 Street lights increase police patrol effectiveness 
in detecting potential cl"lrne and crime in progress, 
which reduces crime opportunity and increases 
apprehension, respectively. 

D C' .:> 

D.4.1 Street lights prevent crime only if there 
is a probability of detection. 

Light in building perimeters and interiors makes 
criminals more visible. 

_, CI 

lieferenceLli 

A. 1-40, A. 1 - 5 6 , 
A.2-3, A.2-96, 
and A.2 .. 104 ' 
A.1-40, A.2-99 

" 

A.2-3 

A.2-13, A.2-99 
and A.2-105 

A.1-40, A.1-.-74, 
A.2-35~ A.2-53, 
~12-106~A.2-110 • 
atld A.2-114 
A.1-56, A.2-3, 
A.2-l3, A.2-35, 
A.2-92, A.2-105, 
A.2-110 and A.2-ll4 
A.2:"71 

A.1-64 

D.6 Effective environmental design increases the'likeli- A.2:-34 
hood of citizen intervention and criminals' vulnerability, 
which reduces crime opportunity. 

£. ~ight.~fltJJy_.cl!1.d!Qr Quality .. Lgr En~..iroll~lental Desi.9.,'l.....,Affects 
GitiZ.~D_Jt~I.!~yj.2.t.jE0.(rnCh ~Jfects Crilllinal Attitudes .(E"2I:" ~hich 
i rl TUr'n J\ffe_c:J..LCrime 3 • 

E. 1 Light quantity and quality makes intruders more 
visible, which increases intruders' perception of 
their own visibility or vulnerability, which in 
turn prevents crime. 

A.1-40, A.2-26 

f. Light ~uantit.lJl_ndlqL.Q.~ity, and Other' independent Environmental 
VC!!ia l~§_JQ.9_eJ:.tL~Affect Crime 
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EXHIBIT 2. 14 

(Page 4 of 4) 

Hypqthesi~ 

F.l Street lights and all other lighting together 
reduce crime. . 

F.1'.l Street 1 i ghts and 1 i ghti ng the rear of 
buildings together reduce crime. 

F.2 Stre.et lights and land use (commercial versus 
. resident; a 1) together determi ne the amount of 

crime reduction. 
F.2.1 Street lights in arterial streets, local 

. streets, alleys and off-street areas re
duce crime. 

F.3 Street lights and increased police patrols prevent 
crime. 

FA Street lights and lower temperatures reduce crime. 

G. LiyhJ:_.Q~a-,~ttty __ anrlior "'~ua'iity and Crimi~al Behavior Together 
Affect Crime 
.~---- ~--;,..-..... 

G.l Street lights and nature of criminal background (i.e., 
professional versus amateur) determine the amount 
of crime prevented. 

G.2 Street lights deter~_~ Itmt:;'! criminals become 
III ight-hardened ll

• •• 

!h.._lli.h t .. 9Y.2.n._tLty ~ nllj m: ....... Qya llli.t and tnv i ronmenta 1 Des ign, and 
fJ ti zen_~bayJ.o}:"_ Tqgethgr AffecUrime 

H.l Street lights and lighting of backyards and citizen 
surveillance together prev·ent crime and contribute 
to offenders I apprehe.rarj.'Ill. 

Reference(s} 

.A.2 ... 35 

A.2-1l0 

,A.1-40 

.t\.2-12 

.A.2-117 

IA.2-96 

t' 
A.1-40 

''0 
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RELATED ISSUES 

In a sense, every untested hypothesis is in itself an issue, stating 

a matter' over which there is coritroversy. However" the s ignifi cance 

of any individual hypothesis lies not so much in its own possible 

validit~ as in its relationship to the whole body of knowledge in' the 

field of crime prevent.ion and street lighting. An examination'of the 

overall structure into which the present set of hypotheses fits raises 

three issues of importance to this Phase I evaluation effort: 

• the nee'd for a better evaluation approach; 

• the problem of hypotheses which cannot be 
tested; and 

• the question of the completeness of the 
structure of hypotheses. 

Need for a Better Evaluation Approach 

The first issue arises out of the fact that hypotheses about the 

effect of street lights on crime are divided into those that simply 

predict an effect on some crime-related variable, and those that include, 

in whole or in part, predictions of the effect of street lighting on 

intennediary attitudinal or behavioral variables. Many of the hypotheses 

listed in Exhibit 2.14 do not predict a reduction in crime,·since they 

refer to attitudinal or behavioral outputs other than crime. ,Still 

others predict crime reduction or displa~ement through a specified series 

of intermediary attitu'dfnal or behavioral effects. These hypotheses 

consi~t of a series of predicted links between light and attitude, 

attitud~ and behavior, behavior and crime, etc., and are fundamentally 
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different from hypotheses of type A (see Exhibit 2.14), which do not 

model or specify the reasons for the predicted effects of street lighting 

on crime. Although the first class of hy.potheses addresses the "bottom 

!lineu 'of the street lighting and crime relationship, it is by no means· 

clear that cont'inual refinement of the statement of these hypotheses . 
will result in tests which can a~.1swer the impl icit question, "00 street 

lights deter crime?" 

Even if the question could be answered unequivocally, or even ~on

ditionally~ the important question of how street lights affect crime 

would also require an answer. Just as answering the question of 

whether street lights reduce crime is important in decisions regarding 

the allocation of law enforcement resources, a knowledge. of how this 

effect takes place is necessary for the specification of project charac-
, 

teristics to optimize the desired results. 

It ii interesting to note that evaluations in the parallel field 

of street lighting and traffic safety have begun to address both the 

Y'hether and how questions. While much has been and is 'being written 

about the IIbottomline" traffic safety aspects of street lighting , 

(A.2-6, A.2~13], a great dea1 of effort has a'iso been made by the 

United States Department of Transportation (DOT) to direct ~eseijrch 

towards such areas as performance criteria fO.r l"ighting system designs, 

measures of visibility and driver comfort under variable environmental 

conditions and definition ofdriver visibility requirements [A.2-72~ 

I 
\ 

'r.~ , 

. ;:: ·~~~tii; 
"'., , 
'¢ .. ~ .... " 
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A.2-79].* An analogous crime prevention research program might, for 

example, be concerned with visual task requirements for pedestrians 

and police officers, and with the development of corresponding performance 

requirements. 

Testing of Hypotheses 

The issue of testabil ity of hypotheses arises out of the specificity, 

or 1 ack of it, used in the defi ni tion of many hypotheses. In order to 

be' tested, a hypothes is must be expressed in terms of measUl'abZe 

variables, Hnd must reflect a specific prediction or outcome which is . 

disoernabZe from a 11 other outcomes. Many of the hypotheses c:onta i ned in 

the literature fail to meet one or both of these criteria. 

Some hypotheses fail to articulate a specific 1 ink to an outcome, 

and ~nstead merely assert that there exists some relationship among 

a given set of. variables. This type of assertion could be contradicted 

by a finding, for example, that results are always independent of one 

or more of the candidate variables, but otherwise the generality of the 

hypotheses indicates a lack of understanding. EVen controlled studies, 

which go to'great lengths to define sampling procedu~es and statistica1 . . 

tests, frequently use such a gross measure of light quantity as "relit' 

versus nonrelit .. block. 1I While an argument could (and should) -be made 

against the creatio'n of a false appearance of precis'ipn through the 

*IILighting Needs, November 1975. Final Report," prepared for the 
Federal Highway Administration, Offices of Research and Development, 
Washington, ·D.C.,! and· II FCP Annual Progress Report, Year Ending June 
3D, 1976: lmpru10J rraffic Operations During Adverse Environmental 
Conditions. 1I copy obtained from Richard N. Schwab, Project Manager, 
Environmental Design and Control Division, Federal Highway Administration, 
Washington, D.C . 
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introduction of sophisticated light measuring instruments, there is 

clearly a wide range of choice available. The definition of which 

measures should be used can be made only in relation to what best 

serves the requirements of the evaluation design that is ultimately 

chosen. The concern of measurabi1 ity of variables extends beyond 

light measures to concepts such as risk of apprehension, opportunity 

for secrecy, land use, likelihood of citizen intervention, and many 

others. This concern is also discussed in Section 4.2 • 

CompJ eteness of H.Y'p-otheses 

The question of the completeness of the set of hypotheses is 

ra'ised both by gilpS in the variable matrix (e.g., the gap in the 

environmental design and police behavior cell) and by the inherent 

dynamism of a long-range research program. In either case, one can 

always be certain that new questions will arise leading to new ways of 

looking at street lighting and crime. This could only be prevented 

if it were possible to stage one grand and final experiment whose 

results would simultaneously define all the design tradeoffs inherent 

in the complex problem of s~reet lighting and crime. It is obvious, how

~ver, that such a. static view of street lighting research is entirely 

unreulistic. 

I .. , 
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3 RELATED ENVIRONr4ENT~L. ISSUES· 

There are interactions between street lighting systems and its 

, contigu?lJs • larger envi ronment which are somewhat relevant, to.a study of 
. " '. . 

. 'street :l~ghting and 'crime. 
, , 

. These interactions involve street lighting and its energy dem~nd, 

its 'impact on tr"ees and shrubs in the environment, certain' legal i'ssues, 

and overall environmental design considerations. With the possible 

.' exception of environmental design, none of these bears heavily on .the 

in~erent ability of street lighting to prevent crime. However, each of' 

these. interactions may be, viewed as placing aon8t!'aint8 on street lighting 

system de~ign.· Thes~ constraints, in turn, cannot be ignored when the' 

results of a st:r~et lighting and crime evaluation are applied to' ,design. 

or resource allocation decisions • . 
In a sense; then, the issues discussed in this section are background 

. 'is~ues. but.' it 'would be naive to ignore their implications whEmevaluating 

.. t~ impact of street lights on crime. The four ilssu~s listed'above are 

di scussed in t4rn. ' 

3. 1 ENERGY D.EMAND ' 

Since the en~r9Y shortage of 1973-1974 .. virtually every system which 
'. '. 

consumes. energy has come under scrutiny for the identification ,of posstble 
" 

energy savings ,and' street 1 ights are no exception. In .fact. this', ' 

$cr~tiny is probably 'as much related to the conspicuotJsness of street 

,'1 ights' as .to the total amount of energy cons'umed.' The' energy shortag~ . 

h~s also intensi,f.ied public 'awareness that all energy-c~:nisuming systems 

j 
,I 

)1 

/I' 
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should be designed for optimull1\ efficiency, and the rising cost of energy 

has reduced the payback times for: many equipment changes which were 

previously uneconomical. 

Exhibit 2.1 shows that of the total energy consumed in the United 

States~ approximately 75% comes fY'om sources other than electricity. 

Of the 25% consumed by electricity, 20% is for non-lighting applications-

resulting in,lighting consuming 5% of aZZ energy. However, only 3.5% 

of all lighting energy goes to street li'ghting, resulting in an energy 

consumption equal to .18% of all U.S. energy.* 

This section briefly considers two questions associated with the 

energy demand of street 1 i ght i ng: (l) the poss i b 1 e occurrence of 

"natural experiments" resulting from the reduction of street light· 

output levels during the energy crisis, and (2) an overview of approaches 

to energy conservation, including implications for street lighting 

design • 

OPPORTUNITY FOR "NATURIll. EXPERH4ENTATION" 

The question arises whether a reduction in street lighting output' 

(i.e., a "brown~out") by a community during or after the' er:lergy crisis 
. 
provided the conditions for retrospectively determining ac.hangein the 

level of crime attributable exclusively to a change in light level~ This 

, wAn informative and somewhat mQre detailed description of strtaet 
lighting and ~nergy may be found in [A.1-40, pp. 110 to 119].' 
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EXHIlHT 3.1 

u.s. Energy Consumptio~: 
Street Lighting vs. Total 

Street 
- - - - - - - - - - '_.- - - - ---"'llII~ Lighting 

(O.Z%) 
Electrical 

Energy 
(25%) 

Non
Electrical 

Energy 
(75%) 

\. 
'\; 

" \. 

. Total Energy 
. (100%) 

\. 

" "-

::1 

"-
'\. 

Source: ' (A. 2-39, No. 100A] . 

" " " \. " \. \. 
" " "-

"-

" \. 
" 

Lighting 
Other than 

Streets 
.( 4.8%) 

Non
Lighting 

Electrical 
Energy 

(20%) , 

Electrical Energy 
(25%) 

I, 

J)" . 
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might appear to be possible if a sudden decreas.e in street light output 

were accompanied. by an increase in night crime. In order for such a 
. 

"natural experiment" to be successful, however, three questi\')~s would 

have to be answered: How long was the duration of the experiment? ~ere 

there any concurrent, possibly energy-related, changes in police patrol 

activities? Were there any other energy-related changes in overall 

crime patterns? 

,; 

Not unexpectedly, in communities where street light output was 

reduced, police and citizens were especially sensitive to the possible 

public safety and'security consequences. Asa result, local officials 

have tended to place street lights high on their list of priorities for 

restoration to earl ier energy use patterns, and stt'eet 1 i ght curta i lments 
~ , . 

.haye usuall~ been brief, limiting the amount of avai,lable data. For 

example; when a drought in the" states of Washington and Oregon resulted 

in'a shortage of hydroelectric power and cutbacks in electrical usage, 

offiCials, acted after only two to four months to return lighting to l its . 
original level [A.2-39, 'No. 106 and 119). The town of Rensselaer,' 

India~~~. tu.)rned its street lights off completely, but, after'four 

businesses were burglarized in one nights restored the ,lighting,after 

only two week$ [A.2-39 No. 105, A.2-75]. In ge.neral, public ~afety 
, ' 

officipls arc unwilling to risk citizens' lives or security for 'the sake 
. .." 
of energy ,conservation. and they usually feel ,that it is. their duty to 

• 
argue agai~st programs for curtailing street light. Asa result. ii -
n1ax not be po'ssible to identify a municipality which curtailed street 

• 

li~h~. out~ut long enough to accumulate statistically meaningful data. 

1 
\ , 

. " 
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The survey of individual project interventions to be undertaken in the 

balance of this Phase I evaluation effort will addres's this question. 

The second question, that of concurrent, possibly energy-related, 

, changes in police patrol activities, is relevant in two respects. On 

the one hand, cutbacks in police patrols due to a shortage of available 

fuel ~ould have contributed to an increase in crime. On the other hand, 

s~~e police departments may have increased patrols in darkened areas 

and-eliminai:ed or reduced energy savings as well as intervened in 

the natural experiment. 

Although federal fuel allocation regulations during the energy 

, crisis provi:ded for law enforcement agencies to receive 100% of their 

accustomed consumption, actual allocations varied widely [A.2-74]. Some 

police depar'tments either had to curtail operations because of unavailability 

of fuel. or had to institute energy conservation practices for budgetary 

reasons, as the price of available fuel increased. Another factor that 

could have affected police operations was in connection with plans for 

"rolling blackouts"--a technique to lower total electrical energy 

consumption, without placing an enduring burden on anyone segment of a 

community. Under this technique, various areas of the .city are discpn .. 
I( 
\' 

nected from electrical service for two to three hours on a somewhat ran-

dam basis and with about a 24-hour notice. Existing federal guidel'ines 

for law enforcement agencies recommend the preparation of strategies 

involving additional personnel for patrols and traffic direction [A.2-76]. 

Despite the existence of plans for rolling blackouti. ~he authors are 

una\·,are of any that has actually been implemented. Yet, these plans do 
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reflect law enforcement officials' awareness of the need -for extra 

activity during a period of reduced street lighting. As a result, any 

retrospective analysis of "na tural experiments" would have to be able 

to take police patrol activity changes into account. 

The third question, the impact of the energy crisis on crime 

patterns~ arises out of the fact that some, previously law-abiding, 

individuals could be severely impacted~ both economically and . ' 

physic,ally, and violent crimes are one possible expl"e~sion of the 

resulting frustration [A.2-77]. Raw crime statistiCs may also be 

inflated by incidents ~nrelated to the lighting of the night environment, 

such as arrests dur'i n9 group protests or stri kes provoked by the 

energy shortage. ~arital disputes and drinking-related problems are, 

also expected to increase reports of some crime type's [A.2-75]. 

In sumlllary~ although it may be possible to identify localities 

where crime trends during a period of reduced street lighting can be 

Observed retrospectively in a natural experimentation sense, such an 

evaluation would have to take into account the short d~ration of the. 

experiment, "the changes in police patrol activity, and the independent, 

ene~gy-related changes in crime patterns. 

~PPROA~JfES lQ..J~J.RG y CONSERVATION 

An examination of the responses of municipalities and the lighting 
I • 

industry to aemands for street lighting energy conservation shows that . 
the solutions chosen by many municipalities have a direct influence on 

street 1~9hting design. It is seen that the earliest and simplest 

energy confl,ervation recommendations have in time given way to a more 
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comprehen~ive approach which affects the entire street lighting system. 

Therefore, the higher the priority given to energy con'servation, the more 

constraints will be placed on street lighting system designs. 

Reduction of Output 

Four basic approaches to the reduction of street light output are: 

(1) keep alternate bulbs dark; 

(2) turn all (or some) lights off after a certain 
hrd!:": 

(3) reduce the wattage, a!> with dimmer transformers; 
and 

(4)· replace higher-wattage bulbs with lower-wattage 
bulbs [A.1-40, p. 113]. 

However, the reduction of output is not the only, nor is it the most 

recommended. energy conservation alternaHve. A fifth approach, 

increasing fixture efficiency, has been used with increasing frequency 

in recent years. 

It is interesting to note that the rq, published twelve reconvnenda':" 

tions for maximum utilization of lighting energy ,over a year before the 

dimensions of the 1973-1974 energy crisis became evident. Exhibit 3.2 

shows that the total systems approach of the IES, whilE:1 not immediately 

'adopted, 'was eventua1.ly recognized by the federal agencies regulating 

. energy use. Thus~ for example, despite an initial emphasis by the 

Fede'ra.l Energy Office on reduction of illumination level,s, the recommenda

tions of federal agencies soon shifted toward the use 0f more efficient 

light sources and careful planning with a total system perspective. 

The availability of ~he higher efficacy, high-pressure sodiu~ vapor lamps 

greatly 9,ssisted the trend away from reduction of illumination levels. 
:7 

\( 
'\ 
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Date 

12/72 

12/73 

3/74 

• • • • • • • 
EXHIBIT 3.2 

Some Street Lighting-Related Energy Conservation Recommendations 

Source -

Illuminating Engineering Society 
(IES) (Recommendations for 
maximum energy utiliziation) 

Federal Energy Office (Fact 
Sheet on National Energy 
Conversation) 

Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration (Energy Report 
No.2) 

Recommendat.ions 

• Design lighting pattern for expected activity 
• Use more effective and efficient 1uminaires 
e Use efficient light sources 
.. Select luminaires with good cleaning capability 

and lamps with good lumen maintenance 
Provide flexible switching and dinming controls 

• Reduce indoor illumination levels byapproxi
mately 50% in commercial and industrial 
buildings 

• Reduce street lighting energy use only under 
following conditions: 

- as part of a comprehensive community 
conservation program 

- after review of sensitivity of crime to 
street lights~ with police and citizen 
representative~ 

- after exploring alternative more efficient 
light sources 

• 

W 
I 

c:o 

.-
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Da-te 

4/74. 

5/74 

11/74 

12/74 

• • • 

Sc~r-ce 

Feder-at Energy Office (Decreased 
I1i~~~na:ion of Highways: Guide-. . , 
: 1 ne' 

Federal Highway Administration 
(Letter re: lighting on federal
aid highways) 

Federal Energy Administration 
(Li.ghting and Thermal Operations 
Guidelines: Energy Management 
Action Progr~m) 

Federal Highway Administration 
(FHA Guidelil')es) 

• • • • • 

EXEISIT 3.2 

(page 2 of 3) 

Recomrr.endations 

• Reduce highway lighting energy requirements by 50% 
• Retrofit with rr.ore efficient light sourcef~ 
• Maintain IES-recommended illumination levels as 

I':iaxima 
• Reduce i11umination in proportion to daily traffic 

density variation, while maintaining IES
recommended uniformity_ ratio 

• Maintain IES-recommended i1lumination levels and 
uniformity ratios 

• Encou.rageCeffi ci ent 1 i ghti 09 pra<;:ti ces 
Recognize that complexity of scientific, management, 
engineering and architectural components limit 
applicability of simple SJijeli~es 
Maintain previous indoor i11~~i~ation standards 
as maxima 
Convert to more efficient sources 
Practice periodic cleanlng and maintenance 

• Maintain previously recommended iilumination 
levels and uniformity ratios 

W 
I 

1.0 

• 
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Date 

6/75 

• • • 

$vurce 

International Committee on 
Illumination (CJE) (eIE Statement 
on Energy Conservation and 
Lighting7 

• ' . • • 

EXHIBIT 3.2 

(page 3 of 3) 

Recommendations 

• Design for required tasks and needs of user· 
population 

• Maintain recommended light levels 
• Se1ect most eff'icient lamps, taking into con-

sideration color rendering needs 
• Select eff1cient luminaires 
o Provide flexible switching and dimming controls 
• Establish adequate cleaning and maintenance 

program 

Sources: [A.2-4 s A.2-39 (Nos. 120, 122s 123, 129 and 130), A.2-62, A.2-67 and A.2-75] 

• 
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increased Source Efficacy 

While high-pressure sodium fixtures are more expensive than their 

less efficient mercury vapor counterparts, conversion to the high-

pressure sodium light sources has become feasible as energy costs have 

increased. Exhibit 3.3 sho~s that high-pressure sodium lamps produce' 

more than twice the lumens per watt yielded ,by mercury vapor, and.five> 

times the visible lumens per watt of incandescent lamps. Because of 

this fact, many cities have begun large-scale conversion fr"om incan~ 

descent or mercury vapor lamps to sodium vapor, resulting in increased 

illumination levels and decreased energy costs [A.1-12, A.1-17]., That 

this is possible is illustrated in Exhibit 3.4. It is assumed that a 

hypothetical downtown street is lit with either a mercury vapor or 

high-pr~ssure ~odium system, each with identical luminaire mounting heights~ 

pole spacings and arrangements. Despite the greater total lumen ;"~itput 
, 

of th~ mercury sources, the hi gh-pressure sod"; urn system consumes on'dr 

40% of the energy and yields 80% higher' average illumination of the 

road surface. The first of these two advantages results from:the hig~er 

efr1cacy of .the high-pressure sodium source, while the second is a 

result of the fact that the smaller size of the lumi'nous element in 'the 

'sodium source permits better optical control an~ hence greater lI util1za'-: 

tion" of available light onto the road and sidewalk surfa'ces, instead . ' 

of intQ other directions:, Another advantage Qf the high-pressure 

sodium system is lower annual maintenance cost. 

These powerful. economic arguments for the use of high-p,~essure 

sodiulll sources have been well articulated by the lighting industry 

[A.l~12, A~1-17, A.2-39, A.2-44, and A.2-107]. There are, nevertheless, 

.. 
t 
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EXHIBIT 3.3 

Relative Efficacies of light Sources 

I I .. 
Theoretical Maxfmum 6731 

220
1 

Ideal white light 

180
1 

Low-pressure sodium 

1301 Hi gh-pressu.re sodi um 

~ .. ~~ Metal-halide 

3 Fluor'escent 

~ Mercury-vapor 

~ Incandescent 

I I I I 
o 100 200 300 400 5e0600 700 

Lume'ns per Wa tt 

Source: '[A.2-4] 

:' I 

'. 
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EXHIBIT 3.4 -

fomparison of Mercury Vapor 
and High-Pressure Sodium 
Street-Lighting Systems 

Background E~ements 
'(Hypothetical Downtown Street) 

• Street width (feet) 
• Mounting height (feet) 
• Number of luminaires 
• Pole spacing (feet) 

50 
35 
36 

150 
• Pole arrangement . Opposite 

Input Elements 
High-Pressure Sodium 

• Lumens/lamp 50,000 .. Watts/1 amp 400 

Process £lements 

• Efficacy (lumens/watt) 125 
System energy consumption 

rate (kilowatts) 17.28 
Annual maintenance cost $380.00 

• Relative total initial 
. ir,vestment/footcandle 1.00 

• 'Relative annual cost/ 
footcandle 1.00 

~ Average illumination 
' (footcandl es) 5.09 

Source: [A.2-39, No. 102] 

Merc.yry Vapor 

63,000 
1,000 

63 

3.8.88 
$8fJ3.00 

1..70 

2·.62 

2jn 

~, 

'j 

I 

I 
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other considerations which must be weighed. Given limited municipal 

capital budgets, some cities have replaced bulbs but 'not luminaires. 

Because of the difference in the size of the luminous element in high

pressure sodium, as opposed to mercury vapor lamps, a luminaire designed 

for the latter may result in a very inefficient utilization of the light 

from a high-pressure sodium source. In particular, light ar high angles 

to·the road surface that was not objectionable with mercury vapor ' 

sources may, with sodium vapor, produce unacceptable glare and illumina-

. tion of upper-story residential windows [A.3-25]; The use of luminaires 

designed for high-pressure sodium lamps can overcome this problem, but 

at higher cost. ' The City of Chicago is presently rel ighting with 

high-pressure sodium lamps and a luminaire especially designed to light 

sidewalks as well as streets [A.l-l7]. In another approach, the City of 

Philadelphia requested a manufacturer to design a low-watt, high-pressure 

sodium bulb 'Which produces essentially the same total number of lumens 

as the higher-watt mercury vapor bulb it replaced [A.3-25]. 

The issue concerning the negative reactions that people have ~o 

the color-rendering properties of high-pressure sodium lights has been 

intensified by the economic press,ures in favor of conversicn to more 

efficient sources. Both of these issues are important to the 

crime-preve.ltion perforlllance of street lights and are'discussed in 

Section 4.4. 

§~~ms Approach 

Both the IES and the ~IE recommendations in Exhibit 3.2 point to an 

energy conservation approach that is based on total system design, rather 
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than on isolated changes in equipment or practice. This approach is, of 

course, being uti 1 ized in other environments as well. For example, in 

new re.sidential or office buildings, the Total Energy Management {TEM} 

program, develaped by the National Electrical l4anufacturers Association 

and the National Electrical Contractors Association, uses a total energy 

budget based on all energy consuming systems of a building [A.:2-4]. One 

of the key features of this approach, end of the rES 'and ClE recommendations, 

is the design of lighting systems for expected activities, and the. 

reduction of light in areas not relevant to those activities. 

This leads to the question of how this feature might ~e applied 

in street lighting. THe first step is the specification of required 

activities, and it should be recalled from the diSCUssion of hypothese's 

in Section 2.3 that there is as yet little agreement, on which crime 

preventi'on related activities are primarily supported by street 
, 

lighting. In effect, the execution of a total system design which maximizes 

energy effici~ncy would require the results of the research agenda 

suggested in Section 2.3, i.e., answer to the question of hOIiJ street 

light.s can prevent crime .. Without this information,the specificatio~ 

of activiti~s necessary for crime prevention will be highly speculative. 

The systems approach t~ street lighting energy conservation, thEm,. 

can be sepn as part of a comprehensive street light plan: As an 

illust.Cition of now this .approach can lead to design solutions which 

. defy "conventional wisdom," a street lighting project in Norfolk, Virginia 

[A.1-17] is briefly discussed here. In this project,a str~et light~ng 

system in the Ghent inner-city residenti'al neighborhood of ,Norfolk WclS 

\ 
\ 
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relit with a design developed to differentiate street types, pedestrian 

paths and intersections in a clear visual hierarchy. One aspect of the 

design was the use in residential streets of low-intensity lamps mounted 
I> 

on closely spaced and relatively low poles, using colonial-style 

lunlinaires~ compatible ~'Jith ,neighborhood characteristics. The ohjective 

was to use the money saved in operating costs of the low-wattage system 

for such desireable elements as aesthetically pleasing incandescent 

sources, greater illumination uniformity, and better and more fixtures. 

The design as described above resulted in illumination levels lowe~ 

when compared to what would have been obtained with mercury vapor or 

hi gh-pressUl"e sodi um sources: The very hi gh 1 evel of sa ti sfaction 

demonstrated by a user study after the completion of the project indicates 

that "efficiency" may not be able to be measured sirn'ply in terms of its 

eff~cacy (i.e., lumens of output or footcandles of illumination per watt), 

but may also require a careful analysis of the total illumination level 

required. Then if other design objectives can be met better by using 

low-efficacy sources (e.g., incandescent), total energy consumption may 

be minimized without necessarily using the brightest or most efficient 

light sources . 

Perhaps the most important conclusion to be drawn from this descrip

tion of IES and eIE standards, and the Norfolk, Virginia, experi~nce is 

that guidelipes ~an only be based on general principles, and that detailed 

planning' of street lighting can best be assisted by the results of a 

research agenda which continually refines the understanding of those 

principles . 
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3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 

Another issue which could act as a constraint on street lighting 

system designs, regardless of the results of evaluations of street 

lighting and crime, is the impact of street lighting systems on trees 

and shrubs in their immediate surrO\Jndings. Following experiments 

performed at the United States Department of Agriculture's Agricultural 

Research Center in Beltsville, Maryland, a report was issued by Dr. H • 

,Marc Cathey whi ch suggested that street lights can increase the growth rate 

of a plant, increase the plant's susceptibility to air pollution and 

delay its dormancy in autum~ (which in turn increa~esthe danger of 

early frosts' to the pl~nt's health).* 

CONTROLLED TESTS 

The above-mentioned effects were studied under controlled conditions 

over a two-year period using five different light sources on!seedlings of 

twenty-two spe,cies of trees and other plants [A.2-93]. Among the results 

were the fa.ct that the three effects (i .e., on growth, pollution sensiti

vity~nd dormancy) are most acute for incandescent and high-pressure 

sodium lamps. , 

Publication of these results has resulted in public concerh that hi~h

pressure sodium lights could damage eXisting trees and plants [A.1-29" . . . 

A.1-8~, A.2-113]. If th~re is significant damage, a tradeoff would 

have to b~ m~de between safety and aesthetic objectives, and officials in 

* Fora more complete discussion of this issue, see [A.1-38]. 

I 
t 
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Detroit, Mich,igan, and Richmond, Virginia, have said that definite 

evidence of tree damage would lead to a decision to replace high

pressure sodium lights with mercury vapor or incandescent. Recently, 

New York City has announced plans to 'coordinate street and park 

1 ight installation with the selection of more resistant tree varieties, 

and with scheduling plantings during dormant periods. 

flELD ASSESSMENT 

InasmuGh as the Cathey experiments were not field tests, the City 
, 

of Chicago commissioned Dr. John W. Andresen, Professor of Urban 

Forestry. at the University of Toronto, to study the field effects of 

existing lighting installations. The negative results of the study led 

the City of Chicago to proceed with its relighting program . 

On the other hand, in Dade County, Florida, conversations with 

eXperts familiar with the situcttJion indicates that several county com

missioners, who are opposed to the high illumination levels and light 

quality of high-pressure sodium sources, have raised the issue of tree 

damage to support their position. 

II 

Evidently this issue is not yet settled, and may continue to affect . . 

street lighting design decisions . 

T~o sig~ificant dimensions of the legal environment of street 

lighting are discussed 1n this section. First, the establishment of 

local building security ordinances, which extend the concept of building 

codes to include property owners/obligations to provide bas;csecurity 
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measures (including lighting), and, secondly, the possible civil 

liability of individuals or municipalities for da!l1ages incurred as a 

result of criminal activity following reductions in outdoor lighittng. 

, BUILDING SECURITY ORDINANCES 

Based on the premise that physical planning can reduce criminal 

opportunity, some municipalities have introduced ordinances requiring 

design or perfonnance standards to be met by property owners to 

f.acilitate crime prevention. The Law Enforcement Assistance Admini~tra

tion. has awarded funds through both the block action and discretionary, 

grant programs for the design of secure public areas, and many of 

these programs include the drafting of model building security 

ordi nances .. 

To the extent that such ordinances require some sort of indoor or 

outdoor lighting, they result in effects on the overall design of the 

environme~tffid' on who should pay for the outdoorlighttng facilities. 

As \<lith all regulatory a'ctivities, the monitoring of. building security 

code compliance also entails a certain amount of public expense and 

commitment. 

. The passage of building security ordinances including ~andated 

privately-funded lighting may help to establish more firm,ly·the 

notion' that 'both,private .. property owners and ~unicipalities are exposed 

to civil liability for damages incurred by crime victims in unlit areas • 
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CIVIL LIABILITY 

Municipal officials are sensitive to the :'pos'Sib:le '.crime-rf"Iated 

liability of cities which curtail strt~et lighting t>utpI.J1 • .' Ihis sensi

tivity and sense of obligation have limited the application of energy-

conserving illumination reductions in a number ·of cities, 

At the present time, no cases are known in widch municipal11ties 

have actua Hj been found gui 1t:t of negl i gence for reduci ng streE't 

lighting, but a search of cases perforll,led by:J.ames L Rooks.., Jr:.,~,s 
. , .~ t 

"" 
Ass i stant Ed; tor of the Assoc i at; on of'.;l~"ir/<~'Vlyers+.;~r~~ri~·~'(ATLA) 

revea 1 s severa 1 ; n wbi ch a ci ty or prop:El.rtj1 o.w~er ma'~ i,ncur li'~;tl,~lil ity 

in other lighttn9-related situations, The C~ty of thic~go He';ghts, 

Illinois, was held liable for injuries sHsta'ined by a motorist i,t an 

intersection with an improperly placed and glaring street light,' The 

court did D9t, however, review the city's estimate of public nee.ds, its 
I ," :~tf 

discretion in selecting a plan, 0'" it£lnherent legi'S'iatie ~'f."I'S • 

Only the positive action which created a dangerous condition was con

sidered (13 ATLA News l. '111-12 (1970)J. In another case, the City 

of Los Angeles was found 1iable fo,t injuries sustained by a plail1tiff 
f 

who fell aftel' the parking lot 1 ights were suddenly extinguished 

'ell ATLA News L. 411 (i968)J. Private property owners have been held 

liable for injut'ies and criminal attacks sustall1£'!d by'employee,; church 

members, t~nants and customers as a result of missi.ng Ot~ defective lighting.*' 

*[12 NACCA L.J, 167-69, 183-86 (Nov. 1953); 2D NAACA LJ. '132-33 
(Nov. 1957); 11 ATLA News L. 276-77 (968).; 13 ATLP.. New.!, .t. 30-;,,1,. 93, 
124-125 (1970); 15 ATLA News L. 379-380 (1872); and 17 iTILA Ne\'I:L. 
298-99 (L974)]. . 
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In one of t~ese cases, the widow of a police officer who was killed 

while patrolling the re.ar of a store at which the owner had turned 

off the outside lights successfully sued the store owner for 

negligence imperiling the safety of an invitee (Fanc;l vs. Q.S.E • 

Foods, Inc •. 311 N.E. 2d 745 (Ill, App. 1974)]. Testimony in the trial 

cif this 'case.'included an amici curiae (friends of the court) brief· 

filed by the Americans for Effective LawE'nforcement, Inc., the 

111inois Association of Chiefs.of Police and the Illinois Police 

Association. It is interesting to note that the brief c:ited two 
-

studies which concluded that street light improvements can reduce 

corfmercial burglaries and assaults that are committed on commercial 

properties [A.2-23]. This situation underlines the need for accuracy and 

methodological rigor when reporting on the crime prevention ~ffects 

of street 1~9hts. One of the studies cited in the brief shows no 

evidence' of having addressed the issues of randomization, control sites 

and tests 0+ significance [A.2-66, p. 10], while the other does. not 

spectficaJly address the question of off-street lighting [A.1-40].' 

Another interesting. legal issue concerns 'the possibility of 

,ttizen suits against municipalit~es for failure to deljver equal street 

lighting services in different neighborhoods within the same taxing 

jurisdict1on~ It is not un1ikely that~ with the dismantling of 
, . 

neighborhood advocacy programs, such as Model Cities, this issue will 

emerge from the bu.reaucratic process into the legal process .• in much 

the same'way that the moveme~t for equal housing rights has evolved~ 
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3.4 ENVIRONMftNTAL DESIGN 

It was mfantioned in the discussion of comprehensive plano,ing in 

Sectio~ 2.1 that street lighting master plans must integrate and _ 

balance ~ set of widely differing objectives. The field of Crime 

Prevention Through Envi'ronmental Design (CPTED) addresses the interaction 

between human behavior and the physically built environment. Manyof . , 

the hypotheses listed in Section 2.3 are concerned with this inter

action, which is based on the microstructure (A.2-26] and the macro

structure [A.1-52; A.2-2, A.2-34 and A.2-7l] of the environ~ent. , 

In brief, the CPTED approach is based on the hypothesis that the 

proper design ~nd eff~ctive use of-the built environment can lead to a 

-reduction in crime and fear and concomitantly, to an improvement in the 

quality of urban life [A.2-119]. Although the purpose of proper design 

of the built environment is to indirectly elicit the desired human 

behavior pattern and the effective use of the built environment 

, represents a direct influence on human behavior, it is the combi.nation , 

of proper design and effective use that symbolizes the strength of the 

CPT ED approach, leading to a synergistic outcome, where the combination 

is more effective than the sum of its parts. In tenns of street 
. . 

lighting, it might be stated that improved street lighting alone 

(representing a design strategy) is ineffective against crime without 

the conscious and active support of both citizens (in reporting what 

they see) and police (in responding and conducting surveillance). In 

sum, CPTED encompasses those strategies ... wwhether they be physical, 

social, management or law enforcment in nature--that affect, either 
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directly or indirectly, human behavior with respect to the built 

environment. 

Four design concepts have been noted within CPTEu. [A.2-1l9]: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

access control, which is primarily directed 
at decreaSing crime opportunity and 
operates to keep unauthorized persons out 
of a particular locale; 

surveillarice, which aims at increaSing the 
risk to offenders and consists basically of 
keeping potential offenders under observa
tion; 

activity support, which involves methods of 
reinforcing exi'sting or new community 
activities as a means of making effective 
use of the built environment; 

motivation reinforcement, which, in contrast 
to the more mecha.nical concepts of access 
control and surveillance, is a correctional 
concept that seeks not only to affect 
offender behavior but also offender moti
vation--similarly, it seeks to elicit 
positive, motivation-based behavior on the 
part of the non-offender community. 

, Depending on the environmental mode(s) of concern to a CPTED program 

(e.g., residential, commercial, school, transportation, etc.), design 

concepts are integ'rated into a design strategy, reading ultimately to 

design directives and the creation or installation of relevant design 

.e 1 ements. 

Although ePTED has not been proven to be an effective crime 

prevention approach, the CPTED prooess is a powerful toql for con

ceptualizing and implementing environmental intervent~ons to attain 
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desired goals. As with any systematic approach, th'e usefulness of 

individual app1ications (e.g., street lighting), de~ends on the goal 

'statement and on' how carefully tradeoffs are made between confl icting 

goalS . 

It should be noted that street lighting ;s a key element in the 

CPTED approach. Thus, an evaluation of the impact of street lighting 

on crime will also significantly enhance the CPTED state of knowledge • 

In fact, any framework for the effective eValuation of street lighting 

would also be applicable to an effective evaluation of any CPTED 

program. 

(I, 

! 

. ... 
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4 RELATED EVALUATION ISSUES 

This section draws on the material presented in the precedi~g 

sections and discusses the issues directly related to the design and 

conduct of street light~ng and crime evaluations. Specifically, 

evaluation objectives~ measures, methodology and technology are 

examined in Sections 4.1 through 4.4~ respectively. 

The evaluation issues highlighted in this section include only those 

that are unique to street lighting. Thus, for example, such evaluation 

issues as lack of an evaluation design, lack of data, unreliability 

of data, etc. are not treated in this section, since, although they are 

pertinent to any crime prevention evaluation, they are not unique to a 

street lighting evaluation . 

4.1 EVALUATION OBJECTIVES 

Although there is no universal agreement on the definition of the 

term "evaluation," the one by Suchman [A.2-116] clearly states all the 

major dimensions required for the present task: 

The process of determining the value or amount of 
success in achieving a predetermined objective . 
It includes at least the following steps: .'formu
lation of the objective, identification of the 
proper criteria to be used in measuring success, 
determination and explanation of the degree of 
success, and recommendation for further program 
activity . 

It is clear from this inclusive definition of evaluation that most of 

the studies summarized in Exhibit 2.7 fail to fall into the category 

of true evaluations. With the exception of a :few, these studies 

uSlIi111y ~o no~. id!:ntify the criteria or objectives against which to 
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measure success and, hence, arc not able to determine or explain the 

degree of success. As a result; their usefulness in supporting recom

mendations for further activity is restricted . 

. One must keep in mind that the primary reason for performing an 

evaluation of a program is to facilitate decisions relating to further 

program activity [A.2-35, p. 9], For example, in evaluating law 

. enforcement programs, the National Evaluation Program of the LEAA 

includes the following objectives: 

• To provide a timely, objective and reliable 
assessment to Congress and the public of the 
effectivenes$ of lEAA's programs . 

• To extend our present knowledge and technical 
capability in all aspects of criminal justice. 

• To test criminal justice standards and goals 
and, through critical research, refine and 
evaluate them. 

• To provide criminal justice administrators with 
relevant information which they can use to 
administer their programs more effectively . 

Note that these objectives focus, as of course they should, on the 

decision-making needs of law enforcement and criminal justice adminis

trators and planners . 

In the case of street lighting, one must broaden the set of 

evaulation objecti~es to include the lighting objectives detailed in 

Exhiblt l.l--namely, security and safety, community character and 

vitality,'ana truffic orientation and identification. Unfortunately, 
, 

in the actual conduct of a street lighting evaluation, two problems 

arise in connection with the objectives. First, the objectives,.as 

stated, cOlild be conflicting. For example, security requirements 
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might require lighting levels that are in conflict with the cOlMlunity's 

physical character. Second'Jy, the relative importance of the diverse 

objectives can change, depending on the funding source. Thus street~ 

. lighting can be billed as a beautification program if funded by a bond 

issue; a safety program if funded by the Department of Transportation; 

or a security program if funded by the LEM. Consequently, any 

effectiv.e evaluation design must remain flexible enough to take into 

consideration, possibly, conflicting and shifting program objectives. 

Once the progr.am objectives are formulated, evaluation measures 

can be defined and subsequently assessed. The next section considers 

some issue: dealing wi.th the actual measurement of such measures, whi le 

Section 4.3 considers the manner in which the measures are used to 

assess street lighting projects. 

4.2 EVALUATION MEASURES 

This section addresses a number of issues relevant to the measure-

m~nt of the variables linked by the hypotheses classified in Section 2.3. 

The discussion parallels that section's categorization of variables, and 

examines the measurement of the independent and dependent variables. . 
The manner in which data pertaining to these variables is or might be 

used in evaluations is discussed in Section 4.3. 

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
~. 

The quantitative aud qualitative measures of light are first 

examined, and then the remai~ing independent variable~ are addressed. 

.. 

., , , .. \ ., . . , .~. 
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Light Measures 

Sections 2.1 and Appendix B contain a discussion, of the liyht 

quantity and quality variables which are used by lighting engineers 

in the description and design of street lighting systems. These variables 

may collective.ly be referred to as photometric_ variables. In general, 

it is time-consuming and somewhat expensive to measure the varillus . ~ 
photometric variables. For example, the measurement of horizont.al 

illumination requires a complex procedure in which measurements are 
: Ii 

taken every ten feet along the center of each lane~ ·.a.nd~Lii;,ietji infor-
. : ''',1' 

mation is recorded on the dcscriptum and condition {:If '.1:;~~5 .and, 
" 

luminaires, pole mounting height, spacing and arrangement, foliage 

interference and existence of extraneous right sources IA,,2 ... iiO]. Given , 
\) J 

this data, average ill umination, uniformity ratios and iso'lux dia'Jrams 

can be generated and compared with stated specifications. Collection 
; 

of. the data over a period of l.::;He can enable the measuremeot;:cf / . ~. , 

" 
system deterioration. IntervH.~\,'s with municipal officials indlc,lte 

that this type of measurement is made only rarely, and usually only 

in a test installation. It is therefore unrealistic to expect a~:curate 
,Jl 

illumination or other photometric data to be available forevalui~tion 
'1 

~urposes unless the evaluation design and budget explicitly provide 

for it. 

In another approach, a system was develop~d to be mounted on a 
~ 

vehicle and to record automatically both the illumination lp.vel (In the 

street and, indirectly, the ilJ.umination o{the sidewalk area adjoining 
,-

the street, as the vehicle prnc·eeded down the'st'reet rA .. -l~iJ.,~;pti. 181-183]~ 
. ,\l ~ -I , 
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This system was quite expensive and problems were encountered in 

obtaining stable performance over the range of illumination levels 

found in the field. There are now packaged systems available for 

direct measurement of illumination level, which are thought to be more 

reliable and which do not require expenditure of development costs 

[Ibid., p. 183]. 

It is not clear, however, from the present degree of refinement of 

hypotheses, which photometric measures should be recorded. Illumina

tion level, taken at enough points on the road and sidewalk surfaces--
I 

not merely the center of the lane--allows a comparison of system 

performance with rES standards. Yet, many hypotheses, and a number 

of experts consulted, suggest that other photometric measures, such 

as road surface luminance, glare and color rendering index, may be more 

relevant to street lighting evaluations than illumination. In ord~r 

to make this determination, hypotheses will have to be formulated 

which link objective photometric measures with attitudes or behaviors 

whose measured values can be unambiguously attributed to the lighting 

variables in question. 

The just; fication for the use of gross measures· of 1 ight such 

as "relit versus nonrelit block ll lies in the assertion that since 

data shbwing both the exact location and time of each crime a~e not 

generally available, correspondingly detailed information on light 

parameters would there~ore be superfluous. Instead, some geographical 

entity, such as a block or census tract is chosen; areas are 

categorized according to some overall light characteristic (e.g., lumen 
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:output) and variations within these areas are considered to be random • 

A second issue concerning light measures can be characterized as 

photometry versus radiometry, and can be relevant once true photometric 

'1ight variables have been chosen for use in an evaluation. It is 

common practice to measure illumination and luminance, and therefore 

all measures derived from them (e.g., uniformity, glare. visibility, 

etc~), using so-caned IIcolor-corrected" meters. 'These meters employ 

a filter whose light transmission properties, as a function of wave

length (Le., colot7), vary in a way which approximates the resp~nse of 

the. human eye to different wavelengths. The term photometry applies 

to such measures, in contrast to radiometry which characterizes measure-

ments weighting all wavelengths equally~ The human eye is approximately 

five" times as sensitive to green light as to violet or yellow light, 

when adapted to nighttime light levels (i.e., scotopic vision), and, 

when adapted to daytime levels (i.e., photopic vision), is five times 

as sensitive to yellow light as to blue or red [A.2-24, p. 18]. 

The issue which has arisen is that, although the color-correcting 

filters are relatively accurate on the average over the whole spectrum, 

and therefore are suited to measurement of sources with continuous 

spectra, they may be inaccurate when used with line spectrum sources 

such as high-pressure sodium or mercury vapor. The problem stems from 

the fact that an error at one particular wavelength in the response of 

the "color correcting" filter, relative to the human eye's response, 

~JOuld not be compensated by errors in the opposite direction, since all 

the light is concentrated at a few wavelengths [A.2-9, p. 150]. Research 
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is presently being conducted on this que~'\tion, and the re,~ults will be 
',\ 1, 

significant for any evaluation which requ'!res comparison d,l,f the light 
I, 

quantity or color-rendering prop~rties of different 1 ight \,ource types. 

Other Independent Variables 

An examination of the other independent variables basie to the 

street lighting and crime hypotheses leads to the conclusion ~hat. 
" 

while some are at least capable of quantification (e.g., land:use, 
'\ : 

street type, police patrol tactics, temperatut1e, etc.), others .. either 
\ " 

are not quantifiabl'e, at least not without fur~\~her research (e:g., 

concept of territoriality), or are relevant only to a level of ... 

geographical detail not commensurate with presently available' crime 

data. 

Even one of the apparently well-defined environmental d~sign 

measures, land use, should be more closely examined because actual land 

use in many areas is a function of the time of day, while traditional 

classification systems may not reflect the fact. For example, a street 

may be used for retail shopping during the day, but for enteY'tainment 

and illegal activities at night. 
. 

Because most lighting and other independent variables are . 

susceptible to such wide range of definition, a negative result obtained 

in the test of a hypothesis may only mean that the wrong measure was 

used for the concept trat the hypothesis was formulated to address. 

Finally, another set of independent variables that should be 

considered involves project management measures. Since street lights 

require the expenditure of large sums of money for the installation of 
I 
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equipment which will affect the environment for a long time, thEl 

management of street lighting projects is a relevant subject for 

evaluation. Toward th",s end, the definition'"bf management objectives 

is essentUl to the evaluation design. The Newark, New Jersey, 

street lighting evaluation design is an example of a system in which 

management evaluation is included at the outset [A:1-56]. The experi

ences of Norfolk, Virginia [A.1-72] and Cleveland, Ohio [A.23] may be 

cited as examples where close monitoring of the project management 

process would have been helpful. In both cases, overruns occurred due 
• t 

in part to lax management. 

DEPENDENT VARIABL~S 

Attitudinal, behavioral and crime-related measures are considered 

in this subsection. 

Attitu9~ 

In terms of the service rendered, street lights may be justified 

as much for causing a reduction in the fear of crime as for reducing 

crime itself. Also, a number of hypotheses state that the attitudinal 

changes brought about by street lights cause changes' in crime incidence. . . 
However, a general cautionary note should be borne in mind in connection 

with attitudinal m~asures, in particular, with measures of the fear of 

crime .. 

The National Crim'e Panel of the LEAA has attempted to include 

measures of the fear of crime in its victimization surveys, but the 
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results hav~ never been published, owing to the Panels' lack of confidenc~ 

in the available techniques. The problem stems from the inability to 

ask the q'uestion directly: "fear" is a term that brings out different 

feelings in different persons. The alternative approach is to use 

various proxies for the fear of crime, such as how often the respondent 

goes out on the street alone at night. Then a new problem is created, 

which is that all proxy measures of fear are subject to being influenced 

by other variables, such as land use or economic status of respondent. 

In any case all such proxies stand for a variable which has no 

independent, objective definition. It may well be that a careful 

analysis of this problem would lead to the replacement in the hypotheses 

of all intermediarYt attitudinal variables with behavioral ones, such 

as pedestrian traffic,·~ommercial activity, frequency of witness inter

vention. etc. Actually, attitudinal studies are being used with 

i ncreas i ng frequency as a source of user feedback for the purpose of 

design evaluation. Many municipal officials interviewed reported spon

taneous expressions, usually, but not always, of satisfaction, from 

citizens in relit areas. The Norfolk, Virginia, evaluation is an 

explicit attempt to obtain attitudinal information tQ assess how well a 
. . 

design met its objectives. User-oriented evaluation studies presently 

being funded by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 

and the,Department of Health, Education and Welfare are likely to 

generate methodological contributions relevant to the evaluation of 

street lighting and crime. 
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Behavior 

Many of the hypotheses expressed in the literature and summarized 

in Exhibit 2.14 assert a direct effect by various street lighting pro

perties on human behavior. Moreover~ subjective reactions to lighting 

environments are known to be quite varied. For example, one individual 

has claimed that high-pressure sodium street lights produce adverse 

psychological effects, ranging from destruction of a sense of territori

ality and reduced pedestrian use of streets to headaches, disorientation t 

depression and suicidal tendencies [A.2-39, No. 127; A.2-95; A.3-23} . 
.. 

On the other hand, these same lights have drawn praise [A.2-39s Nos. 125, 

128, 130]. The question arises, therefore, whether any systematic 

studies have been performed which can help to' clarify this issue. Are 

there fundamental h~man reactions to the way the environment is lit? 

Bettleheim claims that: 

Darkness brings out the violence in a sick 
person and likewise, the basic fear of the 
dark contributes to the likelihood of an 
innocent person being victimized [A.2-108, p. 12]. 

A review of the 'literature in the field of environ'mental psychology, 

while not revealing a direct answer to this question, suggests several 

approaches to its answer. First, studies concerned with the impact of 

light on hwnan behavior are quite limited, and are generally restricted 

to the observation of automubile driver performance [A.2-5, A.2-27, A.2-64] . 

Second, an indirect approach is suggested by the prevalence of studies 

relating to spatial characteristics and behavior. For exa~ples 

behavioral tr'aits such as territoriality, dominance, space and cont.act 
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behavior, crowding, orientation and communal behayior may be affected 

by the delineation of spaces by lighting [A.2-27]. 

Recent experiments conducted in the fields of traffic safety, 

building security and indoor illumination design suggest experimental 

tools for measuring the light-behavior re1ationship. Traffic safety 

research emphasizes the definition of tasks whose performance a 

lighting system is expected to affect. Even though objective observations 

of crime in progress as a function of 1 ighting cannot be readily 

performe.d, it may ~e possible to define tasks which are, at least 

logically, related to crime prevention [A.3-39]. The pedestrian 

lighting subgroup of the IES Roadway lighting Committee has, for 

example, included in its draft 1977 version of the American Standard 

Practice for Roadway Lighting a guide to enable lighting systems in 

high-cr'irne areas to a.chieve enough vertical, illumination to fac'ilitate 

facial recognition [A.3-8J. The development of this guide was based 

on a series of simple and· direct experiments, carried out by the 

pedestrian lighting subgroup, and is admittedly only a beginning. 

Further examination of factors affecting both recognition and other 

parameters such as color rendition will undoubtedly be carried out in 

the future. 

Building security studies deal explicitly with the manip41ation of 

glare, contrast and creation of IIno-man's land u zones and further 

examination of this re'search may reveal some conclusions relevant to 

street lighting and crime [A.2-26, A.2-79] . 
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Specific techniques which have been used in laboratory st~dies of 

the effect of light on impression and behavior include the use of 

~emantic differential rating scales for factor analysis, multidimen

sional scaling and behavioral mapping [A.2-30, A.2-68]. While these 

techniques have not had widespread application in outdoor nighttime 

ehvironments (with the exception 0:1 ':A.l-71]) " they appear to have 

potential applicability to the study of the impact of street lighting 

on human behavior. 

As indicated at the beginning of this section~ a discussion of 

':ti& ~'~~ relat~rl to the defitdti-on and collection of crime data is 

omitted here, inasmuch as the ,discuss1on would not have been Ufl\que to 

this street lighting evalutiul. effort. The use of crime data to evalu

ate street 1 i ghti ng project!' ~,~ . ..discussed in ,the next iSed:ipn,. 

Section 4.3. 

4.3 EVALUATJON METHODOLOGY,. 

This section contains a review of the methods that have beeil used 

in evaluating the impact ot stvrer;t lighting on crime. "for 'Contre'lienee, 
. 

the section is divided into three parts: input considerations, output 

considerations and statistical considerations. This divisionjJarallels 

the traditional eval uation .approach which first consjder:s the input 

variables, then monitors the output results, and, finall,~ tests the 

hypotheses usinq ~1~ious statistical techniques . 
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INPUT CONSIDERATIONS 

In an ideal experimental design situation, such as those conducted 

in a psychology laboratory with mice, the two most important procedures 

in setting up the experiment are (i) selection of experimental and 

control groups, and,(ii) randomization among treated population. In 

real-life social experiments both these procedures are usually not 

fully carried out; this is mainly because ideal laboratory conditions 

do not exist in the real world and because of the high experimental costs 

involved. In the ~ase of street lighting, the first of the above procedures 

translates to seZection of experimentaZ and controZ sites, while the second 

to r'andom'izaUon to account for intervening and exte1'YlaZ variabZes. 

Selection of Experimental 'and Control Sites 

Inasmuch as street l'jghting serves many purposes, the selection of 

street lighting sites is more often than not a compromise among 

differing interest groups--thus from an experimental viewpoint, the 

selected site may not be the best. Additionally when street lighting 

is ostensibly installed to prevent crime, the selected site is 

usually one with a high incidence of crime [A.1-52]. This selection 

process raises two key issues. First, if a high cri'me area is examined 

from one year to another, the crime rate (corrected for trend) in that 

high crime area has a significant probability of decreasing. This is 

true, regardless of wh,ether 'a street 1 ighting project is carried out or 

not. It is due to the fact that the du~rent high level of crime may just be an 

extreme value for a distribution of crime levels [A.2-18, p. 11] . 

Secondly, i~ most' situations. high crime areas are demographically 
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different than the rest of the city and". hence, trends and street 
"',.., '. ~ ,.. 

1 ighting effects cannot be compared witu 'ally"other control site unless 

, .. :1:»1-:" £,Mt'"o 1. site· is demographi ca 11y s ilW\~~'(.\\ ''t1l1~ d 11.>\) nas a comparably 
{~'.I ., .. '. ., . ' 

high crime rate. However, such a site·',wttt.lI'U most likely be a part of 

the test site. 

The phenomenon of displacement is another key issue in the ., ...... ' 

selection of street lighting sites. tN":spet:'l;.:d 'conc€rn is spatial dis-
... r I.. .~ f' , 

placement. That is, if street lighting deters crime in an area, then 

there is a possibility that some of 'tire'oE-rerrea cnme is 'displaced to 
," ." 'I.. • ... '. 

1\.,;,,,. • , • '" 

adjacen~ localities. Hence, in developing a street lighting experi-

menta1 ~~~.9n, one needs not only to,~pecify experlmental and control 

:,,~<; 'hui -GJSQ d1.:nplaocment sites. lUI! di splacement sitb must be 

s im11 ar in crime patterns and soci O;;f,CDDLlIlli,.c .cha.r..art~r -tot-oth the 
,f . . > 

experimental and control sites. In'tile Portland (1973) study, some 

effort was made to select experil11l"r',i'I~~",\ ::a:m:tm~ ;"-and :rli'; :1 ~ 'rement si tes. 

However, the socia-economic similari1:ies between 1;hl:!se sites was lacking. 

A final poi~t should be made about displacement sites. In nearly all, 

instances when displacement sites are selected, they are identified 

as being contiguous to the experimental site. HoweY~1", it should be 

noted that the displacement sites icou1d be i'ilfltJn..!':CfliftlgUOUS areas 

since, in addition to spatial displacement, there may be target, 

temporaJ, 'funct i ana 1, and tact; cal displacements of cri me. * For example, 

'* For a more thorough d;sr.~~'S;nn Df 'Crime £1fi.s.nlaceJUert see [A.2-119] .. ' 
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target hardening of a commercial area could displace burglars to other, 

most likely non-contiguous,·commercial areas. 

Randomization to Account for Intervening and External Variables 

Intervening and external variables have often confounded and, in 

some instances, invalidated program evaluations. In fact, the study 

findings listed in Exhibit 2.7 are all subject to doubt, especially 

when the confounding factors are identified and taken into account. 

For example, in the Kansas City Street lighting experiment [A.1-40]~ 

there was another o'n-going experiment: the Kansas City Preventive Patrol 

Experiment. The effect of one experiment on the other was not taken 

into consideration in the street lighting evaluation. Furthermore, 

there were two other changes in the police department at the time of 

data gathering for the Kansas City street lighting experiment: (i) the 

Kansas City police force increased from 1.89 per 1000 citizens in 1970 

to 2.52 per 1000 in 1973, and (ii) the day and night beat boundaries 

were made constant in 1972, while they were different prior to that 

date. 

One means of accounting for confounding factors is to use ran

domization in the evaluation design: situations may' arise where'this 

;s possible [A.2-35, p. A3]. However, in most situations, conditions 

for randomized experim~nts are not met. One then may have to consider 

other evaluative technjques such as quasi-experimental approaches 

[A.2-l8], regression-type modeling, and intervention analysis [A.2-11]. 

These techniques are discussed in Section 4.4 . 

.-------------.--~--
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OUTPUT CONSIDERATIONS 

In Section 4.2, the measurement of different evaluation measures 

is discussed. In, this section, the use of the measures to evaluate 

s~reet lighting projects is examlned. More specifically, the section 

focuseis on the crime and attitudinal measures, as these are the 

~rincfpal measures used in the eva~uation of street lighting to date: 

other measures (e.g., light measures, behavior measures, etc.) have only 

rarely. been used in street lighting evaluations. 

Crime Measures 

The issues relating to the selection of crime types, the relative 

frequency of nighttime crimes, and the fluctuations in crime rates are 

cons i det~ed below. . 

Selection of Crime Types 

'{)T 

i' 

It is hypothesized that street lighting effects vary by type of 

crime. For example, the Kansas City (1971-1972) study [A.1-40] found 

'that after improvement of street lights there were significant. decreases 

in violent crimes and only moderate decreases in crimes against property •. 

Similar' findings were obtained in the Milwaukee (1972) study [A.)-54) . 

Hence, an issue arises regarding which types of crimes to measure •. 

I\n argument can be made to measure all crimes in order' to'mo'nitor. the 

functional d~sela,cement of crime (i.e., displa~ement of crimes from one 
, 

crime tYP,e to another). However, for certain crin)'~ types (e.g., forgery, 

fraud, gambling, etc.), it is obvious that there can be n6 possible 

effects fr.om street lighting. In the Milwaukee (1972) study [A.1-54], 
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nine categories of ,crimes were measured: (1) criminal da~age to 

property, (2) disorderly conduct, (3) robbery, (4) aggravated assault, 

(5) other assault, (6) burglary, (7) the'ft, (8) auto-theft and (9) false 

fire alarm. 

The Kansas City (1971-1972) study [A.1-40], the most complete study 

to date, included the five general categories of assaul,t, robbery, 

larceny, auto-theft and burglary. It also broke the categories down by 

time of occurrence and location, as street lighting may have different 

impacts, if any, on nighttime crime versus daytime crime, on on-street 
, 

versus off-street crime, and on crimes in residential neighborhoods 

versus crimes in commercial neighborhoods. In fact, the Kansas City 
j 

study found that in conunercial neighborhoods the declines for both 

robbery and assault were significant, whereas in residential neighborhoods 

the declines were significant only for robberies. The study also 

concluded that in the relit neighborhoods only violent nighttime street 

crimes' were signi,ficantly reduced, compared to daytime crimes or night

time off-street crimes. 

A final issue that should be addressed is the m~nner in which 

crimes are classified. In essence, the FBI UCR clas.sification of cr,ime 
. , 

is based on legal definitions. From a research viewpoint, the current 

'legal classification of crime is lacking and not sensitive to the 
, 

causal factors that contribute to the i~lcidence of crime. For example, 

a more causal-oriented, classification scheme might categorize all 

crimes by the different motives (e.g., money, jealousy, etc.); iocaie 
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of occurrence (e.g. J on-street, off-street), time of occurrence (e.g., 

ni~fht, day)' and character of the neighborhood (e.g., slum, run-down, 

good, etc.). "It is obvious that when crimes are classified on a 

causal-oriented schemp. and collected in the same manner, the search fpr 

solutions to crime problems can be more readily carried out. There are two 

arguments against adopting a more causal-oriented, classification 

scheme. First, the causal factors of crime are not known--nevertheless, 

enough is .known so that a mope causal-oriented classification scheme can 

be established. Second, the amount of detail required would make the 

data collection effort.unmanageable--undoubtedly, more data' would have 

to be collected, but with data processing techniques the job will not 

be unmanageable. Itis therefore suggested that intensive research be 

conducted to establish a p~oblem-releva~t, classification scheme of 

cri~e.The benefits appear to be worth the effort required. 

Rc~JJI_tive 'Fregue"!fX of Nighttime Crimes 

If it is hypothesized that street lighting does not affect 

incidence o~ daytime crime, then the daytimf.l. cdme rate may be used. 

as a control. The influence of other factors that may affect the 

incidence of nighttime crime (e.g., dernograp~ic characteristics, 

land-lise, etc.) can be controlled for to the extent that .they ma,Y be 

assumed to have a proportionate influence on daytime and nighttime 
I . 

crimes. Hence~ the relative frequency of nighttime crime, that is, the 

ratio of number of crimes occurring during nighttime hours to the total 

number o~curr; n9 dur; n9 all hours of a day, may be used as a measure 

to eval un t<~ impacts 0 f 5 treet 1 i ghti ng. The Kansas C; ty [A. 2-41], 

I 
\ 

\, 
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Atlanta [A.1-3] and Baltimore [A.1-5] studies considered this measure 

in their evaluations. The problems with this measure, however, are that 

(i) this ratio·s sensitivity to street lighting may vary according to 

neighborhood characteristics, and (ii) the use of streets and, in 

general, land is different during the day than during the night. It 

may, therefore, be diffi cult to assess the uni que effect of street 

lighting, if any, using this ratio. For example, in the Kansas City 

study [A.1-4l] significant correlation was found between thio; ratio 

and the socio-economic characteristics--resulting in a discontinuance 

of this measure in the final analysis [A.1-40] . 

An initial analysis of the Kansas City experiment also considered 

the use of relative frequency of nighttime crimes in a regression-type 

analysis. For each crime incidence, the dependent variable was coded 

as one (l) if it occurred at night and zero (0) if it took place durina 

the day. The independent variables included the various predictors 

characterizing the neighborhood and the street lighting level., Some 

. very weak correl~tions were found between the relative frequency of 

nighttime crime and the predictor variables: the relative frequency 

of nighttime crime tended to drop with increasing en.tertainment I'lctivity, 

average rent and proportion of whites. Interestingly enough, the 

analysis showed a rif~ in relative frequency of nighttime crime with 

increased illumination. However, since the analysis used absolute 

values for street lighting illumination (and not the relative change 

in the illumination) and relative frequency for nighttime crime (and 
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~ot the change in this ratio), the regression results indicate an 

association of relative frequency of nighttime crime 'with the absolute 

level of street lighting illumination and not the change in the level. 

Had the regression-type of analysis been applied to the 1'elative 

()hangca of the predictor variables instead of their absolute val~Jes,~1 
'\\:75-~-:::://' 

a different finding may have resulted. 

Fluctuations in Crime Rates 

One problem in measuring the impact of street li9hting on crime is, 

that there are wide variations in the crime rates. Variations in crime 

rates could be caused by (i) the seasonal fluctuations, (ii) the 

crime trends, and (iii) the unpredictable nature of criminal incidences. 
'f\ 

Some of these variations can be accounted for by proper selection of 

control sites. However, the seasonal fluctuations and the crime trends 

must .be carefully studied in any evaluation of street lighting. 

The fluctuation problem has affected the findings of some studies. 

The .Baltimore· study [A.1-5] revealed that, due to the, fluctuations ;'n 

crime rates, theidata they obtained were inconclusive with regard to 

the effect of street lighting on crime. In the Milwaukee (1972) study 

[A.l-~4], the first six months after street lighting i~provement saw a 

large decrease in nighttime crime in the test area and an increase in 

the control areas. However, in the next six months, the differences 

betw~en the experimental and the control sites evened out. Therefore, 

the findings based on the estimates of the first six months, were quite 

different from the findings based on the data obtained during the entire 

year. 
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Attitudinal Measures 

Considering the many problems associated with crime data and their 

measurement, the examination of attitudes on street lighting is an 

important aspect in any street lighting eva1uation. The issues with 

regard to attitudes relate to (i) awareness of street lighting improve

ments, (ii) sense of security, (iii) perception of crime rates, and 

(iv) identification of user population . 

Awareness of Street Lighting Improvements 

Before evaluat'ing an individual's attitude towards street lighting, 

a preliminary consideration is whether the individual is aware· of the 

street lighting improvement. The Portland (1973) study [A.1-79] con

sidet'ed this issue and found that only 25% of 350 residents interviewed 

were aware that street lights had been added. This awareness issue is 

related to the individual's perception on how well an area is lit. In 

the Portland study, the relationship between the number of lights near 

an interviewee's residence showed only a weak correlation with his/her 

perception on how well the streets were lit, and. thus, the poor 

awareness result is not surprising. In contrast, the Plainview, 

Kentucky study [A.1-38] showed that an individual's awareness of·and 

satisfaction with the lighting level were related to the number of 

lights that were near his/her residence. 

Sen~~....Q.f_Secyri t1. 

Most of the attitudina1 studies show that i~dividuals feel more 

secure after street lighting improvement--the Milwaukee [A.1-55}, 

.' 
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Plainview, Kentucky:r.t. .. ·l~:3BJ. .. Norfolk [A.1-71] an :l11timore [A.105] 

studies support this thesis. However. in the Por :m'd study, this was . . . 

not the case; of ';lilt-' IY, n.ersons who knew of the s ;ct 1 ighting 
• ~ f, .1', 

improvements, 58% ma'not change their feelings 0 .;;uri ty . 

The change ina community's sense of'securit,3.Y also 'be measured 

by the additional number of people who go out at : , .... It. In Baltimore 

14% felt that they welll. uut more at night, while' ,i'lwaukee more 

. than 50% felt that way. However, the fact that s' ~t lighting is just 

one factor that mav affec.t niohtthne . .oede$h"ian tl, -{ic, this proxy 
,. ' .. 

measure must be used with care. The Norfolk stud) :aised this issue 

and concluded 1I11gntl,nq a,lone win not ra.dir.a)Jv 1 ·;.nsform the image of 

areas thought extr't!!'rel.1 lTlST:lOl'f'J»' i.Ji~ .1 .. 11~ .p. '32]. 

Perception U ,,,Crime Hates 

II1<:h:! Ba It-l· '''!"(> study [A~ 1-5J over 50% felt .,at street 1 ighting 
"<:~~, <::-::/ 

had no effect on ..... m~, \'thn~ "11 the Milwaukee [A. 55) and Plainview 

[1\.1-38] studies, people indicated that street li~J 'jng was as'ign~fi

cant crime deterrent. However, there is reason to ,elieve that people 

have a poor perception of crime rate unless the cr .. rate is extremely 

high. For exampl 'in the Baltimore study the att~~e survey showed 

that people were unaware of an increase in crime i :dence. In the. 

same study, another.' sur'vey is cited that found peo' c were unaware of 

a decrease in crime rate. Hen~e, in questioning tl ~ pubiic on the 

relevance of str1:L ... 1.iQhting on crimE'.) one must ..al~ Q ,consider the 
., ' .. 

people's percept . < f cdme rate . 
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Another measure of people's perception of crime rate is obtained 

by measuring their "crime consciousness./I In the Plainview (1975) 

study, they measured the crime consciousness of a person as the number 

of defenses (e.g., burglar alarms, chains on doors, locks, etc.) he/she used. 

They then correlated crime consciousness with lighting and some of 

their conclusions are that 

(i) individuals in poorly lit areas used 
more defenses; 

(ii) individuals who thought there was a 
crime problem 'Used more precautions; and 

(iii) individuals consider~d exterior lights as 
a defense and used them more when they 
felt there was a crime problem. 

This type of measure may be useful in measuring people's perception of 

crime rate, but care must be taken in interpreting the results. 

There is also the issue of police perception. In many of the 

Street and Highway Safety Lighting studies it is indicated that police 

feel that street lighting reduces crime si9nificantly. The Milwaukee 

study [A.1-55] also surveyed police opinion; of the 16 policemen inter-

viewed, 

(i) 69% indicated street lighting helped 
crime vi ctims i denti fy assailants) 

(ii) 89~~ said that the effectiveness of 
their patrol was increased by street 
lighting, and 

(iii) 69% felt that street lighting helped 
deter purse~snatching. 
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Identification of User Population -----
In all the attitudinal surveys, a sample of the residents in the 

experimental and control areas were interviewed. However, attempts were 

not made to survey the users of the streets, who mayor may not have 

lived in the surveyed area. This is especially tru'e in commercial areas 

where people travel from outside the area to conduct business. Likewise 

in residential areas, the user profile may be quite different than the 

resident profile--it is known that lower economic groups tend to use 

the streets more than· their richer counterparts. The users of the 

stt'eets may have different responses than the residents of the area. 

Hence, in any street lighting evaluation it is important to identify 

the user population. 

With a focus on pedestrian flows during evening hours, a major 

link to crime rates could be established by estimating the crime-specific 

vi<:..tilllization~ability per pedestrian mile. Although this may be a 

hard measure to estimate, it nevertheless provides a conceptual basis' 

for considet'ing a large number of interrelated, indirect performance 

measures. In cons idering thi s vi ctimi zation probabil ity, it would be 

necessary to estimate pedestrian flow rates as a function of street . , 

lighting. This may be done by examining changes in (i) store hours, 

(ii) entertainment activity, and (iii) pedestrian specific aC'~ivities 

(e.g., pedestrian motor vehicle traffic accidents, telephone calls made 

from street telephone beoths, etc.). 

The crime rate relative to the pedestrian traffic may be an 

important measure to assess in studying the impact of street lighting 

impl'ovcments'. Al Lhough stl'eet crimes could increase, the victimization 

~\ 
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probability per pedestrian mile could decrease. For example, before 

street lighting improvements one may have five pedestrian miles per 

day and two muggings, making the probability of a mugging equal to 

0.4 per pedestrian mile. After street lighting improvements, one may 

have 50 pedestrian miles per day and four muggings, giving the result~nt 

probability of 0.08 per pedestrian mile. Such large fluctuations in 

;-- ....... "0:4..:.; • .,, c:-",,"il. aria crime rates due to street lighting are quite 

possible. 

STATISTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Given the outputs of an experiment, the final step in an evaluation 

is to detemline the significance of the outputs, which is, of course, 

dependent on the hypothesis the evaluator wishes to prove or disprove. 

For example, the statistical tests involved in proving that street 

1 ights speci fi ca lly det:o:r> crime are qui te di fferent from those used 

in proving that street lights merely affeot crime in a general sense. 

The research design, in order to evaluate the significance of the 

outputs, must first examine whether the assumptions for the statistical 

tests are met, such as randomization of the intervening and external 

variables. If the assumptions are met, the significance of the 

outputs musL be evaluated in terms of the hypothesis being tested. 

The hypotheses pertaining to change in crime levels may be tested 

using classical statistical techniques such as t-test Rnd analysis of 

variance, comparing before and after crime data [e.g., A.1-76]. Some 

of the changes in crime levels which are tenned IIsignificant" in the 

studies discusse~ above did in fact use these techniques. Use of the 
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Chi-square distribution to compare differences between categories is 

another method employed to evaluate the significance of these 

differences [e.g., A.1-40J. Unfortunately, few of the studies eXplicitly 

. report the stat~stical tests that were u~ed. Of course, one must keep 

in mind that, in many evaluations, the type of data available restricts 

the choice of the applicable statistical tests to a few ~imple tests. 

Nevertheless, it is apparent that in most studies the design of the 

statistical tests was done after the data were obtained, instead of 

attempting to obtain more detailed measurements to use in pre~iously 

designed statistical tests. 

The hypotheses pertaining to citizen's attitudes are tested from 

L~ 

the resul ts of surveys or questionnaires. Thf~ proportion of responses 

agreeing with a given hypothesis indicates the strength of the hypothesis. 

All the attitudinal studies reviewed above reported the results of 

the evaluation ;n terms of these proportions. The "significance" of 

the proportions is left for the reader to ascertain. 

Probably the hardest hypotheses to test are thof;e related to dis

placement. In street 1 ighting, one can consider spatial displacement 

(e.g., from relit area to non-relit area), location .displacement. 

(e.g., from street to off-street), temporal displacement (e.g., from 

nighttime crime to daytime crime), and functional displacement 

(e.g., from one type ~f crime to another). To evaluate spatial 

displacement the criMe rates in the displacement sites must be compared 

with comparable rates in the corresponding control sites. The Kansas 

City and Milwaukrel studies showed indications of displacement from relit 
• 
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.,' 

areas to non-relit areas, but the .s;j.qnifi.can~-F 0f th£lse rp'C:I,\ts 

.. ic; .i:pWstiOP...a h1A Furthermore, in both these studies,' the same control 

, ' . " area was used to test for di rect ,~~1'.C'1 .. ~ J.t!v' exp~'idner': .1 sites 
' ... " 

as well as to test for displacement--a questionable procedure, considering· 

the fact that a difference between the crime levels in the two sites 

could be due to a !)ynergistjc .cOlM,7Xtatian >.nf .IH~~r.t J.ropacf'''., displace-

ment, and natura 1 f1 uctuat.iDnsv-.thJJ.,~ ~, .. s.ep,ar..a tJnn .. OPA, •. c,allSe from 

another'is difficult. . , 
To evaluate..di.spl~·",;J,f".~.j,"Itf' ;,&.~ -'; ... 4.4- ••• .1,,: ,.- . from street .. . . .. 

to off-street, crime rates in the experimental and control areas must 
, , 

'no sigolfl.'ccwtdisplacement from :night street ,X(I .niqJJt'o'ff-stlf"e~t 

crimes, and tha t there was .110 shir~'from m'uhtt.Ji!!!i'C;·" ;'''res '::" 

daytime crimes. The Atl anti! (1973) study r II •• ~··.31;~1.s,p .coru:.lJ.I~ed 
that there was no shift between ·,'f1.;IlnttilD£' Jrr.tti CllVl:::n!!'f' ':r;:!:,iD:f~';' Finally, 

it can be simply stated that evaluating functional displacement presents 

a formidable, if not impossib1e~ problem. No statistical tests of 

functional displ acement have been made to date. 'fsr :tt.ilt.'1nirtt.er, the 

other forms of displacement--targ.e:t and ta.ct.icai--naw .. ,dso not been 

analyzed. Actually, poss'ibly the nnly way to,ascertain crime displace

ment is to conduct an intensive and exhaustive offender interview 

program, incl uding offenders who have been prevlo.u.s]"Y ~n.c.ar.cerated 

ao welt aa thooe wl~ have naue~ been incarcerated. 
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4.4 EVALUATION TECHNOLOGY 

It has already been pointed out that in most of the street lighting 

projects that have been evaluated, true experimental condit1ons were not 

obtained. In such cases one must consider other possible evaluative 

techniques that may be applicable to street lighting. If these other 
.-

techniques are also not appropriate, then the question arises: Is the 

8tate-of-the-a~t in evaZuation teohnology advanoed enough to be able to 

tiei81'llline-the 1:mpao.t of street lighting on orime? The answer to this 

question is presently unknown. However, there are some techniques that 

may be appropriate f~r street lighting evaluations: (i) quasi-experimen

tal design [A.2-18L (ii) regl"ession-type models, and (iii) interven

tion analysis [A.2-ll]. These techniques are summarized below, followed 

by an outJine of a "bounding" approach to the evaluation of street 

lighting . 

There are many situations in which the researcher can introduce 

a "quasi" experimental design, even though the researcher lacks full 

control over the experimental setting [A.2-l8]. Such non-randomized 

experiments have been called "quasi-experiments." Some researchers 

feel that quasi-experimental design may be very appropriate for many 

law-enforcement program evaluations [A.2-35]. 

In quasi-experimental design, it is important that the evaluator 

be aware of which specific variables are hot controllable. Thus, when 

the s(lmple is not ),CIl~d(Jlllly drawn and the entire population is not re-

presented, the quasi-experimenter identifies that segment of the popu-
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lation of wh'lch the sample is typical, and, of course, the evaluation 

results apply only to that segment. 

Sn evaluating street lighting, the quasi-experimenter would select 

those situations in which there exist some experimental controls (e.g., 

normal socio-economic representation, perceivable differences in levels 

of light). From these situations the experimenter would select a site 

where measurement of appropriate output variables is possible. Care 

must be taken to avoid introducing "Hawthorne"* related bias of the 

selected site. 

The evaluator must determine the possible links that may logically 

exist between any bias factor and the level of nighttime street crime 

(e.g., raised crime conciousness of the citizens might increase the 

number of reported crimes and, hence, increase the number of recorded 

crimes.) If a link is established, it should not be written off by 

means of a simplifying assumption; instead measurements should be taken 

to find out if there is some empirical relationship, or the lrick thereof. 

In that respect quasl-experimentat;on has a drawback ;n the eyes of some 

researchers; namely, that the experimenter runs the risk that a rival 

~ypothesis might prevail. But that of course should be part of any 

eval~ation and "the policy-maker is ill-advised to conduct research which 

is directed solely at definitively testing some highly specific theory" 

(A.2-35}. 

* The bias introduced, if any, in a social experiment due to the conduct 
of the eXperiment itself is called the IIHawthorne" effect. 
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REGRESSION-TYRE MODELS 

The study conducted by Fairley et al [A.2-28] of the New York City 

Rand Institute is relevant here. The study examined different security 

measures (e.g., l'ocks, lights, physical layouts, alarms, identification 

aids; security guards, etc.) in housing developments and their effect 

. on "security") which was measured in terms of felony rate. The inde

pendent variables were the security measures, while the dependent 

variable was the felony rate in a statistical regression-type analysis. 

Such an approach may also be applied to street lighting evaluations • 

The level of street lighting and the change in the level of street 

lighting could be just two of the independent variables; other vari

ables could include such measures as socia-economic characteristics, 

nature of land-use, levels of police operators, and, the changes in 

these measures. The independent variables could then be regressed 

on, f1 rst the ZeveZs of target crimes and, secondly, the changes in 

those levels. The first regression gives the association between 

tat'get crimes and factors identified by the independent variables, while 

th~ second regression ~ives the relationship between changes in crime 

rates and th~ independetit variables. The relative c~ntribution 6f 

street lights, and'changes in street lights~ to the target crimes may 
); . 
I, 

be obta~ned from the resulting regression coefficients. :rf assumptions 

of ?lO¥'maZ d'l:stY'ibutiontJ are vaUd) one could obtain the levels of 

significance in accepting the resulting coefficients. 

Obtaining displacement effects in this type of analy'sis is diffl

cult s i nee i.t is htl rei to ; nc lud.e dependence among felony rates between 

., 
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adjacent areas in the modell ing process. However,~{H~~tl iilll::-correlated 

area model' cf Budntck [A.2-Hi] may be more suit~"\\~:~ this case. 
I' ~ I " ~ I, ~ 

Budnick postulated that levr·l· of crime in one are-a"'(I'f··twt.:' Gity might 

be a function of crime level at another area. Using .~eported offenses 

in Washington, D. C .• Budnick did show the existence of crime corre

l~ted nt'~as. However. the degree of correlation lIas"''f\!Jt-SW'1 tciently 

high for prediction or Ilinference" purposes. Budnick also studied 

displacement effects of a police patrol eXpenh-ld.-'f'Tt''ftti·:'II,tlgton, D.C • 
• ' , I'tl • t ~ • ..... J. 

He analyzed the spati a 1 d'i ~,~ j'dcement of targ~f'cr'ilUes tor ~J adj"cent 

areas and concluded that the.re was displace\1l..~_ .... ; _. '~~' il.to only 3 

of these areas. 

correlated area 

, .:.. ·~~A'ft.~ 
He a ls(),,~~,.Jed b.~Jtii1i'W di ;:,,,JQ\.e'tlI::.u:t ,'t~ I "y the crime-

~~ ~ , ,-

model and found no displacement'E7TeLts. In conclusion, 
, " 

Budnick pointed out that his model may be pote;-rtlCl'l'lYll'S1rt'bi;-n evaluat

i ng the i mpac t of street 1 igUtj ng on ,criMI\? 1 f .:suff~.c:.ie:J:t:.D.~ La tan be 

obtained to identify areas wtn-ch are crtme-curre1~\.-eQ,·;t"i.hey ~.l(ist, 

and some of these areas have had street lighting improvements, while 

others can act as control and displacement sites, then the Budnick 

approach may be directly appl'~ .. "l,e . 

It should be noted here th'lrt.~i"'f1l"'j~ mdependent variabl~s is 

always a problem. Besides identifying all possible predictors such as 

lighting level , socia-economic and demographic ch~racteristics and police 

patrol levels, defining geographical homogenous units of area presents 

a prbDjem~ ~or examp]e,. an interior of a homogeneous area has different 

crime-related inf'juence.'.J than the ~~'·:"'~~1:8e·1iit":fm. In''fact, it has 

been postulated that neighborhood borders are 'good target' areas as 

compared to the interior of the neighborhood. Another study has shown 
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that analyses of spatial patterning of crimes have been unsuccessful 

mainly because the topological structure of the spatial environment has· 

been neglected [A.2-14]. The study' then presents a topological method· 

of constructing neighborhoods, where a neighborhooa=tu~~ists of a set 
. ~,' 

of blocks~ so that the predicted variation in crime rate within a 

given neighborhood is below a specified percentage -- this method was 

applied to burglary patterns in Tallahasse, Florida. The method may 

be useful in defining geographical areas in evaluations of the impact of 

street lighting on crime. In such a case, one would partitiot:l the 
'. J I 
I) ! 

region being evaluated into "neighborhoods" instead a/fusing police 

districts or census tracts. However, in defining a neighborhood, one 

would probably consider block faces instead of block~, since a street 

light illuminates both the street and the adjacent block faces. 

JNTERVENTION ANALYSIS 

One problem in evaluating law enforcement programs is that the 

outputs occur in a time series. In other words, by examining the outputs 

of a .4Y.nami c system the eva 1 uator has to make a determi nation about· 

whether a given intervention (slIch as street lighting) affec'ted the . 

output·, and the degree of the effect t if any. Thus, the assumptions of 

classical statis~ics do not hold since the be~ore and after distributions 
I 

of data ~re dependen~. Also, since the underlying process is often not 
. . 
statio"~&rt (due to the many external factors that are working on the 

system) the distributions probably do not have the same mean and 

variance. lienee, confidence intervals and significance levels obtained 

using classical statistics have little credence, since all the necessary 
\ 
t 

'i) 
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assumptions are invalid. 

Recently, Box and Tiao [A.2-111 introduced a mathematical statisti

cal technique called "Intervention Analysis ll which may be applied to the 

above described situation. Basically, the technique calls for (1) mathe

matically modeling the various processes that work on the system. includ

ing the possible effects of the intervention, and (ii) fitting the actual 

data to the model. If the parameters associated with the effects of 

the intervention were inadequate, the analysis is repeated with another 

nIDdel of the intervention. The final value~ of the parameters give the 

level of intervention: a low value implies little or no effect and a high 

value a large effect. 

Box and Tiao also presented in their paper two applications of this 

analysis, which showed the effect of opening a new freeway and the effect 

of a new smog control law on the pollution level in downtown Los Angeles •. 

respectively. In like manner, intervention analysis may be applicable 

in evaluating the impact of street lighting on crime. 

Finally, the main difference between intervention analysis and 

the other techniques is that in intervention analysis the dynamic nature . 

of crime occurence is explicitly considered and time series of crimes 

are examined, while in the other techniques time dependence is only

implicitly considered and static models are analyzed . 
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A "BOUNDING" AJPROACH TO EVALUATION 

the issues discussed in this report lead to the speculation that 

what appears to have been the goal of evaluations of street lighting and 

crime, namely the verification of a causal link between street lighting 

and crime, may not be realistic at Least at the present time. Yet even 

if there is no available "Newton's Law" of street lights and crime, <?ne 

still hopes to be able to answer the questions of whether street light

ing impacts crime (and the fear of crime), and, if so, how does it impact 

crime. An evaluation approach is, therefore, proposed in this subsection 

that could be used to answer both questions,' not in an exact manner but 

in a "bounded" manner. That'i s, each quest; on wi 11 be answered in terms 

of a range of answers -- the bounds on this range will be specified. 

The motivation behind this approach is based on the realization 

that exact answers to questions in social experimentation are neither 

warranted nor, in many instances, possible to arrive at. In fact, should 

an exact answer be derived, it would still be questionable since it would 

most likely be' based on limi~ed -- possibly invalid-- data and usually 

controversial assumptions. On the other hand, bounds, on the answer could 

be derived from simp1er models of reality and ~"ith manageable analysis. 

Moreover, close bounds make for a more exact answer. For exam~le, just 

as traffic studies have shown that beyond a certain level, further 

increases in the illumi'nntion level do not affect a driver's ability 

to avoid road hazards, street lighting studies may be able to define 

eM 
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" 

.. , :;m 'j) l.umiD.a1:intl.JpveJ . .abDv~ ,·wtd.nh noi:m:mp.asf!d . ..cr.ir.' prevent; on 

belJ,efits are derived. Continuing in titi", line of i :'ought, one might 

.~1ate lha.t ,tJ!e rn~nimum1\umbe1' of ni ghttime crin ~; is ;-n some 

manner bounded by the number of crimes occuring dur 19 the daytime, 

si.nee the best street 1 ighting system is that prQ~I';',,~d by dayl ight. 

Care must be taken in tMs analysis, however, sincE '~he land use 

characteri sti cs during dt\Yt;me are usually differer . from those 

~uring nighttime. 

,~~ti,:.·'a't ,nut~·:ur'~!bruJmt·hl.9I1.,cnm p.l;. 1t is clear 

that the overall structure of an p.vD1uatjon apprDE! is in need of 

definit;on 'not'llld,J in the a.rt..-.sa :rtf street '1 ighti1tQ d crime, but also 

i n th·~ general fi e 1 d ofso'Ci a'l exp-erimentat; on. tlt fully, th is report 

has helped to provide a basis for deyeloping such 6 approach. 
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APPENDIX A 

REFERENCES: BIBLIOGRAPHY AND CONTACTS 

To facilitate the identification of references dealin~ exclusively 

or primarily with individual cities, counties or states, the bibliography 

of written materials is present~d here in two separate "exhibits. Exhibit A.l 

contains only those references dealing with specific governmental jurisdictions, 

and is organized alphabetically by jurisdiction. Exhibit A.2 contains all 

other written references, including several which report on more than one 

jurisdiction (where appropriate, the latter are cross-indexed in Exhibit A.I 

under the corresponding cities). Finally, Exhibit A.3 lists individuals 

wot'king in fields relevant to street lighting evaluation who have been contacted 

to date either by telephone or in person: it is expected that most of these 

individuals will be interviewed at greater length in the ensuing months. 

Both Exhibits A.I and A.2 classify the contribution to date of each 

document to the Phase I Street Lighting Evaluation. This is accomplished 

by indicating to which of five categories each document contributes: back

ground, elements~ interventions~ environment and evaluation. Background 

includes the history of street lighting practices and go~ls, and materials 

relevant to the evolution of the evaluation process in the crime prevention 

area. Elements inc"lude all of the components and activities encompassed by a 

street lighting system: resource allocation, design, hardware, installation 

and maintenance practices, supporting activities or activitjes supported by 

street lighting (such as police patrol practices, street reconstruction, tree 

trimming, etc.),. as well as descriptions in general terms of system outputs, 

including lighting, criminal activity, attitudes, and outputs related to other 

goals (such as traffic safety, enhancement of commercial activity, urban dpsi;)n, 
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• . etc.). Interventions include reports on measured crime-related consequences 

of street lighting activity and hypotheses which attempt to explain how these 

consequences arise. Environmental contrib"ltions include documents dealing. 

• with important issues whJch, although only indirectly related to the crime

prevention effects of street lighting, are relevant to questions of resource 

allocation, design, environmental impact and legal constraints. Finally, 

• Evaluation contributions are those that bear directly on the design of and 

conduct of alternative street lighting evaluation techniques, both existing 

and potential. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Documents for which no contribution is shown are those with potential 

relevance, but which have not yet been located. Documents reviewed and found 

to' have no relevance to street lighting evaluation are not included in the 

bibliography. Throughout the text of this report, references are keyed to the 

exhibit and the sequence number within the exhibit. For example, reference 

A.I-16 refers to the "Chicago Takes the Menace Out of Dark Alleys," (Nation's 

Citie~, March, 1967) article. 

The bibliography m,ust be viewed as constantly changing, as new materials 

are reviewed and new relevance is found in existing references. Nevertheless" its 

format is designed to facilitate the next tasks required by the NEP Phase I 

street Lighting Evaluation: the development of an evaluation framework or frame

works and the systematic detailing of specific stree.t lighting interventions. 

These will in turn lead to a model single project evaluation design, a general 

assessment of ~he state of knowledge as to the effects of street lighting on 

crime, and to recommendations for a possible Phase II evaluation design. 
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EXHIBIT A.I 

Street Lighting References Rep~.rting on 
Individual Governmental Jurisdictions 

CONTRIBUTION 
CI) 

e 
of-' 0 

JURISDICTION REFERENCE "0 'r- e c of-' IV 
::J CI) C e 
0 of-' IV s:: 

(Author, Title, Agency, s.. s:: > e tn IV s.. 
Publisher and Date) ~ e IV .,.. 

U IV +..t > 
lIS """' e s:: 

IX! I.JJ ..... W 

Alabama 1. Street and Highway Safety Lighting X 
Bureau, "Governor Wall ace Presents 
Awards to Two Alabama Women's 
Clubs •.. ," Press Release, August 
14, 1974. 

AsheVille, N.C.* 2. "Crime in Downtown Asheville With- X 
in Study Area," (undated, anonymous), 
National Crime Prevention Institute. 

Atlanta, GA. 3. City of Atlanta, Georgi a, "Street- X 
lighting Pilot Project, Grant No. 
72-09-07-17, Quarterly (April 30, 
1974) and Semi-Annual (November 8, 
1974) Evaluation Reports." 

Atlanta, GA. 4. "Street Lighting Project Funded," X 
The Atlanta Journal, March 9, 1973: 

Baltimore, MD. 5. City of Ba~timore, Md., Mayor's X 
Coordinating Council on Criminal 
Justice,1I Sodium Vapor Street Light-
lng - Report on Resident Survey," 
August, 1975. 

Baltimore, MD. 6. "Charles Center - Growing Momentum X 
for Renewa 1, II Inner Harbor Manage-
ment, Inc. 

--- . 
* See also Reference A.2-42. 

c 
0 
'r-
of-' n:s 
::J ..-
tel 
> 

W 

X 
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EXHIBIT A.1 
(page 2 uf 16) 

• CONTRIBUTION 

JURISDICTION REFERENCE Ul 
r::: 
0 ...., 

(Author, Title, Agency, 
"'0 ..... r::: r::: 
r::: ...., (I) 0 
::::J VI r::: E .,... 

Publisher and Date) 0 ...., (I) r::: ...., 

• s- r::: > 0 ~ 
Ol (I) s- s- ::::J 
~ E (I) .... r-
U (I) ...., > ~ 
~ r- r::: c > co LU - LU LU 

-~ -- -

• Baltimore, MD. 7. Mastromatteo, Dominic, Balti- X 
(continued) more, Md. Police Department, 

May 25, 1970 letter to F. Pierce 
Linaweaver, Director of Public 
Works, Baltimore, Md. 

• Boston, MA. B. Editorial, Christian Science X 
~1.9_l'!.itoJ:., June 27, 1959. 

Boston, ~11\ • 9.§t:r:.eet and Hig~wa,l Lighti~g, 
,rRitigOT' l.ightsArouna Boston,1I 
(date unknown), obtained from 

X 

• Massachusetts Council on Crime 
and Correction. 

Char'leston, ~J. VA. 10. Higginbotham, Wilma, "Lighting X 
Award Set at White House," 
Charles~on Daily Mail, April 22, 

• 1974, p. 13A. 

Charleston, W.VA.* 11. Slack, John M., Speech, Congres- X X 
sional Record, 93rd Congress, 
Second Session, Vol. 120, No, 
167, December 3, 1974. 

• Chattanooga, TN.** 12; General Electric Co., Nela Park, X X 
Cleveland, Ohio, "1,000 Watt 
Lucalox Relighting in Downtown 
Chftttanooga Gives Four Times the 
L'i ght Wi thout Add i ng to Energy • Needs," Press Release No. 134-75, 
October 29, 1975. 

Chicago, IL. 13. Chicago Association of Conmerce X X 
and Industry, Minutes of the 

• June 22, 1972 Crime Prevention 
Committee Meeting . 

.... --
* See also Reference A.2-42. 

** S~e also Reference A.2-88. 

• 
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EXHIBIT A.l 

(page 3 of 16) 

JURISDICTION REFERENCE 

(Author, Title, Agency, 
Publisher and Date) 

Chicago, IL. 14. Chicago Park District, "Security 
(continued) Lighting in Public Parks," Grant 

Application No. 2-07-06-0299-01, 
1971. 

Chicago, IL., 15. Chicago Police Department, James 
M. Rochford, Superintendent, Feb-
ruary 13, 1976 letter to Francis 
M. Degman, Acting Commissioner. 
Bureau of Streets and Sanitation, 
crime summary enclosed. 

Chicago, IL. 16. "Chicago Takes the Menace Out of 
Dark Alleys ,II Nation's Cities, 
March, 1967. -----

Chicago, IL. 17. General Electric Company, Nela 
Park, Cleveland, Ohio, "Lucalox 
Relighting of Chicago streets 
Doubles Illumination, Cuts Energy 
Usage, II Ap ril 11, 1975, Press 
Release No. 42-75. 

Chicago~ IL. lB. Street and, High\'@,Y Li~hting, 
1'51,000 Al1ey lights rake 
Chicago Crime,1I (date unknown). 

Chicago, IL. * 19. Box, Paul, IIpublic Li~~hting Needs," 
111 urni nat; ng Eng; neeri.!l9.., September, 
1966. 

Chicago, IL. ** 20. "Light: A Proven Deterrent to 
Crime," ,5 treet and H; ghway Light; n9 
Bureau, May 24, 1973, p. 6. 

* See also Reference A.2~13. 

** See also Reference A.2-18. 

CONTRIBUr:ION t,---. 

VI s:::, 
0 .... 

"0 .,... s::: s:::, 
s::: .... ClJ 0 
:::t VI c' E ''''' 0 .... <IJ s::: .... 
~ c > 0 I'!$ 
0') ClJ ~ ~ :::I 
~ E ClJ .... ..-
u ClJ .... , > I'Cl 
ItS P- s::: s::: > 
o:l LLI ........ 1J.J 1J.J ", 

"dol 

X X 

X 

X X 

X ,~ 

X 
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EXHIBIT A.l 

(page 5 of 16) 
CONTRIBUTION 

• JURISDICTION REFERENCE VI 
s:: 
0 .,..., 

"0 '0- s:: s:: 
(Author, Title, Agency, s:: .p <U 0 

:::l en s:: E .,... 
Publi~her and Date) 0 .,..., QJ s:: .,..., 

s.. c: > 0 ItS 
en <U ,s.. s.. :::l 

• ~ E ~ 
.,.. r-

U QJ > ItS 
ta r- s:: s:: > co I.J.J ...... I.J.J I.J.J 

Denver, CO. 28. City and County of Denver, X X X 

• Colorado, Streetlighting 
Project, Application for 
Grant 75-DF-OB00002 CH. 

Detroit, MI. 29. Bead, John F., "New Street X 
lights May Harm Trees, II 

• Detroit Free Press, October 
. 1, 1973, p. 3A. 

Detroit, MI.* 30. Luedtke, Gerald and Associates, 
"Crime and the Physical City: 

X ~ 

Neighborhood Design Techniques 

• for Crime Reducti on, II A Pil ot 
Study prepared for the National 
Institute of Law Enforcement 
and Criminal Justice, Michigan, 
June, 1970. 

• Durham, N.C. See Reference A.2-42. 

Ft. Wayne, IN. See Reference A.2-42. 

Ga rl and t TX. 3l. City of Garland, Texas, Crime X 
Prevention Environmentalist, 

• Grant Application #5-11-0301B, 
August 22, 1975. 

Gary, IN. See Reference A.2-BB. 

Greendale, WI. 32. liThe People's Choice in Road\'Jay X 

• light; ng," 111 umi nating Engineering, 
March ,.1970, p. 121-

Gulfport, MI. See Reference A.2-42. 

Indianapolis, IN. 33 .• "Clubwomen Turn Lights on Crime," X X 

• Atlanta Journal and Constitution, 
October 22, 1972, p. IS-H. 

I nd i a na po 1 is, IN •. 34. Dunn, Jack, "Crime? Blight? ~Je X 
fix It,ll Outdoor Lig~igeSl' 
.1anlJarv. lQf)Q, 1111 .1- . 

• \ 
\ 

* See also Reference A.2-7B. 
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EXHIBrJ A.l - (page 6 of 16) , 

CONTRIBUTION 
III 
e: 
0 .f..) 

JURISDICTION REFERENCE "0 '''' e: I:: - I:: .f..) OJ 0 
::l III I:: E '''' 0 .f..) OJ I:: .f..) 

(Author, Title, Agency, s... I:: > 0 I'Cl 
O'l OJ s:. s.. ::l 

Publisher and Date) ~ E cv .,.. r-
() OJ +! > I'Cl 
I'Cl .- I:: I:: > co UJ ..... UJ UJ 

-,-----_. 
----• 

Indianapolis, IN. 35. JlPlanned Light Prevents Crime X 
(continued) and Reduces Accidents,1I The 

American City, March, 1963, 
pp • 125~126. 

• Indianapolis, IN. 36. Street and Hi ghwa1 L i ghBilll, X 
IIBlueprint for Good Lighting/ 
(da te unknown). 

I-
Jacksonville, FL. 37. Malt, Harold Lewis et ~., X X 

IITactical Analysis of Street 
Crime," H. L. Malt Associ ates, 
Washington, D.C., January, 1973. 

Jeffersontown, KY. 38. Kellem, Carl, Harmansky, George, X X X X X 
Landan, Elizabeth, and West~ - John Den; s, "A Comprehens i ve 
Study of Streetlighting With an . ' In-Depth Analysis of Plainview 
SubdiVision, Jeffersontown, KY. ," 
Institute of Community Development, 
University of Louisville, Louis-- ville, KY., April 23, 1976. 

Kansas City, MO. 39. Kerby, J.E. and Horrigan, J.J., X 
IlLightingls Up-To-Date in Kansas 
City! ", Outdoor Li ghti r1.9.. .. Di gest, 

• Vol. 21, No.2, May, 1967 . 

Kansas Ci ty, MO. 40. Wri ght, R., Heilweil, M., X X X X X 
Pelletier, P. and Dickinson, K. , 
"Impact of Streetl ighting on 
Cri,me," University of Michigan 

• at Ann Arbor, May, 1974 . ,( Pre-
pared for the National Institute 
of Lalil Fnfot'cell1ent and Crimina" 
Justice t Grant No. 73-NI-99-0046-G, 
Project Di rector - R. Wri ght . 

• 
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EXHIBIT A.l 
w' 

• (page 7 of 16) 

CONTRIBUTImt 

JURISDICTION REFERENCE II) 

• e: 
0 ..., 

(Author, Title, Agency, "0 '''' e: e: 
e: ...., Q.J 0 ::s II) e: e ..... 

Publisher and Date) 0 ..., Q.J c: ..., 
s... c. > 0 rtf en G.l s... s.. ::s 

.:lo:: e Q.J or- r-
U Q.J ..., > ItS 
ItS ..- C e: > co UJ .... UJ l.U 

• 
Kansas Cit), MO. 41. Wright, R., Thomas, 0.', X X 
(continued Pelletier, P., and Dickin-

• son, K., "Study to Determine 
the Impact of Streetlighting 
on Crime - Phase I Final Report." 
Prepared by University of Michi-
gan, Ann Arbor, for the National 
Inst'itute of Law Enforcement 

• and Criminal Justice, 1972. 

Kansas City, MO. 42. Wright, R., Thomas, D.; X X X 
Pelletier, P. and Dickinson, 
K., Kansas City Public Works 
Department, IIStudy to Determine 

• the Impact of Streetlighting on' 
Crime ~ Phase II Final Report. 1I 

Prepared by University of Michi-
gan, Ann A~bor, for the National 
Institute of Law Enforcement 
and Criminal Justice, July, 1973. 

• Kansas City, MO.* 43. Box, Paul, ~Public Lightirig Needs," 
Illuminating Engineerin£[, September, 

, 1966. 

Massachusetts 44. Massachusetts Council on Crime and X X 

• CoY'rection, "Light the Night,lI 
News Release, 1970. 

Massachusetts 45. Massachusetts Department of Public X 
Works, IIHighway Lighting and Electri-
cal Energy Conservation - Vol. 1, 

• General Warrants and Reconmendations," 
February, 1974. 

* See also Reference A.2-13. 

• 
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• (page 8 of 16) 

CONTRIBUTION 

VI 

JURISDI.CTIO.N REFERENCE e: • 0, ....., 
"0 .,... e: e: 
e: +l Q) 0 

(Author, Title, Agency, ::::l VI e: E .,... 
0 +l CIJ s::: +l 

Publisher and Date) So. e: > 0 ItS 
0) Q) s... So. ::::l 
~ E CIJ .... r-
U Q) +l > ItS 
ItS r- s::: s::: > co w ..... w w 

• _._-_.-

Massachusetts 46. Street and H19hwa~ Lighting, X 
(continued) 'lHolding Crime at Bay in the 

• Bay stater" (date unknown), 
obtained from the Mass. 
Council on Crime and Correction. 

McPherson, KS. 47. "To Make Streets SQfe After Dark," X 
National Civic·Review, April, 1960. 

• M'i anti, FL. 48. Clements, Sid, "Sodium Vapor X 
lighting Cuts Crime,1l Electrical 
~, April, 1972, pp. 27-31. 

Miami, FL. 49. Francis, Edward, IlMiami Rel ights: X X X 

• A Report on Street Lighting Pro-
grams and Procedures in the City 
of Miami," Department of Public 
Works, City Commission of Miami, 
Report #232, December, 1973. 

• Miami, FL. 50. Miami Police Department, Annual X 
Report, 1971-

Miami, FL. 51. Johnson, P.J., "In Miami, It's X 
Light in the Streets Vs. Crime 

• 
in the Streets ," Street an~-
wa~igh~ (date unknown, ob-
tained from P.J. Johnson. 

Miami Beach, FL. 52. Harold Lewis Malt Associates, X X 
"Illumination of High Crime 
Areas," conducted for the City 

• of Miami Beach, Florida, co-
sponsored by the State of 
Flurid~'s Governor's Council 
for Criminal Justice, 1974. 

• 
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Midlothian,IL. 53. Raday ~ Harry, IICity Sell s a X 
lighting Program,1I American 
City and County, April, 1976. 

• Milwaukee, WI. 54. Department of Intergovernmental X X 
Fiscal Lfason, Milwaukee, Wis-
consin, "Preliminary Report--
Milwaukee High Intensity Street 
Lighting Project,u December. 

• 28, 1973. 

Milwaukee '" WI. 55. Department of Intergovernmental X X 
Fiscal Liason, "Final Report--
Milwaukee High Intensity Street 
Ltghti ng Proj ect, "July 15, 1974. 

• Newark, N.J.* 56. IKupersmith, G., "Sample Impact X 
Project Evaluation Components --
Nationa 1 Impact Program Evaluation." 
Prepared by MITRE Corporation for 
NILECJ, 1974. • New Haven, CT. 57. South Cen~ral Criminal Justice X 
Supervisory Board, Ne\</ Haven, Conn., 
IIInnovative Patrol Operations," 
1976. 

• New Orleans, LA. 58. Sternhell, R. and Carroll, S., IINew X X X 
Orleans - Mayor's Criminal Justice 
Coordinating Council ~ Target Area 
Evaluation - A Six-Month Report on 
The Development of Target Area 

• Projects and the Evaluation System," 
1974. 

-------.. -

* See also Reference A.2-42. 
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66. Street and Highway Lighting, 
"To Stop a Thi ef, L i'9ht i 
Light/ (date unknown). 

67. IIVandal-Proof Lighting for 
New 'York I s Central Park, II 
The American City, October~ 
1966. 

68. Wyatt, Hugh, "New Lighting idms 
at Cut in Harlem .Crime'lll ll/e\J' 
York Da 11y Ni.'\Ir.:.'", ~l'ch '1'6:-1973, 
p. 30. 

69. Barr, Vilma" ~1'mpT1)v+.tw ,f.jt.r 
Streets for 'l'!SE':;at ~t~ht-"'''i " 
Norfolk Experiment," Lighting 
Design and AQQlication, April, 
1976, p. 25. 

70. II Fi rst Award--&iwy Hack .and 
Wi 11 iam Lam ~1S1j:6 ~ 4, 

Progress i ve ~:ret:turE:,. 
1:75. 

71. Norfolk Redevelopment and Housing 
Authority and William lam Asso-
ciate~" "Improving City Streets 
for Use at Night (The ,No,rfolk 
Experiment) ," prepared by Gary 
Hack, Assistant Professor of 
Urban ~sign~ Mlr~ ~«ne~ 1914. 

72. Powell. John tallGM.. May 29 .. . l91!; 
"'memorandum (unpub1:ishrui). 
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73. Brown, Bill, "Let's Light 
Up the Land," Street and 
Highway Lighting, September, 
1971, p. 5. 

74. IIOwensboro, Kentucky Pull 5 
the Switch on Crime,n Street 
9nd Highway- Lig'lt.i..~lfl' Vol. 20, 
No.4, December, 1970, pp. 13-
17. 

See Reference A.2-42. 

75. "Plainfield Lights Up to Catch 
A Thief," New Jersey Municipali
ties, June, 1973. 

See also Reference A.2-78. 

76. Inskeep, Norman R. and Goff, 
Clinton, "A Preliminary Evalua
tion of the Portland Lighting 
Project," Oregon Law Enforcement 
Council, Salem, Oregon, AUgUSt1 
1974. 

77. Schn{Yider, t\nnn L., "Crillle and 
Victimization in Portland: Analysis 

\ of Ttehds, 1971-1974," Oregon 
Research Institute, Salem, Oregon, 
February 10, 1975. 

78. Schneider, Anne L., "The 1974 
Portland Victimization Survey: 
Report on Procedures;1l Oregon 
R0search Institute, Salem, 
.Oregon, January 8, 1975. 
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• Portland, OR. 79. Schneider, Anne L. and X 
(continued) Reiter, Paul, "Portl and 

Lighting Project--Final 
Report--Citizen Perceptions 
of Streetlighting," Oregon 

• Research Institute, Salem, 
Oregon. 

Rehoboth Beach, DE. 80. City of Rehoboth Beach, X 
Delaware, Rehoboth Burglary 
Prevention, Detection, 

• Deterrence and Apprehension 
Program, Grant Application 
No. 76-071. 

Richmond. VA". 81. PRC Public Management Services, X X 
Inc., "Richmond HIT Project--

• Final Evaluation Report for 
Phase I HIT Program, II prepared 
for Virginia Division of Justice 
and Crime Prevention. 

Richmond, VA. 82. Ryan, David D., "City Checks X 

• for Tree Damage, II Ri chmond 
!imesDispatch, October 5, 1973. 

St. Louis, MO. 83. .. It's 'Meet Me in St. Louis X ,', 
Where the Lights Are Bright," 
Electrical World, October 19, 

• 1964. 

St. Louis, MO. See also Reference A.2-13. 

" Salem, OR. See Refer'ence A. 2-42. 
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._~ Safer Plrlrr> t-n 1.1 ve~ II C( 
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121 .. N'O. 2 .. 01.lnuary 15; l~ 

;)li f,i ty of Smvrna, Delaware, 
'Burgl a ry Ctltn.ro 1 Program, 
Grant Application No. 76-( 

} .. fampa Rel11!thts 70 Square 
utotics., tj 'Street and Hi ghwc 
Lighting~ September, 1971: 
pp .. 7-9. 

88. City of Tucson, Arizona, 
IIDusk to Dawn Alley Light~ 
Application for LEAA Grani 
"I£)4 7DDFD90417. 

89 .. Garmine" Bet'nard L., "Ligt 
Up for Safety,1I Congressic 
Record (Appendix), Extansi 
of Remarks of Han. Charles 
P. Farnsley, November 21, 
1966~ p. A-5774. 

90 . .1:'tr:nz:e.t:i. ~ K 1 'j ce , IICritic Fa 
't,I. '~dil..lgo Street Lights, 
. T~ 111:j s-.a rr; bune~ July 31 
''fi7'111 

See Reference A.2.-42. 
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• Washington, D,C. 91. Basaran, Saut, "Crime X X 
Deterrent Lighting in 
Washington, D".C. ," Traffic 
Planning and street 
Lighting Division, Washing-• ton, D.C., 1973, .;;' 

Washington, D.C. 92. Colen, B.D., II D. C .. Lights X 
the 1~ay in Fighting Crime," 
Th.§.Was!Jington Post, Febru-

• 
ary 7, 1971. 

Washington, D.C, 93. "Cutting the Crime Rate: How 
the Nation's Capital Does It," 
U.S. News and World ReQort, 
April 10, 1972, pp. 24-25. 

• Washington, D.C. 94. Goodman, George and Schreider, X 
F., "Light a Candle," Look 
Maga~, (date unknow~ 

Washington, D.C. 95. Hartl ey, John, ilL i ghti ng X 

• Rei nforces D. C. Crime Fi ght, II 
The American City, August, 1974, . 
p. 59. 

Washington, D.C. 96. Hartley, John, "Nighttime Revival X X 
in the Nat jon's Capital,1I Nation's 

• Cities, December, 1970. 

Washington, D.C. 97. "Improved Street Lighting in the X X 
District of Columbia," Congres-
sional Record--Senate, October 9, 
1970, p. S-17621. 
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Washington, D.C. 98. Landman, Amos, IIStreet Lighting X 
(continued) Has Cut Crirne,1f Journal of 

Commerce, May 18, 1972.-

• Wash'ington, D.C. 99. Marks, Dorothy, "Neighbors X 
in D.C. Light Up a Block 
Rather Than Curse Crime 
Statistics," North Americ,;In 
N~~.~_'i1 france, ( da te 
unknown . ' • Washington, D.C. 100. Holland, William, "New D.C. X 
Lights Cut Crime," The Evening 
Star, ~Jashington, D.C., 
June 18, 1971. 

• Washington, D.C. 101. "New IGlobe Power l in loJashington, X X 
D.C. ,II Stree_t and Highway L1.9.b!-
lQa, Vol. 20, No.4, 1970. 

Washington, D.C. 102. "~'Jash;ngton, D.C.--Capital of X X 

• Light," (undated), published by 
the District of Columbia. 

State of Washing- 103. IIEvans Orders Street Lights On,1I X X 
ton The Seattlf' Times, February 7, 

'1974. ,-,.------

• Wichita Fa)ls, TX. 104. Wichita Falls, Texas Police De- X 
partment, IICrime Analysis ,Data 
for Increased Street Lighting 
Program,1I 1976. 
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• 1- Anderson, John l~. t lIStreet Trees ate Safe X 
With Sodi Uln Li ghti ng, II Ameri can City, 
December, 1975. 

2. Angel, Sh 10010, II Di scouraging Crime Through X 

• City Planning,1I W.P. Number 75, Institute 
of Urban and Regional Development, University 
of California, Berkeley, February, 1968. 

, 

3. Ashley, Myer, Smith, IICity Signs and Lights, X X X 
a l)olicy Study,1I prepared for the Boston ,// 

• Redevelopment Authority and the U.S. Depart-
ment of HUD, January, 1971. 

)\ iii 
;,) 4. Beardsley, Charles W., IILet There Be Light, But X X ,I 

J 
Just Enough," IEEE Spectrum, December$ 1975~ 

\ p. 28. 
."'::'::::.::.':.:::;:-., 

\\ 5. Bell, Gwen, Randall, E., Roeder, J.E.R.t X \'. 

IIUrb~n Environments and Human Behavior--An 
Annotated Bibliography,1l Dowden, Hutchinson 
and Ross, Inc., Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania, 
1973. 

• 6. Bennet, Beverly L., liThe Impact of Street X X X 
Lighting on Crime and Traffic Accidents,1l 
Education and Public Welfare Division, U.S. ,~, 

Library of Congress, Washington,. D.C., 
May 7, 1976. 
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• 
14. Brantingham, Patricia L. and Paul J., X 

"Residential Burglary and Urban Form,u 
Urban Studies; Vol. 12,1975, p.273-

• 284. 

15. "Brief History of Streetlighting," X 
(date unknown: after June, 1971), 
copy obtained from National Crime 
Prevention Institute. - -16. Budnick, F.S., "Crime-Correlated Area X 
Model--An Application in Evaluating 
Intensive Police Patrol Activities;JI 
prepared for NIlECJ, Washington, 
D.C., 1972. - - 17. Callender, Don, "Light, a Weapon ~n War X 
on Accidents and Crimes," Arnericar}. 
Motoris~, March, 1962. 

18. Campbell, Donald T. and Stanley, Julian, X 

• C., "Experimental and Quasi-Experimental 
-Designs for Research,1I Rand McNally & 
Co., Chicago, 1966. Repri nted from 
IIHandbook of Research on Teaching,1l N.L. 
Gage Ed., Rand McNally, 1963. 

- 19. Center for Government and Public Affairs X X 
Review, Auburn University at Montgomery, 
Alabama, "Robbery' Prediction Project," Vol. 
1, No. 1, 1976, p. 3. 

• 

• 
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• 
20. Chambet'lf1in, Gary M., "Improve Your City's X 

Streetlighting," The American City, November, 
1974. 

• 21. Cl ark, Franc; 5, liThe Case for Step-by-Step X 
Procedures for Calculations in Roadway 
lighting Design"," l.lL,:!!llinatiY1JLJngineerin~, 
November, 1970, p. 637. 

• 22. Correlation Between Street Lighting and 
Crime, prepared for Rep. Charles P. 
Farnsley by the Education and Public ~Je1fare 

-Division, U.S. Library of Congress, Congres-
. s10na1 Record (House), October 12, 1965, 
. p. 258.55. , 

• 23. Davis, Ron, "Memorandum of Law," submitted X' 
to Dayl e Shacke lferd t National Cr'jme Pre-
vention Institute, March 27, 1975. 

~4. Edison Electric Institute, Street and High- X X 

• way lighting Committee, "Street Lighting 
Manual," 2nd Ed., 19119. 

25. Edman, W.II." ilHighway L,iflhting Need," The 
ArneY'icon CitY-~ November, 1969. 

• 26. The £lectt'icity Council, "Security lighting-- X 
the .Great Deterrent," printed in England 
(date unknown), obtained from the National 
Crime Prevention Institute. 

27. Esser, AristideH., Ed., "Behavior and X • Environment--The Use of Space by Animals 
and MontI! procrrdinns of an International 
SYIII{)Osiulll held ilt t.he 1968 meeting of the 
Amet-ican AssociJtion for the Advancement 
of Science in Dallas, Texas, Plenum Press, 

• (New York-London), 1971. 
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20. Chamberlain, Gary M., "Improve Your City's 
Streetlighting,1I The American City, November, 
1974. 

21. Clark, Francis, liThe Case for Step-by-Step 
Procedures for Calculations in Roadway 
Li gh t i n9 Des i gn, II 111 umi na ti rJLJ:ng; neeri n.9., 
November, 1970, p. 637. 

22. Correlation Between Street Lighting and 
. Crime. prepared for Rep. Charles P. 
Fat'nsley by the Education and Public Welfare 

'Division. U.S. Library of Congress, Congres
sional Record (House), October 12, 1965, 
p. 2585S. , 

.23. Davis, Ron, "Memorandum of Law," submitted 
to Doyle Shackelford. Natior,al Cr'ime Pre
vention Institute, March 27, 1975. 

24. Edison Electric Institute, Street and High
way lighting Committee, "Street Lighting 
Manual," 2nd Ed., 1969. 

25. £dma'l'1, W.H., IIHighway Lighting Need," The 
.8r!)§.'t.i can C'Ltj~) November. 1969. 

26. The £lectt'icity Council, "Security Ljghting-
the ~,h~eat Deterrent," printed in England 
(da.te unknown), obtained from the National 
Cdme Prevent i on Ins tit ute . 

27. Esser~ Aristide H., EtC, "BehaVior and 
Environmcnt--The Use of Space by Animals 
and Men," proceedings of an International 
SYllIposillill hLdO ilt t.he 1968 meeting of the 
Amedcilll I\sS()Cidtion for the Advancement 
of Science in Dallas, Texas, Plenum Press, 
(New Yo~k·London)~ 197i. 
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• 
35. Gass, SaUl I., "Evaluation in Law X 

Enforcement--An Ambivalent Concept~" 
paper presented at the ORSA/TIMS 1976 
Joint Philadelphia National Meeting, i. April L 1976. 

36. Gass, S. I. and Dawson, John M., "An X 
Evaluation of Policy-Related Research: 
Reviews and Critical Discussions of 
Policy-Related Research in the Field 

• of Police Protection,1I Final Report, 
NSF (808 SSH-73-07202), Mathematica, 
Inc., Bethesda, Maryland, October, 1974. 

37. General Electric Company Lighting Sys- X 
tems Business Department, Henderson-

• ville, N.C., "Lamp Information," 
Document No. OLP-1296H. 

38, General Electric Company Lighting X 
Systems Business Department, "Leased 

• 
Floodlighting Programs by Electric 
Utilities," Document No. aLI-612gB, 
Hendersonville, N.C. 

39. General F.l ectri c Company Li ghti ng X X 
Systems Business Department, Hender-
sonville, N.C., "Light Concepts 

• for Conservation," Fact Sheets #100, 
101, 102, 105, 107, 108, 109, 112~ 
113, 114, 116, 117, 119, 120, 121, 
124, 125 and 131. 
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40. Genera"/ E1 ectr; c Company Li ghti ng X 
Systems Business Department, Hender-

• sanville, N.C., "Returning the Streets 
to the People--Federal Act;on,1I 
(RSP-22) . 

41. General Electric Company Lighting X 
Systems Business Department~ "Return-

• ;ng the Streets to the People--Municipal 
Services Costs· Per Capita. 1I (RSP-23). 

42. General Electric Company Lighting X 
Systems Business Department, "Return-
ing the Streets to the People--Profiles 

• of Municipal Stt'eetlighting," (RSP-20). 

43. General Electric Company Lighting X 
System~ Business Department, IIReturning 
the Streets to the People--ReGaarch 
Results: The Public Demands Good 

• Lighting," (RSP-26). 

4~. General Electric Company Lighting X 
Systems Business Department, IIStraight. 
Answers to Son~ Tough Questions About 
$tt'eetl1ghting and the Energy Crisis. 1I 

• 45. General Electric Company, Nela Park, X 
Cl eve 1 and, Oh i 0 ~ II Fl uorescents--On/Off, II 
Light;),!:! Desi9!!...and Application, January, 
1973, p. 38. 

• 46. George, Carl J. and McKinley, Daniel, 
"Urban Ecology, In Search of an Asphalt 

X 

Rose!" McGraw~H;l1 Book Co., 1974. 
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• 
47. Gersey, Gerald B., IIEvaluation of Street X X 

Li ghti ng Programs," June 9, 1972 Memoran-
dum to Harold.L. Hanlin, Illinois Law 
Enforcement Commission, Chicago, Illinois. 

• 48. Gray, B.M., "Evaluation of Street Lighting X 
ProJects: A Concept Paper," National Crime 
Pr'evention Institute, University of 
Louisville, Shelby Campus, Louisville, 
Kentucky, 1976. 

• 49. Greenough, John L., "Crime Prevention: A X 
New Approach--Environmental Psychology 
and Criminal Behavior,1I Journal of Police 
Sci~cl? and Administration, Vol. 2, No.3, 
September, 1974, p. 339-343. 

• 50. Harrington, A.D. ~ "See ing the City--Draft, \I X 
August 19, 1971. 

51. Harrington, A.D., "Urban Lighting, A Montage," X 
obtained from General Electric, Engineering 

• Applications Department, Nela Park, Cleveland 
Ohio. 

52. Heck, J. Parke~', "Nixon Leads Fight Tl)r Better X 
Lighting," Editorial, §treet and Highway light-
ina, Second Quarter, 1969. -, • 53. Hoover, J. Edgar,. liThe Lighted Way," General X 
Federal CLU[3Wor~AN Magazine, February, 1963. 

·54. Hoover, J. E dga r, "Out of the Da rkness , " X 
Street and Highway Lighting, Vol. 20, No.4, 

• 1970. 
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or By Telephone 

1. Barbrow, Louis 

2. Bennett, Beverly 

3. Bobish, Rick 

4. Bowles, Hal 

5. Box, Paul 

6. Broughman~ James 

7. Brown, Marsha 

8. Castro, Alexander J. 

~. Crouch~ C.L. 

10. Dantes, Dale 

~, 

Metric Information Office 
National Bureau of Standards 
Gaithersburg, Maryland 

U.S. Library of Congress 
Washington; D.C. 

Division of Light and Power 
Department of Public Utilities 
Cleveland, Ohio 

National Electrical Manufacturers 
Associ a ti on 

New York, New York 

Westmoreland Building 
Skokie, Illinois 

Data Systems and Data P\~ocessing 
Division 

U.S. Department of HUD 
Washington~ D.C. 

Data Systems and Data Processing 
Division 

U,S. Department ofHUD 
Washington, D.C. 

Howard, Needles, Tammen & Bergendoff 
New York, New York 

Ill~minating Engineering Research 
Inst'itute 

Research and Development O:;vision 
Chicago Police Depart~ent t 

"Chicago, Illinois 
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11. Dogin, Henry S. 

12. Dumbrys, Robert 

13. Flynn, John E. 

14. Gersey, Gerald 

15. Girard, Charles 

16. Heath, Bruce L. 

17. HeilWeil, Martin 
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18. HUD Regional Office 

19. Jacobson, William 

20. Janoff, Michael S. 

21. Johnson, P.J. 

22. Kellem, Carl 

Office of Planning and Program 
Ass i stance 

State of New York/Division of 
Criminal Justice 

New York, New York 

Division of Light and Power 
Department of Public Utilities 
Cleveland, Ohio 

Architectural Engineering Department 
Penn State University 
State College, Pennsylvania 

Crime Prevention Specialist 
Illinois Law Enforcement Commission
Chicago, Il1inoi~ 

International Training Research 
and Evaluation Council 

Falls Church, Virginia 

Utah Council on Criminal Justice 
Sa 1t Lake Ci ty, Utah 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Office of Coummunity Planning 
and Development 

Boston, Massachusetts 

Office of Policy Development and 
Research . 

U.S. De~artment of HUD . 
Washington, D.C. 

Franklin Institute Research 
Laboratory 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

New York, New York 

National Crime Prevention Institute 
University of Louisville 
Louisville, Kentucky 
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23. Kilduff, Thomas 

24. Lam, Wi~ljam M.e. 

25. Malt, Harold Lewis 

26. McGowan, ,Terry K. 

27. Powell, John 

28. Rau, Richard 

29. Rayl, Officer Dennis 

30. Richardson, James 

31. Ryan, Thomas 

32. Schwab, Richard N. 

33. Stein, Harry 

34. Smith, t1arilyn 

Bureau of Electricity 
Department of Streets & Sanitation 
Chicago, Illinois 

William M.C. Lam Associates 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 

H.L. M~lt Associates 
Washington, D.C. 

Engineering Applications Division 
General Electric Company 
Nela Park 
Cleveland, Ohio 

William M.C. Lam Associates 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 

National Institute()f Law Enforcement 
and Criminal Justice 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 
Washington, D.C. 

Research and Development Division 
Chicago Police Department 
Chicago, Illinois 

Office of Justice Programs 
Ci ty of Port1 and 
Port1 and, Oregon 

National Electrical Manufacturers 
Associ ati on . 

Washington, D.C. 

Federal Highway Administration 
U.S. Department of Transportation 
Washington, D.C. 

Department of Intergovernmental 
Fiscal Liason 

City of Mi lwaukee 
Milwaukee~ Wisconsin 

General Electric Lighting Business 
Department . 

Hendersonville" North Carolina 

" 
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35. Trueworthy, Jan J. 

36. Turrek, Robert 

37. Walqner, Dudley 

38. Wright, Roger 

39. Yonemura, Dr. 
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Project Monitor 
Office of Research Programs 
Law Enforcement Assistance 

Administration 
U.S. Department of Justice 
Washington, D.C. 

Managing Director 
Chicago Electric Lighting Institute 
Chicago, Illinois 

Edison Electric Institute 
New York, New York 

Department of Business Administration 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

National Bureau of Standards 
Gaithersburg, Maryland 
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APPENDIX 8 

LIGHT MEASURES 

ff' 

This appendix contains a somewhat technical but essential discussion 

of the parameters most widely used to specify and measure the light output 

of a street lighting system. 

The most general and complete definition of light in physical terms 

is that light is an electromagnetic field whose wavelength distribution 

includes the visible range from 380 to 760 nanometers.* By Ilfield" is 

meant a quantity whose magnitude is defined or specified for each point 

in space. The quantity ;n this case is a combination of electric and 

magnetic fields whose variation in time and space is governed by a 

particular' set of physical laws known as Maxwell's equations. Given 

(i) a specification of all light sources in a system; (if) a specification 

of the light' transmitting and reflecting properties of the media through 

which.the light is propagating (e.g., air, lenses, mirror, etc.); and 
, 

(iii) a specification of the boundaries of a system {e.g., street, building 

and sidewalk surfaces, etc.}, one c~n in principle, but rarel~ if eve~ in 

practice, compute the .electt'omagnetic field at any point and at any time. 

In fact, an electromagnetic field contains essentially an infinite 

amount of information, although only a small portion of this information 

is used while viewing a visible object. Some of the measurable concepts 

* A nanometer ;s lON9, or one-billionth of a meter. 

I 
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corresponding to the parameters of light which are relevant for the 

establishment of visibility are illustrated in Exhibit B.l. The total 

light output from a system is given by the measure of luminous flux. 

Some of this light travels in directions relevant to the object to 

be viewed, while the rest goes elsewhere. Of the light travelling 

in directions rele~ant to the object, some parameters are not important. 

For instance, in everyday situations, the amount of ultraviolet light 

is immaterial to the visibility of an object (unless it happens to have 

fluorescent properties). 

Angular distribution is one relevant parameter dealing with quantity 

of light, and ;s measured for any direction by the luminous intensity . 

. Light travelling in these various directions arrives at surfaces and 

ill UOli!lcttes them.· When thi s 1 i ght passes through or refl ects from these 

surfaces, they a~quire b~ightness, or luminance. 

Further refinement of these quantitative measures is provided by 

the qualitative notions of ~niformity, glare and col oJ:. Discussion of the 

qualitative measures leads to the idea that the visibility of an object . . 
is a function of the lighting quantity and quality, as well as of other 

factors in the environment. 

The quantitative measures of light are summarized in Exhibit B.2. 

The t6tal amount of radiant energy leaving a source in all directions 

per unit time is known as luminous flux, and is measured in units of 

lumens. A standard candle source emits a total luminous flux of 41T 

. (i .e., 12.57) lumens . 
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EXHIBIT B.1 

Selection of Light Parameters 
Relevant to V1~sibility of an Object 

~
-
Street Light 

_ System Output 

I Total Luminous 
Flux 

Other Light Sources 
(Stationary and Moving) 

~.I' ---.-:----:-----:----I~F---.... _____ 
, (Other Directions) 

(Object Direction) 

. (Other Parameters) 

\1 

Luminous Intensity 
By Direction -Glare fl:-' ------------1 

'----~T-----L 

.; 

.... 
/1 

" 

Un; formity ~~--I 
Illumination and 

Luminance (Bright- . 
ness) of Surfaces 

l ,I 1 
Object }- Environmcnt 

1 .. 

Vi sibil ity 
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Common Measures of Light Quantity 

• Mill~ur~ Defi,nition Common Unit Unit Definition 

Luminous Flux Radiant energy Lumen Luminous flux of stan-
per unit time dard candle source i 4rr 

Luminous Intensity Luminous flux Candela Luminous intensity of 

• emitted per a spheri ca lly symmetri c 
unit solid standard candle source 
angle by a 
s~OIurce 

Illumination Luminous flux Foot candle One lumen per square 

• incident per foot 
Ulnit area on 
a given sur~ 
face 

Brightnoss Luminous flux Foot lambert One lumen per square 

• (Luminance) emitted, trans- (or candela/ foot (or 452 foot 
mitted or re- in2) lamberts) 
f1eeted per unit 
area by a source 
or surface 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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. The luminous flux emitted by a source in a given direction is 

called luminous intensit.y; and is measured in units of candelas. A 

standard candle source emitting 4n lumens over a spherical region 

has an average luminous intensity in any given directiol1 of on.\~ candela~ 

The effect of light arriving at a given surface is called 

illumination. Illumination measures the density of luminous flux arrivirlg 

~er unit area, and is measured in footcandles. An illumination of one 

footcandle is produced by an incident flux density of one lumen pel' 

square foot. III um; nation is one of the m(Jst frequently used measures 

of street lighting: illumination of the horizontal roadway plane is 

the quantity specified in the minimum standards of the American National 

Standard Practice for Roadway lighting [A.2-59). Some common illumina

tion levels are given in Exhibit B.3. It should be noted that the range 

·of illumination levels varies by a factor of lOB, a~d that night street 

lighting illumination levels occupy a relativelismaHc/port;on of this 

range, from one to ten footcandles. By its definition; illumination 

varies f~'om point to point on "any given plane. It is therefore common : -.'\ 
:, 

practice to de~ine average va1ues of illumination on a horizontal or 
. . 

vertical plane [A.2-24, A.2-59, A.2-60]. Roughly speaking, illumination 

in the horizontal plano lights the road and sidewalk surfaces~ while 

Mertical illumination increases the visibility of people and objects . 

The. eye \ however~does not directly perceive illumination in any 

plane. except that of its own iris. What one sees is the light emitted, 

transmitted or reflected by the surfaces in the field .of vision toward 

the aye. FoY' sUr'faces which ate not sources (i .e., for reflecting 

\\ 
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gjHBIT B.3 

}y'pical Illumination Levels 

__ u ____ Moonlight 

Starl i ght 
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or transmitting surfaces) the combination of illumination and the surface's 

properties together result in the brightness of that surface. Brightness 

is defined as' the luminous flux emitted, reflected or transmitted pe:!) 

unit area of a surface, and ;s measured in footlamberts (or candelas 

per square inch). A surface has a brightness of one footlambert when 

it emits one lumen per square foot. One candela per square inch equals 

452 footlamberts. The term luminance is also used f~r brightness. 

Pavement brightness is of concern in street lighting systems, and in fact 

is used in the specification of minimum standards used by the International 

COll111ission on Illumination (CIE)*. 

1..1 GHT QUAL lTV 

Th~ qualitative measures of light are summarized in Exhibit 8.4. 

The first set of qualitative measures is due to the fact that a street 

lighting system does not produce a uniform pattern of illumination or 

brightness, thus creating a need for measures of uniformity of varying 

detail. These measures include isocandela and "'isolux diagrams, uniformity 

ratios, gradient and glare. Other qualitative measures include colpr 

and visibility. 

The distribution of luminous intens'ity or illumination can be plotted 
() 

on appropriate coordinate systems to produce contour maps showing the 

directions in space of equal luminous intensity or the loci of equal 

* International Commission on Illumination, IIRecommendationsfor the 
Light'ing' of Roads for Motorized Traffic,1I DRAFT for approval by National 
Committees) DecCll1bcr I 1975 publication CIE No, 12/2 (TC-A.6), 1975. 

\ 
\ 

t...f 
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EXHIBIT B.4 

Common Measures of Light Quality 

Measure 
, " 

Iso 1 ux Diagr.am 

• \~'. <, " ~. 
\~ " 

Uniformity Ratios 

• 'uverall tU'llli'fiance UnifoY'mi ty 

• Long itudi na 1 Lumi nance UnlT()r
mity 

- r'llumination Uniformity 

Gradient 

Glare 

Disability Glare 

Definition 

Curves traced on an imnginary 
sphere with the source at the 
centerahd joining all points 
corresponding to those directions 
in whi ch the 1 urni nous 1'ntensity 
is the same. 

The locus of all points on the 
road surface where the illumi
nation has the same ~c~ue . 

Ratio of average to minimum 
road surface luminance. 

Ratio of maximum to minImum 
local luminance along center 
1 i ne of 1 ane, as seen', fl~'om an 
observation point 'on '1,h'~" same 
line. ' 

Ratio of average to minimum 
illumination on a given sur-
face. ' 

Maximum luminance diff~~ence 
between two sp'eci fi ed poi nts , 
expressed as a percentage of 
the average luminance. 

Impairment of the ability to 
see due to. harsh contras,t be
tween a luminaire and iJ;s back
ground . 
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EXHIBIT B.4 
(page? of 2) 

• Disability Veiling Brightness (OVB) 

• Equivalent Veiling Luminance 

- Discomfort Glare 

• Glare Control Mark 

Color 

- Spectral Energy Distribution 

- Colo~ Temperature 

- Correlated Color Temperature 

Color Rendering Index 

'Ii sibil ity 

- Visibility Distance 

I 
\ 

DefinitioT!. 

A function of illumination in 
the vertical plane at the eye, 
and of the angle between the line 
.of sight and the glare source. 

A function simil~r to that used 
to calculate OVB. 

Discomfort due td harsh contrast 
between a luminaire and its 
background, 

A.function predicting a nine-
point subjective discomfort index 
from lighting system characteristics. 

The relative energy emitted by a 
source as a 'functi on of wave-·l ength' 

The temperature at which an ideal 
black body spectrum most closely 
approximates a given source's 
spectrum. 

The temperature at whicn the 
chromaticity of an ideal black qody 
most nearly resembles that of a 
given source . 

An index describing how· well the 
colors of standard bbjects a~e· 
rendered, relative to the perfor-
ITiJnce of an ideal b" ack body 1 amp of 
identical correlated color temperature. 

The distance at which an object can .. 
just be perceived by the eye. 
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illumination on the horizontal roadway surface. Although an understand

ing of these detailed engineering tools, called isocandela and isolux 

diagrams, respectively, is not necessary for the present discussion, 

some simpler expressions of the distribution of light can be helpful. 

With regard to roadway illumination and lum;nance,uniformity ratj£ 

;s used to express the ratio of the average level to the minimum level, 

and both the IES and the eIE express limits on allowable uniformity 

ratios in their recommendations. According to the IES recommendations, 

illumination uniformity ratio should not exceed a ratio of 3 to 1, 

except for local residential streets, which should not have a ratio 

exceeding 6 to 1. The eIE recommendations apply to overall luminance 

uniformity and to 'longitudinal luminance uniformity~ The latter is 

defined as the ratio of the maximum to the minimum local luminance 
, 

along the center line of the lane, as seen from an observation point 

on the same line.* Overall luminance uniformity should not exceed a 

ratio of 2.5 to 1, while acceptable longitudinal 1uminance uniformity 

is limited to a range of 1.4 or 2 to 1. 

Gradient is an expression of the rate of change of a quantity 'in 

space, and .r:92:.Q.~uminance gradient is defined as the max'imum lumin-' 

_aD£lL9Jj.f.t:.):,Q.'lcs-.jlet..,@en-.lwo ~eci fie~tJ_C?_c~o',.tions, expressed 'as il percentage 

.Q.L.1!.L~ ... averase lJYJ!.1i~ance. No standards for Qradient have been expressed 
, 

by the illuminating engineering societies, but the measure has been 

held to be significant for clear perception and ease of recognition [A.2-102] . 

* OF,· CJt.) IntenldLional Commission on Illuminating. For convenience, 
t.he intt'rlliltioll,ll dpfinitions of uniformity) l'ihich are the reciprocal of 
the American indices, have been inverted to make comparison of the standards 
easier . 

---.-------------------
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Glare refers to a condition of excessive brightness contrast, 

such as betwee~ a luminaire and its background. Two types of glare, 

disability and discomfort glare, have been discussed in the literature. 

Disability, blinding or' ~il;ng glare refers to a condition in which the 

ability to see ;s impaired by the harsh contrast between a luminaire 

and its background. The effect of disability glare has beerl quantified 

by develqping formulas which require measurement of (i) the illumination 

at the eye in the vertical plane (or in the plane per?endicular to, 

the line of sight), and (ij) the angle between the line of sight and 

the glare source. The resulting quantities are called ",~isability veiling 

prightness ll and "equjyalent Veiling luminance. II Their precise formula

tion is not required here, but the fact that they allolN disability glare 

to be quantified should be noted. Exhibit 8.5 illust'rates the relation-, . . 
ships of the quantities involved in measuring disability veiling brightness. 

Discomfort glare is inherently subjective, and as such its measure 

requires an attitude survey which can, however, be correlated with the 

photometric, and geometric characteristics of a lighting system. These 

correlations have been made experimentally, and one such Jndex is the 

.9.Jare control ~ark.. It has been found that a sensation of glare (i :e.; 

glare control mark) on a 9-point scale from "unbearable"o(With a score . 
of 1) to "unnoti,ceab1e ll (with a score of 9) c,ah be predicted from a 

knowledge'of certain system characteristics.* eIE recomrnendati'ans require 
1/, 

, ·1 

that the glare control mark be in the range of 4 to 6, depending on road 

---,----
* ~_ . .fit., International Commission on Illumination. 

\ 
\ 
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EXHIBIT 8.5 

Measurement of Disability Veiling 
Brightness (DVB) 

(a) Angular relationships for calculating 
OVB from one source and for one 
observer position. 

(b) 

I 

DVB = ~~ e 

American National Standard Practice for Roadway Lighting 
(A.2-59~ p. 30). 
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type and brightness of the surrounding area. 

Coeor rendering properties are important for several reasons~ 

including recognition of fac~s and identification of clothing color. 

The subjective sensation of color can be correlated with the objective 

wavelength distribution, or spectral characteristic, of the light 

source. When the sQectral energy distribution (or sp~ctrum) of a light 

source isc;measured, a graph resul ts, showing energy as a function of wave

length. Exhibit B.6 shows the sun's spectrum, which contains all' 

visible wavelengihs i~ approximately equal proportions--thus causing 

sunlight to appear as white, or colorless. The fact that light is 

the same entity as radio waves, ultraviolet waves, and other forms of 

electromagnetic radiation is illustrated by Exhibit.8.6, which shows 

the visible spectrum in relation to phenomena associated witb other wave

lengths. Exhibit B.7 shows that the spectral distribution from an inc~n-
, 

descent lamp is likewise continuous, and has the visible portion of its 

energy peak at the longer visible wavelengths, corresponding to red: 

In fact, extension of the graph in Exhibit B.7 to longer, invisible 

wavelengths would show that most of the energy of an incandesc~nt bulb 

is radiated outside the visible range. This energy ultimately gets 

dissipated as heat. As the temperature of an incandesce'nt'bulb1s filament 

increas'es, the spectrum changes shape to ; nclude re lati ve ly mor'e energy 
, 

in the shorter wavelengths (i.e., towards blue and green). 

It is pqssibl~ to approximate the spectrum of an incandescent bulb 

by an idealized spectrum known as a black body emission spect~um. This 

idealized spectrullI is completely defined by oITe parameter: the hypothetical 

\ 

\ 
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EXHIBIT .!.& 

Th~ectromagnetic Spectrum 

PRODUCED BY 

E.LECTRIC LAMPS r-------______________ ~l ~I ____ ~ ______________ ~ 

$$0 

WAVELENGTH IN NANOMETERS 

(a) Visible Wavelengths 

-.. ---NANOMETERS 
100 5000 fDa 000 . 

f 
\ \ I I 

'\" I 

\ Tvt ~ \. RAOiO .' ELECTRIC COSMIC CAMMA \ X RAYS \ Ul.TRAVIO~ET INFRARED 
I I\A'I'S R A.Y5 \ . \ , \ WAVES WAVES • 

. \ \ I 
. \ \ 1 

I 
I 
I 
J 

I"IIGYO 1\ 

f Portion 
"I shown in 

---:;'-'IIf (a) above 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

. \ ~\ 
~ 

~-... 
I 
I 
I 

(b) Full Spectrum, Including Visible Portion 

. 

SOU.X.£Ii: Edison Electr'lc Institute, Street Lighting Manual (A.2-24, p. 15). 
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EXHIBIT B.7 

Spectral Ene1:,9l:' Distri bution of an Incandescent 
lamp at Various FilamentTemperatu!§ 

/-VIOl£T-r-'PLUC --+-GReEN -tvnt"oAM.tGEr---REO-----

Il. 250 
lQ 
~ w 
::t1 o 
:i'! 

'0« 
Z 

2 

200 

a: 
w 
Il. 150 

400 450 ISOO !l50 600 650 700 750 

WAVEI..ENGTH NANOMETERS 

·So~: Edison Electric Institute, Street Lighting Manual (A.2-24, p. 113). 
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temperature of the ideal black body.* Thus, the best fit of an 

incandoscent spectrum to the black-body curve results in the measure':' 

ment of coloUelnperat~, the temperature at \'1hicll an ideal black 

body would most closely approximate the <;pecLrum of the giVf!1\ light 

source. Not~ that il bulb's color L(,lIlp(~rdl:(jt'O does 1I0t I:qual its fila.

m~nt tGlllp(-!t'nLurn, ~,in{,(\ thf~ bulb is no!. il tt'lJf;' black body, 

'Hi911-'Inl.etlGiLy d'i'"clwrc]p l;)HlP~, such dS m0\,cur.)I vapor', 11l(,~tal-halide 

f1nd higlJ~pr("'i:.t1t'8 sndium do not huve a continuous spectrum. Their 

('ller'~l.y, as tdll be s(~E'nin exhibit (LB, is concDlltrated in narY'ow 

t'aI1ge',; or I inr~~q dtld tho distdbut ion ctlnnot b(~ 1Il0d.211ed by the black 

body ('lH'VC!. "(~nco, thp uSP. of color' tempetature as a mcaSUY'e of such 

(1 II'j itlr~ ;,P(>Clt'UlII" is unwnrrilllted. I~everlheless, thereal'e still sub

j(,ctive tQSpOllSes to the spectra of gaseous dischatge lamps for "'hich 

SOI1l(! llI(!i\SUtC lnss cumbersome than an entire spectl~al distribution is 

require,d. One such measure, which is based on the spectrum itself, 

is ~QX'!..c:Ltit.,g.(Lc9J.or,.t,-C!~_e..r..~}.!:!.!c. which is the absolute temperatUl~e of 

, that black body vlhose chromaticity most nearly resembles that of 

the light .source [1\.2-71J. However, sources with d1fferentline spectra 

and diffeY'ent color rcnderitl9 properties can have the same correlated 

co 1 or' t(~lllp0.ril tute lind for th-j s reason the co 19 ... Lr~nd.?ri.Q.9_~nd,ex is used. The 

indc'x rl'rJ('cl<; h(lw.,yJ~~lL.tb.u:...C?lors of standardized niuminated objects 

'" I\n idl'.d hld(k body is an object which absorbs all energy falling 
,011 ih ('dlt'f{\C('. It·; chnracteristic black body emission spectr,um, which 

i c; Cl rune: li nn of tc,ll\lperature, is often used as a standard for compari son . 
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EXHIBIT B.B 

Spectral Energy Distributions of Principal 
Gaseous Discharge Lamps 

u ~. ~ 
lOa 715 

r-
r-" • 

-- , 

- f- -

. I---r1 I- -f- '-- --- ---
4QO 450 000 580 600 850 100 rao , 

WAVELfNOHt NANOMETERS 

(a) Clear Mercury 

U 
'It 
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(d) High-Pressure Sodium 

• f H 

~our~: Edison Electric Institute, Street Lighting Manual (A.2-24, pp. 117-119), 

• 
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~_rgnder~~J:~~t;ve to the performance of an idea~ black body lamp 

of th~ same corre)ated color temperat~ [A.2-7l]. 

y'i s; bi ljJ~.l is a concept wh i ch depends on a number of envi ronmenta 1 

factors, one of which is clearly the performance of the street lighting 

sys.tem. Visibility is also a function of the particular object being 

viewed. The critical factors entering into the determination of visibility 

have been summarized as [A.2-24]: 

1. SizG of the object or its critical detail. 
2. ConL'f'aat c>f the object and its background 

or in its comp1ement parts. 
3. '81·ight;ne.88 of the object. 
4. 'I'ime available for seeing or speed of vision. 

Much of the resedrch into the concept of v'is'ibility has taken a two-step 

appr'oach: first it is to determine with experimental subjects the 

vi s i bi 1 ity of specHt ed objects under various 1 ighting condit ions, and 

then it is to find some physical measure that can predict visibility*. 

The objects which have been used in such tests range from mannequins 

and vehicles to discs, rings and cubes. Visibility distClJlce, the 

simplest measure of visibility. is the distance ~t which the object 

can just be perceived. The photometric measures which have been used as 

* See, for example: 

Gallilghet', V, Koth, 8. and Freedman, M., liThe Specification of Street 
Lighting Needs ," Rt'f,Jort No. FHWA~RD-76-l7~ The Franklin Institute 
Resedrch Laboratories, prepared for the Federal Highway'Administration, 
Offices of Research and Development, Washington, D.C. j November, 1975, ~nd 

Blackwell, O. Mortenson and Blackwell, H. Richard, IITechnical Progress 
Summary: S;lllulat'ion Studies of Visibility and Highway Lighting," Interim 
Report EES-263, Engineering Experiment Station, Ohio State University, 
Columbus, Ohio, March 31, 1967 . 

·-·~I_------------~ 
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predictors of visibility include average, maximum and minimum object 

luminance, horizontal pavement illumination and pavement luminance. 

Finally, it should be noted that the qualitative measures of light 

are highly interrelated. The American National Standard Practice for 

Road~ay Lighting [A.2-59, p. 14] states: 

It should be recognized that in many instances 
changes intended to optimize one factor relating 
to quality will adversely affect another and the 
resu"/tant total quality of the installation may 
be degraded. 

, 

. The problem of the illuminating engineer is to achieve a compromise 
• " > 

among all relevant quality factors, based on the needs of the particular 

street lighting application. 




